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1-Mounds personnel
face misconceptions

fri

Wild game with Wingo
gives MHS revenge, 69-67

See Section B, page 1

They're not pearly gates,
but still they're lavish

See Section A, page 18

See Section B, page 10
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News In Brief
Air Force helicopter crashes
HONOLULU (AP)- A m• erchant marine ship steame
d toward
land today after a U.S Air Force helicopter trying to
evacuate a
sick seaman from the ship crashed on the vessel,
killing six
helicopter crewmen and leaving a seventh-missing and
presumed
dead, authorities Said.
The HH-53 helicopter was attempting to airlift a crewme
mbeit
from the Panamian ship to a hospital when the copter
-slammed
onto the deck and started a fire as the ship was 540 miles
north of
Honolulu, said Air Force spokesman Sgt. Paul Chute
„
The fire aboard the ship.the Asian Beauty, was brough
t under
control,Said Coast Guard spokesman Bob Jones: btit
wreckage of
the helitopter was littered on the ship's fleck.
'Another Air Force helicopter brought back the bodies
of two of
the deceased crewmen Tuesday night, Jones said.
The bodies
were taken to the Army mortuary for positive Identif
ication at
ac on
U.
*A
"The names will be released when postive identification is
made and next of kin are notified," said Air Force Capt Kevin
Krejcarek

At 112, there's a reason for it all
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.(AP - Fred Clark, at 112 years old,
says he's stopped drinking, but still chews tobacco and smokes a
pipe occasionally.
Those habits, the Chattanooga Man said Monday at a birthda
y
celebration with his family, are "the hardest thing to stop."
"I feel pretty goodi--silid Clark, who walks witha cane and has
'-sufferect some hearing loss-but rethains an active deacon
in the
Prospect Missionary Baptist-church.
•
A former carpenter, plumber, bricklayer and knife sharpe
ner,
Clark said he lived "a pretty rough life" as a youth before turning
to-religion.
_
----Clark, whose relatives say they have Social Security records
documenting his age, has a simple explanation for his longevity.
The good Lord wants me to live thislong," he said.

Elsewhere...
13) The Associated Press

KINGSTON, Jamaica - Snipers and rock-throwing
riots
hampered efforts by pollee and soldiers to clear piles of
burning
tires from roads. At least three people are reported
shot to death
In violence sparked by sharp increases in fuel prices.
Demonstrations spread to the main tourist area of Montego Bay.
- -WASHLVGTON---Raciatpotarization and bladk
alienation increased during 1984, according to a National Urban
League
report issued today that also said the Reagan adminis
tration has
a "deplorable" record on black issues.
DES MOINES. Iowa - The main roller coaster in this
amusement park wouldn't have the hair-raising turns and spine-t
ingling
drops. But it would have enough gentle hills to keep
handicapped
children clinging to wheelchairs as the cars whooshed
down the
rails. Welcome to the wish park envisioned by a man
who likes,to
spend his-after hours making life happy for handic
apped kids. MORRISDALE.Pa.- Unraveling a roil of toilet paper
or fibbing-abotit who dumpeda drink on the floor are happy milesto
nes
in the life of'D.J.. a 3-year-old Who cannot yet truly eat
or talk and
until recently could not play or walk, due to an extrem
ely rare,
potentially fatal enzyme deficiency.
AMMAN. Jordan - The Rev. Eliya Khoury is assista
nt
Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem, although he was evicted
from the
seatof his diocese by the Israeli government. He's also
a member
of the ruling body of the Palestine Liberation Organiz
ation.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden - From Australia • to Sweden,
commemorations are planned to mark the disappearance
40 years
ago this week of Raoul Wallenberg, a SwedisheiniOy Who
arranged for the escape of thousands of Jews from Hungary.
WASHINGTON - Federal Reserve-Chairman Paul A. Volcke
r
is trying_ to reassure _ftepublican senators that action to
slash
government spending by $50billion next Year, with additio
nal action for the future, likely will be rewarded with lower interes
t
rates.
Today in History
Today is Wednesday. Jan. 16, the 16th day of 1985. There are 349
days left in the year.
- •
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 16. 1920, America went
''dry' as the 18th Amendment to the Constitution took effect and
Prohibition became the law of the land.
TOclay's. birthdays: Author-editor Norman Podhoretv 1- 55
Opera singer Marilyn Horne is 51.. Auto racer A.J. royi
Singer Ronnie Milsap is 41.
Thought for today: "The truth is so simple that it is regardc(i as
pretentious banality." - Dag HammarskjoIct, U N Secreta
ry General'(1905-19611.
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Official 'optimistic about museum
By CHARLES HONEY
vide documentation of their
no reason to believe there will be
dividuals to share their success
Staff Writer .•
fund-raising success.
any hitch."
with BSA." •
Based on reports from a local
If that documentation shows A final decision on the
fund-raising committee, a Boy
If the
the funding goal of $2.5 million
museum project must be made proves national BSA board apScouts of America official ex-• has been met, as is
the: museum project, no
expected, by the nationalPSA board at its
further appcival by university
pects BSA executives will
BSA staff will recommend to the
meeting Feb. g. Parker said Bill regents
recommend establishment of
would be necessary.
national board that-development ' Gay, BSA treasur
er and chair-, Stroup said. "Most
the national BSA jrnuseum in
of the things
of the museum proceed, said
man of the museum board of are
in place" to begin museum
Murray.
Wes Parker, administrator of
.
trustees, will deliver a recom- develo
pment immediately, she
Fund-raisers say they are
BSIVs services division.
mendation from Scout . exsaid." _ _
very near securing the -funds
_ _
-If you're asking me am I op- ecutives ta BSA
board officers.
"I think what we're doing is
needed to begin the museum's
timistic that this `will work out, The officers
will then recom- trying to build
Wet 4ev,elopment phase.
on our positive.
the answer is yes," said Parker . mend final
action to the full J.t•-__rollgffOr
Mernbirf 9t the bind.raising • _ -in --71A-4440,i944—titie— morning:
i.._,hec
e. keep.. the_
- *liderid7W1ffErtatritatielitiiir moment
urn going, if- there are
committee and Murray State
Parker said he can't speak for
members.
additional funds out there that
, President KalaStroup will meet
the BSA board, but that based on
An agreement between BSA -• we can
get,'get-them, and get enwith BSA officials Jan. 30 to prothe information he has, "I have
and MSU had designated Dec..31 thusias
tic BSA support," Stroup
as the deadline to raise the $2.5
said.
million considered necessary to
Stroup added she is 'very
funding the museum's first please
d" by the success of the
phase. At that time, local fund-ra
ising,drive, -and called it
leaders had raised $2.3 million a
tribute to the fund-raising
with several possible pledges commit
tee and to the communistill outstanding.
•
ty: "To be able to raise that
Since then, "Our community_ much
money in Western Kenhas been- extremely nespon- tucky
Is wonderful."
sive." said Sid Easley, chairThe committee was formed in
man of the ftmd-ralsing commitNovember of 1983, when Stroup
tee. "We are very close to raisand museum director Darwin
ing the amount of money that
Kelsey met with a group of
needed to be raised to begin this
citizen
s and community leaders.
phaie attire project."
Stroup told the group MSU had-Stroup said' BSA has been
committed all that it could to the
notified by phone of the 'fundmuseum, including $300,600 in
raising progress, and that the
renovat
ion funding, payment of
main objective of the Jan. 30 trip
museum staff and contribution
to BSA headquarters near
The proposed National Boy Scout Ntuseuni at MSI
Dallas is "for community in(Cont'd on page 21
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Ford says no call for alarm

Study: 4,800 jobs lost if LBL closes
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP - Another
1,800 Southern jobs could be lost in the rippling effect of budget cuts facing the Tennessee Valley Authority says a new study
by the federal agency, the University of
Tennessee and a report from Murray State
_
_
University.
- The study indicates 3,000 TVA employees
would be laid off if Congress does not
-reverse federal budget director David
-Stockman's recommended 71 percent slash
in TVA's_non!power budget. The study, released Tuesday,figures that
TVA layoffs would mean the loss of an $80
million payroll.
In western Kentucky those cutbacks will
,include an estimated 235 positions with a
total of $5.4 million in payroll- $1.6 million
of which goes -to 62,- employees from
Calloway County.
' Trigg County was the second highest with
53employees earning some $1.2 million and
Marshall County was third with 33
employees earning $725,000.
Other counties listed included Graves.
McCracken, Chriitiah, Lyon,Caldwell and
a portion of Tennessee."...If these TVA jobs are permanently
eliminated the TVA personnel would either
displace other local workers or move froin—%

•the area," the study said.
Hugh Granade, an economic analyst for
TVA, said the ripple effect would occur
from the-.purchases that TVA workers
would to.longer be making.
"They would do longer be going to
movies* or buying groceries in the
neighborhood," Granaile
,
When this,decline in economic activity
was fed into the University of Tennessee's
ecoribmetric model there was a net loss of
another 1.800 jobs'and $76 million in income. Granade said.,
The LBL spends annually an estimated•
$450,000 in surrounding counties.• Approx.
imately $85,000 was estimated for Calloway
County. but McCracken had the highest'
draw with $225,000, $35,000 in Henry Com-.
ty, Tenn.. and $25,000 in Marshall County.
-Some $20,000 was also estrinated to be spent
annually in Graves. Lyon and Stewart
Counties.
In addition, it has beep estimated the the
LBL is responsible for some 1.618 jobs in.
the western -Kentucky area, according to
the MSU report. The study also showed that
approximately $13.9 milliun were
generated,in the area as a _result of • LBL
tourists.
Stockman has recommended-stopping 12

TVA._. programs 'and cutting - the federal
itikity's 1986 budget. -equest from $135
million to $38 million.
However, according to Kentucky's U.S.
Senator Wendell Ford. there is currently--no.
need for alarm over the proposed budget
--cuts suggested-by -Stoeltmarr- Ford says that many recommended cutS
"are-dead upon arrival in Congresg." but
that this pataicular cut is -dead before 'it
even gets there.'•
According to Ford. "the president is just
sending up trial balloons on various cuts to
__see What kind of reaction he gets. Of
course, directors of the TVA are calling
everybody to.get a ground-swelling of support. That is well and good." -Ford commented."but the'proper'thing to do is look
at -this in perspective. There is a long way
to go in the budget cutting process. before
anything is ever cut..• .
.
Senator Ford and newly elected Mitch
McConnell. along with Congressman Carroll Hubbard are presently monitoring the
action process in an effort to protect, the interests of Kentucky it was.noted.
•
The 'president's budget cuts will be
delivered to Congress sometime newt
month.

Planners
discuss
various
matters

'

Dr. George James officially
tendered his resignation to the
Murray Planning and Zoning
Today: Cloudy. Rain and
Commission during its regularly
freezing rain, possibly mixed
scheduled meeting Tuesday
at times with snow.-High 30 to
night. The resignation was made
35. South wind 10 to 15 mph.
due to James moving to Maine:
chance of precipitation -80
Mayor Holmes Ellis will
percent. - •
recommend a replacement for
Tonight: Freezing rain
James, with the commission's
mixed with snow during,the
.Chazile_Adams was
evening, changing to all snow
voted.- by. acclamation, to
late. Low 25 to 30. West wind
replace Janies as vice chairman
10 to 15 mph.
of the commission during last
7. •
preeipia=za - -1
-'
4°'•
•-•
near 100 percent.
The 1984 Leadership Murray
Class met with the commission
where • disCussioh on several
LAKE LEVELS
Issues concerning the planning
- 854.5
Kentucky Lake
and zoning commission's role in
354.4
Barkley Lake
-((oned on page 2)
.1

•

FIREVEPART311y:INT AWARDS-PRESENTED - James Hornbuckle, Murray Fire
Chief. presents the
department's 1884.Firifiglater ofthe Year Award to Artie Haneline while Phil Owens, Murray
Fire Mar.
shad.. stands with his ISM Officer of the i'ear Award. Both award% were presented this
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Salvage diver plans river hunt for historic shipwreck
necessary equipment to make
the dives in their spare time.
"That doesn't mean we won't
have competition." Hedger
says. "That's why we want to
get to it this winter, when there
aren't a lot of divers around
looking over our shoulders."
If they are fortunate enought
to find the ship, Hedger said it
would be worth the search for
what could be on ttoard, particularly the ship's safe and
trunks that contained the
passengers' belongings
"None 6f-that's going to be
easy to find, especially the safe,
which I'm told the steamboat
captains put wherever they
thought would be a good hiding
place," Hedger said. "It could
take a couple of months to find

historical things down there."
According to historical
records, the Marquis de
Lafayette — the.French soldier
who fought for the American
rebels against the British in the
Revolutionary War — was
among those who survived the
wreck of the Mechanic.
The Ohio River's waters are
dark, dirty, dangerous and out
of the league of amateur divers,
Hedger said. Salvage companies
aren't going to send their divers
on a wild goose chase at their$150-an-hour wages, he added.

CINCINNATI (AP) —..Gold
coins, chandeliers, a sate and
trunks are among the rewards a
diver hopes to recover from a
ship wrecked in the Ohio River
near Louisville, Ky., more than
150 years ago.
But salvage diver Kelly
Hedger and two frienas aren't
revealing the exact location of
the steamboat Mechanic for fear
• That competition • for the expected treasure-inside is not far
behind.
"The word's leaked out that
we think we've pinpointed where
the Mechanic.steamboat went
down in 1825," Hedger said.
"Judgint from who we know
was aboard that boat, we think
there may -be some valuable

But Hedger said he and two
friends, Tom !aligner, 31, and Jay
Woltering, 28, have the diving
experience, resources and connections to assemble the

those things, even after we
locate the wreck.
"We've had coin collectors tell
us if we recover the safe, they
want to be the first people called
in," he said. "Salt water eats up
those old coins, but fresh water
doesn't."
Hedger said he plans to do his
diving exploration in a 90-footdeep location in the river. He
declined to divulge what his
research and interviews of old
divers have revealed about the
famous passenger aboard the
ship or what he, might have been
carrying.
"I can say tits — it was an embarrassment to the U.S. when
the boat.sunk, although the man
and EtIllbe Other passengers sur-

Museum...

Ruling by Supreme Cour!
broadens officials' rights
46.461•,.....41111•Smo—

PISCATAWAY, N.J. ; AP —
The former vice principal whose
routine check of a ninth-grader's
purse led to a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling broadening school
officials: right _to. _search
students says the decision will
mean safer schools.
- "Obviously, I'm very happy,"
said Theodore Choplick, former
vice principal at Piscataway
High School. "I think it was a
step toward safer schools, simply because (school officials now
.won't be afraid to do the job
parents want them to do."

ft

In a 6-3 decision Tuesday. The
nation's highest court ruled in
the Piscataway case'that school
officials do not need a warrant
or the same justifications required of police officers to search students suspected of
violating the law or a school
rule.
But. the court said public
school Officials, like police officers, must adhere to the Con- _

stitution's ban on unreasonable
searches and seizures by
governmental officials.

(Cont'd from page 1)
of the former laboratory school
building on 16th Street.
Local leaders then formed a
committee to raise.. the difference in funding cons
necessary'tab develop a quality
MUSelIM 'ilint would attract

the delinquency verdict.
The girl has since graduated,
her expulsion was put on hold by
the litigation. Choplick was laid
off in a budget crunch in June
1980, and has been unable to find_
another job in education.

-

Choplick said he-was trying to
carry out his responsibility on
-March IWO, when he rifted a
14-year-old student, identified in
court records as T.L.O., to open
her handbag after a teacher saw
her smoking in a restroom.
"It wasn't like I grabbed the
girl and attacked her and took
the handbag from her," he
recalled. "It was a • reasonable
search. ... I asked her and she
opened it."
Choplick said he found a pack
of. cigarettes and rolling
papers.The girl was found delinquent after admitting to police
she had sold marijuana cigarettes to classmates.

Five years after the search,
the Supreme Court decision
touched off strong opinions at
Piscataway High School, a
school of 2,100 students about 35
miles southwest of New -York
City.
"I think it's one of the greatest
decisions in education in the last
decade," said Principal James
Koch.
Soine students' expressed
apprehensions.
"If they want to look .in a
locker or iomeone's personal
possessions, they should have a
police warrant," said Rob
Bucklaelw, a'17-year-old senior.
"They shouldn't be allowed to
search us f6i no reason.", said
Crystal Anderson, 17.

The New Jersey Supreme
Court overturned the delinquency finding, ruling that the search
had violated the student's
_
rights.
But the high court reinstated

vived," Hedger said. "It must
,.have hit an island submerged
not too far below the surface. It
went down very quickly."
Hedger, 22, owns Hedger Diving Enterprises, a scuba diving
business in the Cincinnati
suburb of Mount Airy.
At a Cincinnati vacation and
travel convention this week,
Hedger is displaying a two-man
submarine used in Lloyd
Bridge's "Sea Hunt" television
series in the late 1950s. Hedger
bought the dilapidated sub for
$800 several years ago while on a
diving expedition in Florida.
He is now restoring the sub,
and plans to use it for personal
entertainment and salvage
operations, including the search
for the downed Mechanic.

"It's a real conversation
piece," Hedger said, "but it's
going to be very useful to us. In
40-degree water like we've got
now, you couldn't stay down
more than a few minutes, but
the sub will allow us to stay
down three hours at a time."
The two-man sub will be
equipped with sonar.,The crew
has a metal detector "that can
pigk up the presence) of • a
quarter 17 feet away, even
through solid brick or concrete," Hedger said.
Hedger said he and his partners won't devote full time to the
project until they have located
the wreck. If they find it, they
plan to take leaves of absence
from their jobs, he said.

visitors nationwide. An original
funding proposal of, $3 to $5
million was scaled down to $2.5

were pleased by the success of
the fund drive and doubted BSA
"would turn our backs sharply
on anybody and walk away."
BSA originally designated
M§U as the locationjor its new
museum, which will house a $7
million collection, in 1981. BSA's
former museum was located in
New Jersey.

million for- development of a
first phase, by agreement between MSV and'BSA.'
That agreement called for the
funding goal to be met by Dec.
$
.1, Although pledges were about
$200,000 short of the goal at that
time, Parker said BSA officials
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Planners...

Murray 74= wha sufferecL_
carbon monoxide poisoning
is listed in stable condition
A Murray man is listed in
stable condition in a Memphis
hospital after a Land Between
the Lakes officer discovered
him lying unconscious in his car
early Tuesday, suffering from
carbon monoxide Poisoning.
David Denton
.
, 10, of 218 South
llth Street, was discovered by
Officer Mike Williams at about
1:30 a.m. Tuesday. Williams
reported- that Denton was
draped over the wheel of his car
and was bleeding from his nose
and mouth.

Bapfist Memorial Hospital
reported today that Denton was
recovering from carbon monoxide poisoning.
Denton was reportedly
discovered in the Gray's Landing lake access area of LBL, in
a remote area of Stewart County, Term., with his car running
and heater turned on.
Na explanation was available
as to the reason for Denton's
presence in LBL early Tuesday
morning, according to the LBL
patrol.

(Cont'd from page 1)
....the_city,!_s_gcowth ware brought
up. The main topic of discussion
concerned the commission's interacting role with the city's
board of zoning adjustments.
In other action, the commis:8ton was informed that a prior
agreement, with Developer
Wendell Albritten, for the
August completion of Southwood
Drive in the Northwood Subdivision was extended following a
meeting with John Clark, the
contractor for the street construction. Crark informed the
-commission that the construction would be completed "as
soon as weather permitted."
The planning and zoning commission also followed suit with
the city council in endorsing the
speeding up of -construction on
Glendale Road, to alleviate traffic problems near the downtown
area.
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We Back Our Quality With
Money Back Guarantee!"

We carry many name brands but
if we find a product of equal quality but at a lower price we buy it.
We don't pay for fancy labels and
neither do you.
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Nacho Chips
'mit. Cheese Singles

Spread Quarters

1201,796

......

Mr:
q.ue
dan
- -and
--dau

16 oz. 394

Deluxe Dinners

2 4b. $ 1 69

Pot Pies

8 oz. 351

Crinkle Cut French Fries

5lb. $1 69

Donuts

14oz.

a ti
gue
sev

tin';

$129

J;
and
vic(
Coll
iii

496

Fresh .Chicken Livers

lb.

Turkey Legs

lb. 395

Tomato Juice

46

Pink Grapefruit Juice
hav

Houser Valley Bacon

16...-51
"

Wagner Orange Drink . .

54

Reelfoot Corn Dogs

16 02. 5155

Applesauce

16

Pear Halves

16

Ground Beef Patties
Mesa Chili With Beans.

inci
A
pub
$9,4

10 lb.

9990

496

Apple

Cider

Ground
Dry Detergent
- Dish

Liquid

. Chunk Dog Food
Dry Cat Food
Tea Bags
JerseyGloves

49 oz. 51 29
32 oz. 99c
25 Lb. 53
"
4 lb. $ 1 39
100 0. $149
6
pair 79

_

PERSPECTIVE
Free high court
for key cases
The U.S. Supreme Court must decide crucial
constitutional and legal questions. As Chief Justice
Warren Burger currently says, the task requries
that the justices have adequate time to reflect on
the weighty issues before them. '
Hence, Burger has renewed proposals design" ed to ease the-coui t b Workload. Some of his ideas
deserve implementation.
• One sensible proposal is for creation of an intermediate court an "irttercircuit tribunal" to
hear cases in which the federal Circuit Courts of
Appeal in different parts of the country give conflicting answers to legal questions. The new court •
Would not have permanent judges; its members
would-be drawn temporarily from among judges
in lower _federal courts. The intercircuit tribunal's
decisions would be binding, unless the Supreme
Court itself modified such a riAking.
Perhaps there is a heed for saleguards,such as
permitting a case to be transferred to the Supreme
Court by vote of some specific number of judges
of the intercircuit court, as well as by order of the
high court. The essential point is to preserve the
Supreme Court,s role as final arbiter while giving the justices some respite from the immense
volurneof cases they now must hear and decide.
Among Burger's other statements, he correctly urges higher pay for federal judges and opposes,
diminution,of the judge'l role in the questioning,
of prospective jurors. And in his credit, he again
has used the forum that his office prOvides to call
for meaningful and effective employment pro-

•

1

However, we question another Burger proposal:to add a 10th associate justice to the Supreme
Court. The new justice Would not hear cases, but
would help with administration of the federal
court system. It seems to us that if Burger can
delegate some administrative duties to the court
bureaucracy, or to chief judges of the lower
courts, he should do so. It the duties absolutely rechieritiptice's attention, there seems to
be no proper way that Burger can escape them.
On balance. however, Burger has raised important issues worthy of consideration by thoughtful
policyrnale—ya_rinkLeancerned citizens.
--Ask

looking back
Tenyears ago
A green house for benefit of tlje Sentoreitizens
has been built at St. John's Episcopal Church.
Among those doing the masonry- work were
Larry Wheeler, Roger Burgoyne, Roy Hancock,
Joe Gertzen. John Blair and Chet Geever.
Alex Harvey,a Murray State University Alumnus with two gold records to his credit as a
songwriter, will return to MSU on Jan. 17 to Present two shows as a singer.
Births reported include a.boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan -Jones, Jan. 7.
Virgil Yates of Fulton. Governor of Lions Club • .
Distiict 4-8-K, spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Lions Club. He was introduced by 'Joe Pat
James.
M.C. Garrott talks- about his living with nine
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
'Waldrop
Waldrop on Miller Avenue while attending Murray State College in his column, "Garrott's
Galley."
Twenty years ago
Airman Apprentice Larry E. Myers, USN,son
of Mr. and Mrs. RohrK.-Weis, has been awarded the _Navy_ Unit_Conimendation Ribbon andArmed Forces Expeditionary Medal while serving aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS Constellation with the Seventh Fleet in the Far East.
New officers of the Murray Kiwanis Club are
Paul Sturm, Bill Doss, Charles Coleman and
aurichristopher.
Miss Shirley -Thomas-,--daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mason Thomas. was crowned as basketball
queen of Murray College High School. Her.attendents were Carolyn McNeely.-daughter of Mr.
----and-Mrs:: Howard McNeely, and Ann Adams,-----daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John B:-Adams.
Mr: and Mrs. Hunter Love have returned from
a trip to Miami. Fla., and a cruise to Nassau as
guests Of Stanley Products. Mrs. Love was one of _
seven top dealers in the area.'
The Rev. Johnson Easley is pastor of the Mar- •
tin's Chapel Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
James H. Phillips of Clinton and Rex Alexander of Murray were elected as president and
vice president respectively of the Murray State
College Alumni Association, according to M.O.
Wiather. alumni secretary.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include_a-giri to Ronald and Euple-Thompson.
Assets of the Bank of Murray as listed on
published itarement as of Dec. 31. -1954. were
-- - • • 49.479.481.5c • -.
•
-Mr.. and Mrs. Prentice Holland and family
have been visiting relatives in Detroit, Mich.
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royko says

by mike royko

Wrong information takes
care of the wrong numbers
Some people are angered by
wrong numbers. They bellow and
slam the phone down as if the
caller did it orr purpose.
Not me.I make the best of wrong •
numbers, and sometimes they can
be fun.For example, there are the little
children whose parents let them
play with phones:
It happens to everyone. Your
phone rings and you say hello and,
you hear a childish voice say:
"Hawwo, who dish?"
You can just hang up and b_e done
with it. But I prefer to drOp my
vbice to its lowest pitch, then-make
a loud menacing, growling sound.
As often as not, I'll hear the
phone rattle on the floor and the
sound of a terrified child running
away. and screaming for, its
mommy.
•
I'm not being cruel. If anything,
I'm helping the parents of the child
lower their phone bill.
Then there was a man who dialed
when my son answered the phone
mumbled: "Lemme talk to Delia."
My son politely said: "What
number do you want?"
A minute later, the phone rang
again. It was the same guy. He
mumbled:"Lemme talk to Delia."
Now, had he been polite the first
time, I would have told'him that he
was dialing the wrong number. Instead I snarled:
"What do you'Want with Delia,
bub?"
ThatVoke him up, and he yelled:
"Who the hell are you?".
Actually, his language was much
stronger. So I said: "Never mind
that. Who are you?"
I saki: "Hold on." Then I yelled,

so he could hear me: "Hey, Delia,
there's- some klutz on the phone
who says he's your boyfriend."
I waited a moment, then Said,
"Delia says she don't want to talk
to any klutz."
He beganeshouting and swearing
both at me and Delia. So I interrupted and said: "Take my advice,
pal. Delia is too good for a no-good,
low-life bum like you, so you better
straighten out your act or you're
going to be aced out."
Then I hung up. He never called
back, so I assume he accepted my
counseling and now he and Delia
probably have a much more stable
relationship.
•
Which brings me to my most recent wrong number.
This morning my office phone
rang, and when I answered, a
woman began speaking in a crisp,
business-like manner.
She said she was with 'a Los
Angeles firm that does corporate
research and wanted
42rsil
- corut t
iOra
policies at this company.
•
"Are you the comptroller at your
corporation?" she asked.
-"No."
"Oh, I asked your switchboard
for the comptroller's office."
"Maybe he's not around."
"I see. Well, could you answer
my questions?"
"Sure, why not. As long as they
don't have to do with corporate
secrets."
"-No. I don't think they will."
"OK."
"All right. - Now, how many
employees does your company
have?"
"Oh-, we've gotlots of-them."
"Lots?"
•

capitol ideas

"Sure, kits 'and lots. We've got
"Well, are you the chief exthem all over the-place. You should
ecutive officer?"
see I('
"I really -don't like to use that
•
title.'
"Could you be more specific in
terms of numbers of employees?"
"What title do you use?"
''Well, they call me The Big
"Well, that's hard to do. We really don't count them because
Heat."
they're always moving around. It's
"The Big Heat?"
hard to make a headcount. But
"Yeah, or just plain Heat for
we've gpt thousands and thousands
short."
of them. I can tell you that."
"Well: I've never heard of cot':
porate titles like those before."
"Are there more than 5,000?"
"Are you kidding? We've pro"I guess the trend hasn't-reached
California yet."
bably got to times that many.
mean,this is no ma and pa grocery
"I guess not. Well. thank-you.
Good-bye." -•
store, you know."
"By-dee-by."
"I see. Well, can I ask you about
your policYon corporate credit
When she submits her report.
I'm not sure it will create a stir at
cards."
her firm.
"No credit cards. No sirree."
"Why is that?"
And I Wouldn't be surprised if we
soon start reading stories in the
"Listen, you start giving people
credit cards,and how do you know --"financial pages about corporate
boards in California naming some
what they're going to buy with
executive to the posrdf Big Heat.
them. First thing you know,they're
- When that happens, remember
buying expensive gifts for their
where it started.
Mends_ ,Perfnme Jewelry
a 1 Ur French restaurants.
Some people are weak."
"Well, do your employees
travel?"
"Some do, some don't. Depends
Heartline is a service for senior
on if they're going somewhere."
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
"How do you handle payment for
questions and solve problems..if you
travel without credit cards?"
have a question or a problem not
"We give them a few bucks cash,
answered in these columns, write to
and tell them:'When that runs out,
•Heartline. 114 East Dayton St.. West
get your a-- back here.'"
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
see.---Well, that's an interestereceive a prompt reply, but you
Mg policy."
must include a Self-addressed.
"I think so."
stamped-envelope;--The-most-usehrl
"Could I have your name
replies, will be printed in -this
please."
column.
I gave her my name.
HEARTLINE:. I just . became
"And what is your title?"
elLgile for Medicare last last year. *
"Ulf, we don't go in for all those
-Everyone keeps telling me to try to
traditional corporate titles.,"
find a doctor who aceOpts assignment.rmen though most of them
:can't:Irelilly explain "to me exactly
what assignment is. I don't knoW
where to start. Do you have any advice? L.C.
ANSWER: Health and Human
Services(FINS)is preparing a list of
physicians and suppliers who accept
assignment from Medicare. This list..
will be sent to local Social Security
Offices and .possibly to senior
citizen's organizations. It will show
the percentage of time the physician
or supplier accepted Medicare assignment. N or instance, ,one.
physician may have accepted
assignment 1.) to 20 -percent of the
time, while another many have accepted'asSignments 91 to 100 percent
• of the time.
It' is very important for you to
know --Which physician accepts
medicare assignment.- Acceptance
of the assignment'means that the
physiciansWill accept whatever payment Medicare believes is
reasonable. Thus. if Medicare determines that the reasonable charge for the...physician's services for a
particular case if $1000 tof which
Medicare would nortwatty- -Way su
percent. i.e. $800). the physician will
accept-this as his fee in charge and
ttie- patient will only have to pay
8200. However.- we know that
Medicare rarely pays SO percent of
a doctor's bill. In.the same example
as above, if Medicare decided that
to -stop talking about a balanced
the reasonable charge for the serbudget and submit one -to
vice-is $600,then the SO percenfthey
Congress.
._
would'pay would be $480. and you
But Sens. Edward M. Kenwould be left to pay the remaining
nedy. D-Mass:, and 'Mark Hat$520. If the doctor accepted assign.field, R-Ore.., were quickest of
- ment. he would charge only the $600
all in recirculating legislation.
for the Service, and you would only
Their proposed resolution for a
have to pay $120 So you can see the
"mutual and verifiable" nuclear
big difference in the amount you
weapons freeze was granted the
would end Up paying out of your
number "Senate Joint Resolupocket by going to a doctor who does,
tion No. 1," the Congressional
.not accept assignment
Record noted.
These records'can be useful for
Sen. William Proxmire, Dthey will show which physicians ac- •
- Wis., re-submitted another
cept Medicare assignment and how
perennial: his proposed "No
often If is suggested that you conFree Lunch Act." It would rethese records when they
sult
quire dining rooms used by
; become available before you choose
government executives and
a physician.
members Of Congress to stop
charging reduced rates for
meals.

-

heartline

by torn raum

from seven nations.
The Congressional Record of
the first days of the 99th- Congress aim is a'coniperidium of
_ failed legislation of the last Congress. Many pages are given to
texts and explanations of pet
measures members are reintroducing.
For instance, Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, notified colleagues he wOuld- try once again •
to get Congress to go along with
his proposal for a special 1-cent
postage _stamp_ "to be used for_
correspondence with members
of Congress." "We must face, the fact that
many ofour nation's citizens are
forced to consider the purchase
of a 20-cent postage stamp for
the purpose of expressing a
grievaiiCe,-or opinion or idea, as
somethipit beyond their
means," rhouye noted. '
And that doesn't take Ingo
count the increase to a 22-cent
stamp scheduled for -midFebruary. Besides. Inouye
'observed, members of Congress
can write to their constituerits
for free, using a_postage-free
congressional "frank." Rep. Peter Rodin)), D-N.J.,
chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, reintroduced the Equal Rights
Amendment. Sens. Jesse Helms.
R-rf.e.. and Orrin Hatch, R. Utah, proposed anew measures
° restore prayer'wm
schools.
And Rep. Jim Jones,.
-D-Okla.,
• outgoing chairman of the House
-Budget Committee, refilled a
Demcieratfc".backed Measure .
that would require the president

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress hag Met for less than eight
hours this year, yet the Congressional Record for the new 99th
Congress already rivals the size
of two full-length novels or a
phone book for a medium-sized
U.S. city: 831 pages.
At $515 a page, that comes to
$324,985 in,printing costs.
Nearly 1,500 words are crammed onto each page of the
Record. Yet few of them were
actually spoken on the floor of
the'House or Senate.
Most of thematerial was
"inserted" into the record —
speeches never delivered,
testimonials to local luminaries,
reproductions of newspaper and
magazine articles.
House Minority Leader
inserted a
Robert Michel,
tribute to the First Presbyterian
Church of Peoria on its 150th
anniversary.
Rep. Barney Frank.•D•Mass.,
extolled Massahusetts'
teachers. Sen. Gary Hart, DColo., remembered the Rev„
Martin Luther King, Sr. And
Rep. Patricia Shroeder.
Inserted a New York Times
editorial on pay equity.
Rep. Alan, Wheat, D-Mo_, extended a 75th birthday greeting
to Kansas-City-based Hallmark
Cards Inc.; Sen. Nancy
Itassebium, R-Kan., paid a
similar tribute to Hallmark in
the Senate.
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., inserted "per.sonal observations
.on the 1984 election: Part II."
And Rep. Joseph M. Gaydos:.D.
Pa., had printed a chart detailtag_ six-.years of steel imports

letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
Christmas at Western Slate
Hospital was a very special time for
the patients. The concern of visitors
who came to the hospital for ward
parties, those who sent gifts and
others who made contributions all
combined to. let the patients know
that friends were thinking of them.
We appreciate the helps of the
news media in informing the corn
munity of the needs of the patients
Thank you and all the generous people who made this happy Christmas
possible.
Sincerely.
( Mrs. Margaret C. Riley
- Coordinator.
-- Community Relations
Western StAte Hospifat
P.O. BOx 2200
Hopkinsville,KYA2240_ _
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Farm Stress Workshop
scheduled on Jan. 25

Ast-STUDY --The Second Grade Class at East Calloway Eiemsn•
, tar) school recentl) completed a health and foods unit. Pictured in top
left photo are students in Doll Redick"s room who each morning were
directed in two simple exercises to help promote physical fitness. In top
right picture. be Ferguson has a difficult time deciding which food to
sample first. The tasting party included a variety of unusual foods from
each of the tour food groups, fruits, vegetables, grains and meats. In bot.

tom left picture, hard red winter wheat was ground in the Vita Mix
machine, made into dough, baked and eaten at the tasting party. From
left. Erin Grogan. Celena Cooper and Johns Brittain explain the process.'
"When will it appear is the concern Of, from left, bottom right picture,
Joyce Holland, Jimmy Lampe, Chad Wallace. Chris Runyan and Jason
Jones as the milk is churned to make butter.

-

A workshop on
"Managing Farm
Stress" will be held Friday, Jan. 25, at the Kentucky Dam Village Inn,
according to Jean Cloar,
Calloway County Extension Agent for Home
Economics.
Registration will start
at 9:30 a.m.
Dr. Bob Fetsch,
Human Development
amd Family Relations
Specialist with the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension
Service, and Dave Hornbeck, president of the
Federal Land Bank of
Association of Mayfield,
will be the speakers.
The program will include the following:
• "How Stressful Is
Farming As An Occupation" led by Fetsch;
• "Open Communication Between Creditor
and Borrower" led by
Hornbeck;
"Stressors and
Symptoms of Farm
Couples" led by Fetsch;
.•-• "Stress Manage-

ment Strategies For Individuals and Couples"
led by Fetsch.
Farming has become
one of the most stressful
and dangerous occupations of 130 occupations
examined irra National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Study.
In this workshop the
farm. family can first
learn to recognize
dangerous stress symptoms before they get so
high they want to give
up.
Secondly, the selfreliant farm family can
identify and use practical strategies for
managing stress in
healthy ways even during the peak stress
lessons of planting and
harvesting.
A buffet lunch for
Under $5 per person will
be served In the dining
room. Persons planning
to attend are .asked to
call the Extension Office, 753-1452 or 753-1456,
by Monday, Jan. 21.

'The Thorn Birds' gets
high rating; 'Dallas'
listed top,weekly show

NcII-born admission4
Newborn admissions and baby girk_1503._
and dismissals at Kirkwood Dr.•
Murray-Calloway CounFred H. Taylor, 1922
ty Hospital for,.Thurs- Red Oak, Paris, Tenn.;
day:Jai . ro", have been Mrs. Ruby M. Allen. Rt.
released as follows
5, South Fulton. Tenn.:
Newborn admissions - Mrs. Mildred Edwards,
Baby -G-Ir't Nola'. - Rt. 1, Sedalia;
parents. Janice and
Mrs. Ella H. Boehm.
Terry.. 508 Blanton. Rt. 2, Springville,
Paris. Tenn.;
Tenn.; Mrs. Sheila A.
Baby Boy Cook, Pritchett and baby boy,
parents, _Deborah and Rt. 5, Murray:
Randall. Box 2446, Cleveland Foy, Rt. 1,
University Station. Murray.
Murray.
.
---Dismissals
Jererny L. Owen. Rt.
The Murray-Calloway
5. Murray; Phillip D. County Hospital has
Howard. Rt. 5. Murray; released the dismissals
Mrs. Sheri A. Latimer for Friday. Jan. 11. No

NEW yoFti, (AP) - schedule.
"The Thdrn Blebs," the
"The Thorn Birds"
ABC -miniseries attOut was on Monday, Tuesforbidden love between day and Thursday
a young woman iand a (three of ABC's weakest
priest soared In truns -nights), but it skipped
list wea, --5.1'Threiri-jr- Wednesday, ABC's
viewers apparently strongest night, when
Lodge;
William L. Knott, Rt. agreed with the net- "Dynasty" turned in a
1, Dexter; Mrs.*Berthat
.work's Promo: "Once is 27.7 rating. CBS'
"Dallas" had a 27.8. For
Louise Rose, Rt. 9, Ben- no enough."
Last week's three in- the season, "Dynasty"
ton; Gene N. Bailey, Rt
lallments of "The is the top program,
4, Murray;
•,
orn Birds" all finish- averaging a 25.4 to
James Oralee Elkin ,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Willie ed in the Top 25, attrac- "Dallas" 25.3.
CBS' Sunday night
B. Hopkins, 1109 South ting more viewers in
16th St.; Mrs. Eulala L. repeat than every lineup of "60 Minutes,"
McCarty, 1010 Doran regular ABC series it "Murder, She Wrote,"
pre-empted. The No. 2 "Crazy Like a Fox" and
Rd
miniseries of all time "Trapper John, M.D."
BARTLESVILLE, when it was broadcast (No.
20) is formidable.
Okla. (AP)- While the nearly two years ago, Last Sunday, these
general public knows "The Thorn Birds" tied shows averaged a 22.0
that the latest hot spot "Shogun" as the No. 3 rating to a 14.6 and a
could have a very short re pe-ii 'midis-6:1711'S 14.2 for the competitive
life expectancy a behind "Roots" and programming
on NBC
glossary published by "Scruples."
and ABC, respectively.
Provesta Corp. explains
The success of "The
Two CBS discards
the phrase uniquely. In Thorn Birds" and the from Sunday night,
"The Language of highest rating in the "Alice" and "The
JefBiotechnology," hot four-year run of fersons," fared poorly
spots are sites in the "Dynasty" led ABC to In their first shots at
genes, where activities Its best performance of Tuesday night. "The
such as mutations occur the season. Still, ABC Jeffersons" was 60th
frequently.
finished behind CBS, and "Alice" was 62nd
while "Dynasty" was out of 66 prime-time
harely beaten by shows.
''Dallas" 'as the top
The "CBS Evening
show for the week of News" was the topJan. 7-13.
rated newscast with a
According to A.C. 14.9 rating. ABC's
Nielsen Co. figures "World News Tonight"
released Tuesday, CBS and the "NBC Nightly
won its 14th week out of News" tied for second
16 this season, averag- with a 12.5 rating.
ing an 18.1 rating in
---prime time. ABC had a
NEW YORK (AP) 17.3 and NBC averaged Ratings compiled by the
a 16.2. The three - A.C. Nielsen Co. for the
network total rating of week of Jan. 7-13 were
51.4 was the season's released as follows:
highest.
1. "Dallas," CBS;.27.8,
7.0•,11:30
For the 16-week 23.6 million homes.
season, CBS is averag2. "Dynasty," ABC,
ing a 17.2 to NBC's 16.1 27.7, 23.5 million homes.
A WORLD
and ABC's 15.1.
3. "The Cosby Show,"
BEYOND Ira ixj
A rating equals 1 per- NBC, .25.4, 21.6 million
cent of the nation's 84.9 homes.
million TV homes wat4. "60 Minutes," CBS,
ching, on average, a 25.2, 21.4 million homes.
1 15. 7.10
given minute of a net5. "The A-Team,"
work's prime-time NBC, 22.6, 19.2 million
homes.
CUNT EASTWOOD
6.
Ties,"
BURT REYNOWS =t;
1
NBC, 2.3, 18.9 million
central ciint•r 753*-3314
homes.
7. "Falcon Crest,"
CBS, 21.8, 18.5 million
Mon. & Tues. homes.
7. "Murder, She
All Mexican
7110. 01111
Wrote," CBS, 21.8, 18.5
THE RIVER P0-13
Meals
million homes.
M•I Gibson
9. "Crazy Like a
Sissy Spocok
Fox," CBS, 21.6, 18.3
million homes.
Z5_ 051 1
10. "Kate & Attie,"
733-1314
CBS, 21.4. 18.2 million
Avenging
homes.

dismissals listed by hospital

newborn admissiona
were listed.
Dismissals
-Miss Crystal L. _Burhham, Rt. 3. Murray;
Ralph Bogard 2200
Edinborough; Mrs. Lori
A. Edmiston and baby
boy, No. 8, Dixieland
Center;
Mrs. 'Gwendolyn
Olive, 121 Coldwater
Rd.; Arthur C. Jones.
500 South Ninth St.;
Mrs. 011ie R. Smith.
Almo; Bob Parrish, Rt.1, Dexter;
Toy William Grooms.
103'Chestnut St.; Mrs.
Gladys B. Gerlach, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.;

Herbert H_Wyatt,-Ri.2,
Benton.
----

Tenn.; Mrs. Patricia
Anne Young, Rt. 7,
Murray;
Miss Judy Ann BumThe Murray-Calloway pus, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.;
County Hospital has Dwight Irwin Wyant,
released the dismissals 2205 Coldwater Rd.;
for Saturday, Jan. 12. Mrs. Juanita L. PritNo newborn admissions chett, Rt. 1, Dexter;
were listed.
Thomas D. Tynes, Rt.
Dismissals
8, Murray; Mrs, Shela
Randy Bailey, A-14 Ann Kuykendall and
Fox Meadows Tr. Ct.; baby boy, Rt. 6, Paris,
Mrs. Wynnona G. arillll, Tenn.; Dana Robin
Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Wadley, 1625 Loch
Arlene R. Hartfield, 307 Lomond; North Seventh St.;
Mrs. Debra L. Sales,
M.A. Flood, Rt. 1, 514 Sobth 13th St.; Mrs.
Symsonia; Mrs. Janice Donna K. Reed, Rt. 1,
Jo Nola and baby_ girl, Mayfield; Mrs. Shirley
508 Blanton, Paris, J. Elkins, Fern Terrace

Happy
21st
Keith

Love ya,
Karen

in Murray,Ky.is
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DUNE

CINE 1 & 2

4

MASTERCARD
AND VISA

EASY FINANCING
90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH

talitAv

DeVanti's

CHERI 3

_

YES...WE'RE MOVING OUT OF OUR MURRAY STORE
AND "EVERYTHING" MUST GO! WE'RE MAKING DEALS LIKE NEVER
BEFORE WITH "CLOSE-OUT" PRICES ON WATERBEDS AND SPECIAL
SAVINGS ON COMPLETE WATERBED SUITES!
WE'RE ALSO MATCHING THESE "CLOSE-OUT" PRICLS
AT OUR WEST PADUCAH LOCATION!!!

HALF
PRICE

Angel(R)
7150%11
1:1510tIV M0061

Aip.
‘

• Hairdressers:
Paulette Wilferd, Moner Asga
Open Mon.-Sat. 8-5
Evenings by. Appointment

Micki &
Maude
0

This Week's-special
. Manicures $3.50

.

MIME MURPHY
is on vacation
•

BEVERLY
H11-1-8
eliesliont et. 793-3314

N(r-Cosmetology by LaD:A9
753 005/4
Dixieland ('entef

•
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Corning community events announced

•

WEDS EMMY. JA

ARV 111.-t55s.

Thursday,Jan. 17
*Wednesday,Jan. 16
Thursday,Jan. 17
Friday, Jan. 18
Classes for the spring Private Industry CounCarol Poe Group of information call
cil will meet at 2 p.m. at First
semester will begin and
Baptist Church 1-554-5071.
Barkley Lodge.
absences will be recordWMS will meet at 7 p.m.
------ed at Murray State
at the home of Rebecca
Hazel and Douglas
Board of-Directors of Cunningham.
University.
Centers will be open
West Kentucky Allied
------from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Special registration Solt-vices, Inc., will meet
Friday,Jan. 18
for activities by the
for part-time evening at 3 p.m. at 400 North
Mothers Morning Out senior citizens.
Fifth St., Mayfield.
-students at Murray
will be at 9 a.m. at First
---State University will be
Christian Church.
Farm Fair '85 will
AA and Al-Anon will
from 5 to? p.m. on the
continue from 11 a.m. to
have
closed
upper 'level of Curris
meetings
Square -and round 7 p.m. at Livestock and
at8 p.m. at First Chris- dancing
Center.
with music by Exposition Center. For
tian
Church,
---Benton. Sharecro
pper will be Information c-all
A solo exhibit of For information call from
7:30 to 11 p.m. al 753-2400.
bronze sculpture series 763-0061, 762-33•9 9, Lynn
Grove Roller
---753-7764 or 753-7663.
by Steve Bishop, assisRink.
Tenth annual Magic
tant professor of Art at
Silver Show will open to---•
Murray State UniversiThe Single Connection
The Single Connection day and continue
ty will be on the upper will meet at 7 -n.m. in will meet
at.? p.m. at through Feb. 10 on main
level of,Clara M. Eagle third floor classroom, Peoples Branch
Bank at level of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. Admission is Education Building, North 12th and
Chestnut Art Gallery, Murray
free.
First United Methodist Streets to carpool to State University. An
---Church. For informa. dance at The Barn, opening reception will
United Methodist Men tion call Jill at 753-1701 Camden,
be from 7 to 9 p.m.
Tenn.
of First Church, Mur- or Dick at 436-2174.
_
---ray, will meet at 6:30
---Paducah Area
AA and Al-Anon will
GIRL SCOUTS VISIT - Members of Junior Girl Scout
p.m. at the church.
Special registration Chapter of Parents meet at 8 p.m. in J.U.
Troop 592 of Murray re..-1.•
residents of Fern Terrace Lodge and presented a
---program and gifts. Scouts an'. t,
for part-time evening Without Partners will Kevil Center, South 10th
Hohman, Tracy Marvin, Leigh Ann Carter, Andrea Rose,
Council on Ministries students will be from 5 meet at
Alison Burton, Carla .10 Bra rii .•
8 p.m. at Street Extended,
mann, Sheila Holskey, Janice Driskill, Kwanda Hornbuck
of South Pleasant Grove to 7 p.m. on upper level Americ
le. .Janie Martin and 1.aiii
an Legion Mayfield.
Martin is leader with Marilyn Germann as assistant
United Methodist of Curris Center, Mur- Building,
leader.
---Paducah. For
Church will meet at 6:30 ray State University.
p.m.
------Farm Fair '85 will be
Session meeting - of from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Exposition Center,
ColChurch has been lege Farm Road. For in' The Murray Business and Professional Women
rescheduled for 7:30 formatioh call 753-2400.
The Single Connection will meet Thursday,
Farm Fair '85 will. be at no
will meet Thursday, Jan. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at
p.m. at the church.
---Jan. 17, at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom, EducaLivesteck and Exposition Cert. : •
Seven
Seas
---Restauran
t. Nadine Turner, retired
tion Building, First United Methodist Church.
Men's Stag Night is
day, Jan. 17. and continuing i; •
Practice of the Choir scheduled at 6
director of nursing for the Murray-Calloway ..."Personal Profile
p.m. at
- A Look At. Your PhysicaL
Jan. 19. Hours will be_frorn
of First Presbyterian Murray
County
Hospital,
will be the-featured speaker7=77-2_ prial:--Errititttiliarand'Ittellectual"SeIr
Country Club
Thursday and Friday and
Church has been chang- with nary
the interactive program to be ted by-Gerr
Hayerstock,R.- All members are urged to attend and" bring
-S7?
Saturday: There will be is• •
ed to 6 p.m.
guests.
Harold Hurt, Jack
Roberts. Department of Educational Leadership
mirowaye cooking school .i.
---Wallis and Tom Shirley
, and Counseling. Murray State University. Superdisplays of farm and agrit.t.44)a
Enquirer's Class will in charge
vised child care will be provided and dress is
of
is no admission charge. Feir,
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the arrangements.
casual: All single adults are invited. For infor753-2400.
Robert Kent Barnes, former teacher in the
home of the Rev. and
---mation call Jill at 753-1701 or Dick at 436-2174.
Murray City Schools, has been named as assisa
Mrs. David Robinson.
Wadesboro tant
high school principal of Crittenden County
---Homemakers .Club will
Middle School. Barnes currently is history
The Horne Departmer
Thursday,Jan. 17
meet at 11 a.m. at
The Calloway' County Athletic Booster Club
teacher at the school and defensive coordinator
Murray State Univer- Sirloin
Woman's Club will meet
Stockade.
will have a general meeting on Monday,. Jan. 21.
of the high school Rockets football team.
p.m. at the club house.'
sity Faculty Brass
Crit---.at -7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County
tenden County Superintendent Dennis Lacy said
be by the members with F3.:".
Quintet will present a
Temple, Hill Chapter
High School. Ken Miller, club president, Urges
Barnes is certified as a high school and elemenconcert at 8 p.m. in Far- No. 611
devotion. Hostesses will hiOrder of the tary
all members and interested persons to attend.
principal, an instructional supervisor and
rell Recital Hall, Fine Eastern
Smith. BettyBoSton and El()
Star will meet high
school Counselor. Barnes and his wife,
Arts Complex.
zeordepartment chairinam
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
Deborah, a registered nurse: have one son,
to attend
---hall.
Justin.
Calloway County
---Mrs. Ruth Holland of Benton will be the
Association for RetardMurray Women of the
speaker for-the meeting of the Marshall County
ed Citizens will meet at Moose
will meet at 8
A household showtr or l.
Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship to be held Tues.
7 p.m. at the W.A.T.C.H. p.m. at.
the lodge hall.
day, Jan. 22. at 10:30 a.m. in one of the upstairs - three children, Melissa..1116-.
Building, 702 Main St.
---lost their mobile home and
Meeting rooms at Ken-Bar Inn, U.S. Highway 641
---Two local persons, Phyllis Sykes and Maitha. •
Hazel Woman's Club
fire on Friday. will be held V.
near Kentucky Dam. Mrs. Holland will speak
Home Department of will meet
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at tht
at 4 p.m. at Hendon Roberts, teachers in Crittenden County, • about "Abortion and How To Minister and CounMurray Woman's Club Hazel
Center. Household items ar)Community have been named to a State Department of
cil Those Who Have Had Them." A luncheon will
will meet at 2 p.m. at the Center.
Education Committee to study the state Essen9sfamily. For informicl
follow at 1 p.m. in the dining room. A -nursery ‘. -by -t6h5e
club house.
tials Skills Test Feb. 12 and 13. Crittenden
---will be provided for small children.
--Murray Business and Superintendent Dennis Lacy said the two were
•
.
West Kentucky Professio
nal Women's named along with three other county teachers.
Club will meet at 6:10 Kay Stubblefield, Linda Barnes and Pat
Have
Mr. and Mrs. Nole N. Hatman. Parls„
. Tenn.,
p.m. at Seven Seas Sobolewski. Ms. Sykes is the daughter of Mr. and
are the parents of a son, Jason rriouglas,
Mrs. Byrpn Sykes of Murray. Mrs. Roberts, wife
Restaurant.
weighing eight pounds one ounce, born on FriRe
of Danny Roberts, is the daughter of Mr. and
---day,
Jan. 11, at ale Volunteer General Hospital,
Mrs.
Perry
Hendon,
also
Murray.
of
Pero
Xi Alpha Delta
Martin, Tenn. The mother is the 'former Patti
Chapter of Beta Sigma
By CECILY
Morphree
--,
r Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.:
Phi will meet at 7:30
BROWNSTONE
Murphree of Paris and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Odell
p.m.'at Ellis Center.
AP Food Editor
Hatman'of Buchanan,Tenn. Great-grandparents
---Pd:'
PARTY SUPPER
are Mrs. Dora Ross of Paris and the late Douglas
•
Preceptor Omicron
Baked Chicken, Rice,
Clayton
Ross.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Hatman
L.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Party Spinach, Carrot Phi
of Buchanan and Mrs. Mattie Murphree of
For I-1
will meet at 7:30
•
Salad, Raspberry p.m.
Nashville. Tenn.. and the
tate J. T Murphree.
at Cornmerce
Sherbet and Cake
Centre.
Party Spinach
Best selling books for
3. "Loving Each
Four 1 0 -ounce
Twin Lakers Antique the week of Jan. 13 as Other," Leo Buscaglia
packages frozen chop- Car
Club will meet at released by -Time
4. -What They Don't
ped spinach
7:30 p.m. at Gateway magazine were as Teach You At Harvard
BeSrSelling records of
4r
pound mushroonis
follows:
Lanes.
Bysiness School," Mark the week of Jan. 13 bas3/4 cup butter
FICTION
---McCormack 5. "Women ed on Cashbox
1-3rd cup mayonnaise
1. "The Talisman," Coming Of Age," Jane magazine's nationwide
Mothers Morning Out
2-3rds cup sour cream will
meet at 9 a.m. at Stephen King & Peter Fonda
survey were as follows:
1 cup freshly grated
Straub
First Baptist Church.
6. "The Good War,"
1. "Like Al Virgin,"
Parmesan cheese
2. "The Sicilian," Studs Terkel
---Madonna
8%-ounce can arMurray Civitan Club Mario Puzo
White Swan
7. "Hey Wait A
2. "Cool It Now:' New
tichokes, drained
3.. "Love and War," Minute, I Wrote A Edition
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Crest
2 tomatoes, sliced
Homeplace Family John Jakes
Book!," John Madden
3. "Sea Of Love," The
2-3rds cup bread
4.
"The
Life
and
Whittenton
Hard
Restaurant.
8. "Dr. Burns' Honeydrippers
crumbs
Times of 'Heidi Prescription For Hap---4. "All I Need,' Jack
Clinic
Cook spinach accorSenior citizens ac- Abromowitz," Joan piness," George _Burns
Wagner
ding to package direc- tivities
will be from 10 Rivers
9. "The Bridge Across
5. "Run To You."
Dixieland Shoppi.nc
tions and drain. Saute a.m.
5. "So Long, and Forever," Richard Bryan Adams
to 2 p.m. at Hazel
mushrooms in
cup of and Douglas Centers Thanks For All The Bach
641 & ChestrL.
6. "We Belong." Pat
the butter. Combine and
from 10 a.m. to 3 Fish," Douglas Adams
10. "Raquel," Raquel Benatar
Murray 759--4E
mayonnaise, sour p.m.
6. "Illusions of Love," Welch
at Ellis Center.
7. "I Want To Know
cream and 2-3rds cup of
Cynthia
Freeman
---What Love Is.''
the Parmesan; stir in
7. "The Fourth Pro(Courtesy of Time. Foreigner
Front Porch Swing
spinach, mushrooms
will rehearse at 7 p.m. t o col ," Frederick the weekly
8. "You're The Inand artichokes. Turn in- at
newsmagazine
the First Christian Forsyth
spiration," Chicago
to.a buttered 13 by 9 by Church.
8. "... And Ladies of
2-inch pan. Arrange
the Club," Helen
tomatoes on top. Melt
"Group Piano for the Hooven Santmyer
remaining 4 cup butter
9. "Job: A Comedy of
and stir in crumbs and Adult Beginner" will be Justice," Robert
course
open
the
to
at
remaining 1-3rd cup
Heinlein
Parmesan; sprinkle A:30 p.m. in Room 202-A
10. "Life Its Ownielf,"
Touch-Tnonic' 2010
Fine
Price
Arts
of
Doyle
over. top. Bake in a
Dan
Jenkins
milmory machine
portion
(older
Annex
of
preheated 350-degree
'SiON -FICTION
29 stitches preprogr,•oven for 20 to 25 complex) at Murray
1. "Iacocca," Lee
sew the optimum leno:minutes. Serves 8-10. State University. For in- Iacocca
width • 1-step buttonh
formatio
762-6442
call
n
Recipe contributed by
• Low bobbin indicator
"Pieces
2.
My
of
Mrs. Linda Anderson of or attend first class Mind," Andrew
• Wind-in-place bobb A.
meeting.
DeKalb, Ill.
Rooney
---'Reg. Si

DATEBOOK

BPW will hear Turner

Singles, plan program

Farm Fair schcc ,

Barnes named principal

•

Booster club will nleet

Home group III.

Ruth-Holland will speak

'ire Young

Sykes, Roberts named

Jason D: Hatman born

Parts' Spinach
recipe listed

Best weekly selling books,

fiction,.non-fiction, listed

Tc)p.. records

Red Dot

UNIFORM SAL ftthru Janua7.

20-30-40%

OFF

niforms

of Nurra

SINGER OVERSTOCK.
COME IN NOW AND SAV

Slims flake
Sale

Sweaters
Sportswear
Dresses

Continents
are drifting
HOUSTON, Texas
(AP) - New, precise
measurement techniques show that the
North American and
European continents
are drifting apart at an
average rate of .59 inch
per year. The techniques involve laser
signals which are
reflected by satellite to
reach ground stations
that are situated on diff e rent continental
plates.

A

Arrow Sign
Free Delivery
Company (4••v.f.
Also
Rental & Sales

No.$744`
The Debutante• M.-,
Model 6212
5 popular stitche,-•:- _
bUttonholer•CYO •
• Adjusts to various
thicknesses• Free 3 sewing sleeve •L.
-carrying handle

Price

Coats 1A 4m

Repair Signs

Sale Begins Thurs at 9 am

• •Reg. S349.00
el.

Sale

HIGGSOM7ITTHEWS
.1r.*Iii.

THAT'S IT LEVIS
Olympic Plaza

753-6882

2119

411.

s•-I

.1•11111121.,11

Pare, I UMW--

(elI
•

•

*198°°

MURRAY SEW1N(
SINGER ._,.
-APPROVED DEALEI-2 Del Air ‘enter. CENTER
-

•
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Weathering the Winter

Murniv Middle School Honor Roll released

•••

••
Johnson. Karen. Leigh Baker, Kaci
Murraylliddle School
Mikuicik, Greg Milton. Bolls,' Connie Chan,
wh9 athieved Lesia Nesbitt, -James Maytene
Chu, Michelle
an academic standing of
Oakley,
Clayton. Gene Cook.
the
2.50
seto
3 for
frbto
Katherine Oakley,
Darla Culver. Don
cond nine wiZeks
Doug Payne. Chris Port- Easley, Chris Edwards.
grading . periotl -have
ner, Allen Rayburn, Jay Bill Fandrich,
been announced by John
Riehardson, Andrea. Catherine Faughn.
Bina. principal.' as
Rose, Brook' Laura Ferguson, Scott
folI s'
Gordon, Ann
Scarbrough,
Tamer Selim. Kim Greenfield,
Sixth Grade
Mickey Hill. Carol
,Ioey Bazzell. Holly - Sexton, Jenny Seymour,
Blalock. Leigh Ann Leigh Stickler. Alison Hodges, Eric HoganCarter, James Chu: Ward. Beth Wilson and camp. Clint Hutson,
Becky- Kratzer,.. Jo_hn_
Christian- ('rouse, Jobn. JOn Wagon.'
Seventh Grade
Mark McDougal, Ryan
!Miley. Teti English,
Danielle Alexander: Malone,
Jennifer Fairbanks.
Amy Miller, Renae
Shannon Hazier. Tina Kristin Armstrong,

•

.
111111111111.1111111.1

mos ems.am ear eis.

Milli WEIIMP

ii—

61111 NM

OM

-O

Rogers, Scott Rose,
Brian Shell; Allison
Sickel. Beth Vahdererift
and Christy Watson.
Eighth Grade
Melissa Adams. Chip
Adams, Lance Balmer.
Holly Bro-wn. Michelle
Gantt. Dawn Greer,
Bethany Call, Meredith
Howe,
.April Lane. Damara
Lanier, Laura Lawson,
Kehl • Massey. Mark
Miller. Michelle More.
Lori Perrin, Jason
Sammons,
•
Robin Shay, Bruce

Thurmond. Kevin
Tucker. James
Westphal. Marcie
Willetk, Shelly
Workman' and 'Amy
Young. •
Today. 55 percent of
.Africans- are Under 20
years of agV:Atiiiiipared
with 30 percent of Eiwopeaks. Youthful populations with a high proportion of Women of
ciiildbeaiing-..'age. -ciintribute to modern
population growth

RIO CMS MID NIB SNP lbw.

S
SI - MN

111.111
IMP
•

HEART WARMERS - Jacquard hearts and whales decorate
leg warmers and ear muffs and every aiticessory in between seven pieces in all.'As practical as they are fun, they're soft and,
cozy..machine washable and available in four color collibliiation4
to complement any outerwear. Iln_sfzes 3-14, they sell as a set or
retail separately.("Whale of a Heart" collection by hansen in Ilia
percent Creslan acrylic.

Best-selling country-western records listed
Ni 11% CONIC()RD

CLASS - lembers of the 1940 Senior
\ea(
- 'oncord High School are pictured at the school
441 -Nep44.444ibe-X- 1.9•:39---1'-hey are. from -loft, first row. James
M.11 f4rogan, Audrey- Mae Coleman Duncan.' Stanely
Alar Herndon Wells. Richard Herndon: second
rnw I T,Rattitree. S.11 ía Shoemaker Pnckett-HubertPitt-

man. Robbie Mae Williams, teacher, James. Patterson.
Virgie Shoemaker Rolf; buck row. Allen Bury. Dinghy
Sea
ough Grogan,-Fart Steele. J.V. Reed,' Opal McCage
Smith and Wayne Wilson. Not pictured i9.4 Juanita Wynn
Spiceland. The picture vi•as furnished by Wayne Wilson.
•--•
-

ti..• of

-

eir

•

Best-selling country:
western records of the
week of Jan. 13 based.ow
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows: .
•.
1.,''Why Not Me," The
Judds
2. "Does Fort Wnrth

Ever Cross Your Mind,"
6."America," VVaylon
Jennings
George strait
7. "Years After i'au,"
3. "I Love Only You,"
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Johli Conlee
8. "Crossword PuzBand
4. "The Best, Year Of zle," Barbara-Mandrell
My Life," Eddie itabbitt
9. "Me Against The
5. "How Blue," Rebe Night," Crystal Gayle
M.cEntire

CORN --- AUSTIN'S
FAMOUS FINAL MARKDOWN SALE
SALE STARTS THURS., JAN. 17Th At 9 A.M. AND DOES NOT END UNTIL
EVERYTHING IS GONE!!
ntire Selection Men's

MEN'S DEPT.

Dress Shirts

1

95

LADIES' DEPT.
1 Group
Esprit, Organically Grown

All Men's

Sportshirts

$

95

Dresses

Pants
& Top

Reduced

Now

All

Skirts

utwear

Entire Selection Men's

Ties

Now 60%-80°

$495
Shoes
gle6its & Blazers
N
600/
A
0.800/
0
0
V
0 off Now
o%
Sweater Vest
weaters
Now

on

1 Group

Sweaters
Pants

Off

•

$

en's

95

Now

$
Now
• hams & Other

arachu

841 2

louses
Now

Now Just
Large Group of Men's

ress & Casual
ants $ 95

$

/ weatshirts
,o Guess Jeans

-

4

Price

1 Assorted Rack

e y,
o

Sweaters
Pants & Blouses

Price

./ BOYS DEPT.

0°0-80%0„

606/0-.80%

Save
On Entire Selection

SHOP

Now Just

25°,

Asst. Fashions$595 Belts & Asst. I
Accessories

All Skirts & Jackets

95

5000-8

One Group

1 Rack

Coordinated Groups

ants Sweatshirts

•95

•

95

60°/00

Group Values to $150

Reduced Further

ntire Selection Men's

50%-80%

CORN-AUSTIN
A !it

DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LESS• PAY LESS AT PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LE
Ws lessors llts
Right To Unit
essoffifies
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S• PAY LESS AT PAY
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GILLETTE
COUGH
MIXTURE

FIVE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
V.
PAKICAI ALL
DQWNIfi
442-6194
319 BROADWAY 2560 LONE OAK RD. PADUCAH MALL
M
Y
PRINCETON
7
5-J537
1205
CHESTNUT
ST.
1201/imr
MAIN
SALE
DISCOUNT
THRU
PRESCRIPTIONS
TUES., JAN. 22ND

DEODORANT
50i. Original

Nighttime
Colds
Medicine

NEW •
V1CKS' •

FORMULA

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

Scented, Unscented,
Powder Dry.
4°'. $139
YOUR CHOICE 1

6 Oz. Bottle
COr .r• MIXIURE•

EXCEDRIN

STRONG
FON COUGMS

EXTRA STRENGTH PAIN RELIEF

DRIXORAL

AFRIN
NASAL
SPRAY

NOW OPEN ANOTHER PAY LESS DRUGS AT
KY. OAKS MALL NEXT TO PENNEY'S DEPT.
STORE. WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION.

$349

• Regular
• Menthol

HANKSCRAFT

15 ML

EXTRA STRENGTH•10

Minn ISTAIMPIE/NASAL OECONG E S"Or

OIL OF OLAY

12 hour relief
of Cold,
Hay F-ever
and
Sinus
Symptoms

$199

COOL VAPOR
VAPORIZER/HUMIDIFIER

100 Tablets

Antihistamine/Nasal Decongestant

MOISTURIZING
BEAUTY LOTION

SUVA/EEO-ACTION TABLE'S

I

SODIUM FREE

Delivers Steady Flow Of
Cool Vapor For 12 To 20 Hours.
1.6 Gal. Capacity.

RIOPAN
ANTACID

GILLETTE

RIOPAN PLUS
Exciting Colors.

$1695
STYLE

ATRA

ANTACID/ANTI GAS

'

SHAVING CARTRIDGES

Fast Relief

Pack of 5

-YOUR .CHOICE
12 Oz. Bottle

HAIR SPRAY

,ra
STYLE STYLE
1=f01 =OM

3 Special Formulas
YOUR CHOICE
• Light
• Moisturing
• Body Building $1

MAITRE'S

PRESSURE COOKER
Heavy Duty Aluminum
luminum
Listed

38

•••••••4

8 Oz. Con

I

4 QUART

BAUSCH &
LOMB
LENS LUBRICANT

BAUSCH & LOMB
DAILY CLEANSER

For Soft
and Hord

For Soft
Contact
Lenses

Contact
Lenses.
0.5 Oz.

GILLETTE DAISY

OR
GLUE-ALL
4 Oz.
YOUR CHOICE

PECAN HALVES

DISPOSABLE
RAZOR

1.50z.

$228

ELMER'S
SCHOOL GLUE

1 Pound Bag

Pock of 2

NATURE
MADE

G.E. AC/DC
SLIM
CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDER

100% Natural

PURE
BEE POLLEN
550 MG
100 Capsules

GLAD CLING WRAP
PLASTIC WRAP
100 Sq. Feet Roll

BOXED-STATIONER

No HP600T $1

Assorted Patterns

$259

No 84340

88`

BOX

50

2 FOR
No. 3-5015

Genuine

POPSRITE

POPCORN
2 Lb. Bag 2 FoR

FACIAL TISSUE
White or Assorted
Box of 250

LOWER -PRICES
ON
PRESCRIPTIONS

$15°

ANCHOR HOCKING
OVEN BASICS

KLEENEX

98c

2 PACKS

CASCADE
50 Oz.

$216

COUNTRY PEDDLER

SCENTED
-

DISINFECTANT
5PRAY

Peanuts Over A
Cream*Center.
• Vanilla
• Maple
• Caramel

Cinnamon
• Lilac
• Vanilla
• Bayberry
28 Oz.
41

Eliminates
Odors,
18 Oz. Can.

35( lkw 5FOR

$100

Sirs

LAMP OIL

LYSOL

Real Milk
Chocolate With

SHOP
Mt SAYE
AT PAY LESS

BAYER ASPIRIN

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER
DETERGENT

WAYNE
BUN
CANDY BARS

•

COFFEE FILTERS
For Basket Type
Automatic Coffeemakers
Poly Bag,
100 Filters

97

"49

MIT

PAY

NNE

PAY LESS
•PAY

P Y LESS • T P

S AT PAY

• PAY

SS AT PAY

•
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!HEALTH AND BEAUTY •
vt
u.

IACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS • UNCLE ilia",

Hankscraft
Cool-Vapor
Humidifier

NUE JEFF'

Prices
Good
Adds lost moisture to
Thru
indoor air, runs all
Jan. 20
Sun.
filling.
HAt1r<SCRAFT. nig ht on one
Gal.
V, CapocktV

-

4

No. 240 Safe

$ 1895

Pi

Moss-Sat.
1:00-11:00
Sam 1:00-6200

MOP.,pf

'--)j Style Shampoo
'------ Style I Deep Cleansing

Style II Moisturizing
'"
'
qesse
" Style III Body Building
"4'
Style IV Conditioning
"
1601. Bottle
--- %No ji Sate Your Choice
uo

1 39
Style
Conditioner

Sale Your Choice
tyle 100 Finishing Rinse
Style 200 Moisturizing
Style 300 Body Building
16 oz. Bottle
• '••

ealtrate 600
High Potency
Calcium Supplement

60 Tablets Sole $438
Planters
Coc tail Peanuts
Salted, Unsalted
12 oz. Con
Sale Your Choice
$300
cans

Disinfects And Deodorizei
KiltslialiirehaaSHECIP&--76 oz. Can
18
Sale

MONS

•

Sale $ 1 99

Lysol
Disinfection
Spray

••••••

1

•
•

Zb•tf:44

C0•114.,OUGI4

-

SOU•Xl

•
Up To 8 Hour Cough Control

A4C9*

wee00-1

0
I":

CIL

lt

Sale
•
.4
.1. • •G

4
0.
al1
U.

u.a

I

I'

2,

a..ha

IMO

P

$2

7
N ULF-

JEFFS PHARMACY

Robes
Now Sole
Priced From

$1

99

Now

Ea.

Kellogg Suds 'N
Scrub Brush

Sale99c
Jamboree
Pure Preserves
Peach-Cherry
32 oz. Jar
Sale Your Choice $ 1 09

Mounts Under Cabinet,
Saves Counterspace, Opens Cans,
Bottles, Sags, Even Jars

No. 05600 Sale

99

14

West Bend 4-Qt.
Automatic
Slow Cooker
Pot lifts from base for
oven or rang* top lase
:
Rockcote non-stick surface
for fast cleanup

No. $4114 Sole

)szer/

$21 95

Oster Whirlpool
Foot Massager

Tired

RefroshOs
Legs
And 4ching Foot
No. 760-01
14

Over

$1

-147

- a ies Jeans
Now On Sale
$1900

Only
Includes Chic' ,
Levis' And Others
Values To $40.00

Ladies Fall
Shirts &
Blouses •
InOunior, Missy

188

Presto
"Above All Plus"
Electric
Can Opener

Sale $239

Selo Your Choice

Ladies
Warm
Winter

Values To
$39.99
Assorted Styles
And Colors

Long Lasting All Purpose
Brush On Squeeze Bottle
Makes Dishes Shine, Glasses Sparkle
No. 3825 $2.49 Value

Pepto Bismol
Soothing Relief For
_
Upset Stomach, Diorreh 4111.1ft
Nausea. 12 Oa. Bottle 11111111.11111E

Chlorasepfic
Mouthwash
and Gargle
Fast Sore Throat Relief
6 oz. Bottle With Sprayer
Menthol Cherry
$218

44

Compact. Stylish Model With
Highly Legible Dial
Scale And Clock Face,
Wake To Music, Walnut Groin
Finish. No. 7-4550

>-•

4

Now

1

'

G.E. AM/FM
Clock Radio

$

PoPtoBismoi
=

$499

2 Liter
RC,
Northland
Diet Rite,
2-3 Hour
Fire Log Gingerale
RC'100
.3 Lb. Reg. $1.37
Reg. $1.39

$269

66

4/1

tar

Now

Now

$337

General
Electric
;Infrared
irirri Heat Lamp
Bulbs
Reg. $2.69

Waste Basket Bags
Lemon Scented, 2 Ply,
Box of 20
Gallon Bogs •

a.
U.

Reg. $4.37 Now

No. 24141120 Sale

$1

0

2 Gal. Gasoline Cans

$ 488-

Handi Bag
e? "Good Scents"

Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant

Sale Your Choice
Crest Toothpaste
Regular. Mint Gel
6.4 oz. Tube
4c.-4e-so,-.0441/
38
Sale Your Choice

0
0

12 Ft. Reg. $5.39

On,

5 oz. Original

Scope
Mouthwash
and Gargle
24 oz. Bottle
$/44
Sale ME

$799

5

Scented, Unscented,
Powder Dry
4 oz. Can

All

Now

•
%
>...
4

Gillette
Right Guard
Deodorant

VI

,:-

2 88

Mediquell
Chewy
Cough
Squares

12 Squores Sale $ 1 68
Gillette Foamy
Shave Cream
7,04"
44•44e,
Regular, Menthol,
• Lemon Lime, Tropical Coconu
11 oz. Con
$ 1 24 \ 20
. Sale Your Choice

RIGHT.
GUARD

ritt
at(

Now

2

-Regular Unscented 2 oz.
.$ '1 84
Sale Your Choice -

mediquell

Pa

Galvanized
Steel

$13.99

Stuffin' Stuff
olyester Fillin
Ea.

Now

And Women's Sizes

Now Sale Priced From

$7t0 10
Ultra Yarn On Sal
Buy 2 Skeins For

4 Ply 3 Oz. Skeins $
Assorted Colors In Stock

6

SINCE 1889

12 oz. Reg. $1.59

carbartt
Rugged as the men who wear them

Boy's

Flannel Shirts
By McGregor'
Sizes 4-18 Asst.'Plaids
Reg. Retail To $9.00

• Heavy duty 100% cottori
Brown Duck
Machine wash, warm
• Wind resistant and
snag proof
.0 Copper rivets at
stress points
Triple stitched main
seams

Brown
Duck
Carhartt
"End Of
The Season"
Sale

Only $400
Clearance,Sale
Men's Stylish
Outerwear

Coats, Jackets
and Overalls./

Now Less Than

1/2 Price
Also Men's Sweaters
and Velour Shirts
Less Than 1/2 Price

All

25cro

Off

Salo

• UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS • UNCLE
JEFFS LiNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY • UNCLE JEFFS SPORTINCi GC.30DS • UP

•

SI

day
West

G.E. Soft
Smart
VL
White 3 Wa
1.2
Shopper
Coffee Filters
Bulbs
Light
V
For Basket Type
\\
•
\A
Reg. $1.89
-- t
%.“7---7-N
Automatic Coffeemakers
Trash &
Poly Bag. 100 Filters
%.‘14-0„ieplii. 30-70-100
Titan Electric
No. G1OOAX
Grass Bags
; $1 44 Portable Heater
20 Ct. 26 Gal. Size
Now- • Ea.
Automatic
Thermostat,
Reg. $2.27
Sale
Pocks
1400 Watt Output,
Wood Tone Finish
Fifth Avenue
Reg.
$33.00 '2
Now
89
Candy Bar
RTIOA Now
Reg. 35' Bar
$ I 00
Sale
Bars
UNCLE JEFF'S CLOTHING DEPT.

Secret Solid
Anti-Perspirant

sec-Te

;

Reg.

Some Items May
Not lio Exactly
As PI

Polident
Denture
Cleaner Tablets
60 tablets

tilo‘vw".

I

r,

1,

%‘"f"liPMV11

VV

_

II

It
4;to
irt

IAN_

H.

CoMn

Old lronsides
Quick Start
5 Gal. Can Battery Booster
10:,Asotitik
•,.
Reg..9.97
-;;-4-";;:;.--c----1
$208
Cables
Sale Your Choice

11164.09

4"

s kV

Was Itosorvo The
Right To
Limit PanatNioss

Eagle
- Kerosene
Can

11:1

While Quantities
Last

Head & Chest
Cold Medicine
18 Tablets, 12 Capsules

OLICI..•1 tar*

L-j '1 "

in

HOMO OWINd Homo Op•ratod
HWY. 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

Phone
753-6575

RE • UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH t NI
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OBITUARIES
H.A. Schrader dies Tuesday
H.A. Schrader, 83, Rt.
1, Sedalia,. ?all City
community,. died Tuesday at 6:45 p.m. at the
West View Nursing

Paschall's
rites today.
at chapel
Final rites for Eugene
(Gene l Paschall are today at 2 p.m. in the
,
c
.hapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. James
Moreland is officiating.
Music is by Jimmy and
Linda Wilson.
Serv'ing as
pallbearers are Steve
Higgins, Hoy Higgins, •
Mike Lee, John Baker,
Gene Taylor and James
Soloman.
Burial will follow in
the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Paschall, 87, Rt.
1, Murray, died Monday
at 10:42 a.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Claude
(Jessie) Hill, Mayfield,
and Miss Dorothy
Paschall, Rt 1, Murray;
one son, J.D. Paschall,
Rt. 1, Farmington; 14
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandcl,dren.

Parrish's funeral will
he Thursday

••••

The funeral for
Rupert Parrish will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. David Cunningham and the Rev.
James Fortner will officiate. Music Will be by
the Choir of the Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Pallbearers will be
Mike Fetrzor, Mark
Feezor, Joe Buchanan,
Larry Smith. Prince
Fox and Thomas Lamb,
Jr.
Burial will follow in
the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Parrish, 66, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Tuesday at
12:40 a.m. at his home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Myrtle Hill
Parrish; one daughter,
Mrs. Joe Feezor, Rt. 2,
Hazel; one son, Max
Allen - Parrish, Rt. 4;
stepdaughter, Mrs. Donna Bonner. Paducah;
two' stepsons, Armon
Lee, Rt. 2, Hazel, and
Thomas Lee, Tampa,
Fla.
Twenty-one grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren survive
along with three sisters,
Mrs. Toy Lamb and
Mrs. James Richard
Kimbro, New Concord,
and Mrs. Thomas
Lamb, Rt. 1, Almo; two
brothers, Charlie Parrish, Rt. 5, and Loman
Parrish, Rt. 6.

Home.
A retired farmer, he
rv-rs a member of the
Bell City Baptist
Church, and a member
and past master of Cuba
Lodge No. 644 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born May 19, 1903, at
Hazel, he was the son of
the late John Schrader
and Alice Nance
Schrader.
His wife, Mrs. Viola
Hall Schrader, survives
along -with one
daughter, Mrs: J.C.
(Edith) Warren, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, one son. Lynwood Schrader and
wife, Pat, Lexington.
Five surviving grandchildren are John, Joel
and James Schrader,
Lexington, and James
and David Warren, Rt.
1, Sedalia. He is also
survived by two half
sisters ,.and one half
brother.
•The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Larry Lindsey and the Rev: Tommy Grubbs will officiate. Mrs. Joy Lindsey will be organist.
Burial will follow in
the Burnett's Chapel
Cemetery in Graves
County.
Masonic rites will be
conducted at 7 p.m.
Thursday at the funeral
home where friends
may call after 4 p.m.
Thursday.

1% 1- I)\ 1-.40)1 1
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Man sentenced to prison;- found drunk
HOPKINSVILLE
1AP) - A 25-year-old
Hopkinsville man, who
was convicted of
manslaughter in .a
drunken driving accident but given a chance
,to stay out, of jail, was
The funeral for the sentenced to 10 years in
Rev. G.C. (Tip) Willis prison after he was
was Tuesday at 11 a.m. found drunk.
In the chapel of the Roy
Tommy. Pigage, who
M. Lowe Funeral Home, had called his probated
Lowes. The Rev. Carl 'sentence too light, said
Noel officiated.
he hoped others will
Pallbearers were learn from his Mistake.
Gilliam Ballard, Bodine
know how it is out
Burgess, Howard there with people drinkHawes, Frank Warren, ing and driving. Maybe
Cleo Williams and after this, people will
Eugene Willis.
take into consideration
Burial was in the what _ Can. _happen.Woodlawn,- Memorial Pigige said Monday
Gardens in McCracken
County.
Rev. Willis, 80,
Mayfleld,-retired BapWASHINGTON (AP)
tist minister, died Satur- Busihesses are movday at 3735
- p.m. at invao
fast on their own
Lourdes Hospital, to
replace oil-burning
Paducah.
industrial boilers with
He had been in the new
models fueled by
ministry for over 40
coal-water mixtures
years and had served as
that the government is
pastor of the Mt. Canmel no
longer willing to subBaptist Church -in sidize
the conversions.
Calloway County. He
The Synthetic .Fuels
was a member of the Corp..the quasi Dublin Baptist Church.
government agency thht
Survivors are his Congress
established in
wife, Mrs. Lois Williams -1980
to held move the naWillis; one daughter, tion
away from oil imMrs. Dorothy Page, ports,
on Tuesday
Paducah; one grand- withdrew
ail offer of
son;one great- direct
federal aid to
grandson.
develop- coal slurry

.when he -was ordered to
prison.
. Christian County Circuit Court Judge Edwin
.White said he had no
choice but eci revoke probation and sentence
Pigage to prison, with
credit given for time
already served.

Mrs. Tucker Re%. Willis
dies Monday dies; funeral
Mrs. Shirley Ann
Tucker, mother of Mrs. on Tuesday
MurDranda

Trimble of
ray, died Monday at 11
p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
. A resident of 414
North Sixth St.,
Paducah, she was 49,
years of age and a
daughter of the late
John and Mary Dunn.
She is survived by her
husband, Thomas Irvin
Tucker; two daughters,
Mrs. Trimble and Ms.
Debra Tucker,
Paducah; one son,
Nathan Paul Tucker,
Paducah; two granddaughters, April Trimble and Jessica Trimble, both of Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Fern
Baker, Monticello, and
Mrs. Martha Casey,
Louisville.
Mrs. Tucker was a
member of the St. Francis de Sales Catholic
Church, Paducah,
where services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. The
Rev. Martin Mattingly
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at
Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah.

Pigage had been
given a five-year probationary sentence after
pleading guilty last
.N.ovember to
manslaughter In- the
Dec. 23, 1982. death of
Ted Morns. 19. of
Herndon.
. At that time, Pigage
said the. stntence was
too lenient and hi-

Conversions

Services for Mrs.
Layvel Lamb Darnell- will be Thursday at 1
p.m. at the Coldwater
Church of Christ.
_ Charlie Arnett and
Bob Haley will officiate.
The song service will be
by singers from the Coldwater Church with
Larry Wisehart as
leader.
Burial will follow in
the Church Cemetery
with arrangements by
the Max Churchill
Funeral Home where
friends may call after 3
p.m. today (Wednesday) until 12:30 p.m.
Thursday.
Mrs. Darnell, 70, Rt.
1. Farmington, - Coldwater community,
died Tuesday at 2:55
a.m. at her home.
She is survived by her
husband, Hess Darnell;
three sons, Harold
Darnell and Howard
Darnell, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
and Charles Rob
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington; one sister, Mrs.
Roy Maddox, Navarre,
Ohio; one brother.,
Perry Lamb, Rt. 1. Farmington; half sister,
Mrs. Martha Smith,
Kirksey; half brother,
Dwin Lamb, Hickory;
eight grandchildren;
five great-granchildeen

deserved to spend time
in prison.
Pigage showed up
drunk to
ol.
coe a
rnvde. apa
weekend
parent2,Lalso had • beep
drinIing
'e arriv,
ed to speak at a meeting'
of Mothers ,Against
Drunk Driving
Alternates weekends
in jail, attendance rat
....rrieetingi of MADD and
Alcoholics Anonymous,
and no alcoholi(
beverages ‘A.cre arnonk
the conditions' of
l'igage's- probation.
Pigage had • shown
remorse when he spoke
at MADD•s-ponsored
meetings, and that won
the sympathy of his vic
/•

'tin's mother. Pigage
told 'audiences "it felt
like a toil of bricks" fell
on him when he-awoke
from an alcohol-induced.
blackout and was told of
the accident and Morris'
death. ,
"I cried, because I
took somebody's life
because of my drunken
'foolislinelk. I Murdered
someone." he said.
The victim's mother.
Elizabeth Morris. heard
Pigage .at one - oft-the
MADD programs and
said Monday she has .
forgiven him.
''I've never seen
anyone feel any worse
for what they've done,she said"'

m] inerlse
technologies.
The decision .kills the
prospect of. federal loan
guarantees or price supports going to any of six
proposed slurry-fueled
industrial boiler projects in Tennessee,
Ftprida, Georgia,
'Alabama, _Illinois and
Virginia.
• Agency officials"said
there are at least eight.
companies now developing such projects on
their Own without any
direct government
assistance, despite the
corporation's first-offer
ofaid a year ago.

UNI'FRSAI. LIFE?

. SEE ME
Jim D. Crick
Rt, 2, Box 144A
•
Murray, Ky.
Home Phone: 489-322
Office: 753-4377
tflt

wooLeHL‘ Of 7Ht uoRtii
lilt iN•iiiA•ci soc-it.7‘
....._ ... .
-

_

.
-ir-a,
;,----.
---- - -„

9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Sale
Cider $250
Gal.
8 oz. Box Chilli
Powder $2.75
Tamale Papers
50 to Pkg. $1.49
•Cauliflower $1.25
•Broccoli 95'
•Yellow Onions
3 Lb. Bag 59'
•Tomatoes 55 lb.
•Cabbage 18' lb.
•Carrots 4 lbs. for $
•Cucumbers and
Bell Peppers 4 for $
•Pears 4 for $1.00
"

R
•

Now save 404
on the Niter
the.
And more
with every
our.

Hillbilly 'Barn

e

T111111-.s

Darnell rites
on Thursday
at Coldwater

VP%
753-'
8214

116Eft

408 N:
12th,

•

The new 3-liter size
is the most economical way
to enjoy the great taste of
your favorite Pepsi-Cola
product.
So redeem this 404 coupon for extra savings at
the store. And big 3-liter
economy every time you
pour.

01
§

Save an extra ilOg
on the new Pepsi-Cola
3-liter bottle.

TO THE RETAILER To receive payment, send this coupon to Peps. Cola
Company PO So. tin Clinton Iowa S2734 For each coupon you
accept as our authorized agent in accordance *nth the terms of thrs
coupon offer we will pay you 404 plus SE for handling This coupon
m•it be redeemed by you upon the customer s purchase of the
product and package indicated. and the face value of thrs coupon rs
to be deducted from your retael tellong prIce invo,cel prov.ng

4

Pu,thas,„1.0 daysvpr.or to sub•••,1s o - •
coupons presented must De shown up.
tomes,
• ,
14 ConsuIsser must pay any sales t•ii ancl 4), dep
cord %RAW,
* twOh4brIfiri restricted lased or license reo
may not be assigned transferred or reproduced ON.,
•••' •
coupon per purchase Any other site tOnft.tutry f-a,, k'''•
e•pires May 31 1913S

•

A
r

GOOD ON ANY 3-LITER BOTTLE OF THESE PEPSI-COLA PRODUCTS.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

WHERE LOW

'RI

•

1/16

PRICES GOOD WED
BEL AIR

SHOPPING

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

CENTER

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

HOMINY 3/84`

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A" LARGE

tHILI HOT. OR SHOWBOAT
•
BLACKEYE PEAS
'Uthey Beat

EMI

CAK

64;

3

300 SIZE

WEEKLY SPECIALS

ROCKER L

BETTY C

COTTAGE
CHEESE

KIDNEY BEANS, GREAT NORTHERN,

;
49.0..

WEEK

FLAV-O-RICH

BUSH'S TRUCKLOAD
SALE!!

EGGS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

FOR

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

SPEC

WEEKL

ALL JERSEY

RTHERN
IMPERIAL

SOUR
CREAM

PURE VEGETABLE '3.

MARGARINE

ram
wessoft
vow

lUt• QM
'Jo1

IRO(
iSUE

BATH
T1

WESSON OM

99;

:AMILY'PAC

ROLL

24 OZ.

I 79

11•••

HER
SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SHOWBOAT

REG. $1.09
TOM'S

PORK & BEANS

3/'l

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

JUICE

1 LB. BOX .

FREE!!

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

THIS WEEK WIN

$500.00
LAST WEEK'S NAME
JOE FEEZOR
CARD NOT PUNCHED

89c PEACHES

SNACKS
LIPTON FAMILY

7 OZ.

TEA BAGS

24 CT. $189

COCKTAIL
KRAFT GRAPE
JELLY
KELLY'S 15 OZ.

S.
OFF LABEL

38 OZ. $229

PIE FILLING

JUICE

64 OZ. $ 1 99

PRINGLES POTATO

15 OZ. 79C SAUCE...15 OZ. 2/99'
SUNLIGHT 32 OZ.
$159
-32-01. $ 1 19
TIDE LIQUID LAUNDRY

CHIPS
VELVETTA 12 OZ.

75' DETERGENT

. . .64 OZ. $399

32
vie

HUNT'S 32
1 Lb. 79c

PRESERVES

TOWE

18 oz. $ 1 29

DOG FOOD

25 Ls. $799

$1 19

SHELLS & CHEESE
SNUGGLE FABRIC

64 OZ. $1 99

2 CT PICO

69;

COOL WHIP

IPPED TOPPING
4 OZ.79
4

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC LABEL ITEMS
IODIZED SALT
POWDERED SUGAR
COFFEE

26 OZ. 23'
32 OZ. 99c
1 LB. BAG $229

TEA BAGS
100 CT $ 1°9
PEANUT BUTTER
Is oz. 98`
GRAPE JELLY
32 OZ. 99'
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES .32 01. $129
APPLE JELLY
32 OZ. 99`
HAMBURGER SLICES 32 OZ. 89c
TOMATO CATSUP.. .32 OZ. 79c

MUSTARD
SALAD DRESSING

PRODU1

71
/
4 OZ. 25
'
47'

BATHROOM TISSUE...4
PAPER NAPKINS
CORN FLAKES
FLOUR
BLEACH

CELERY

69`
32 OZ. 89`

PAPER TOWELS

ROLL 69c

140 CT. 69c
-.18 Si. 99'
5 LB. BAG 79'
GAL. 69c
.

LAUNDRY DETERGENT42

•

1111
4/$1

36 SIZE

32 OZ.

MAC. & CHEESE

KETCH
HI DRY PA

RADISHES

PIE SHELLS

•

KRAFT STRAWBERRY

PURINA HI PRO
$ 1 19

SOFTENER

SPAGHETTI

6 OZ. BAG RED

PET RITZ REG.

DZ.

RONCO REG.

HUNT'S TOMATO

CHILI WITH BEANS

DRESSI

2202.$ I39

OIL
KRAFT ORANGE

DISH LIQUID

SALA

LIQUID

.29 OZ. 794
THANK YOU CHERRY
21 OZ. $ 1 29

SPIN BLEI
.••••

DISHWASHING

WESSON

TASTE OF THE WEST

HUNT'S FRUIT

SUPER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

199

$1 59

BUGLES CORN

CASH POT

15 OZ.

PALMOUVE

240Z.$29
1
12 OZ.

$ 1 99

HEINZ 57 SAUCE
OR
A-1 SAUCE

LUNCHEON
MEAT

BEEF STEW

149

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SPAM

MORTON HOUSE

ORANGE

CRACKERS

BUY ONE
GET ONE

SUPER

KRAFT

KEEBLER TOWNHOUSE

CORN CHIPS
8 OZ. BAG

14% OZ.

• is,FUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

oz. $1 09

JONATHAN OR -RED

APPLES....3 LB. BA
SUNKIST NAVEL

ORANGES 88 CT.
5 LII,'BAG

39I

I

3/89

WILD

BIRD SEED.......

$13'

BLACK JEWEL

POPCORN2 LB. BA

16

•

-1

_

_

I

t

z

4

•

.1 -

AI
•

•

• .•

•. .

I

-

Jo•

•

•
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NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY

RICES ORIGINATE

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
PEPSI FREE, 7-UP, MT. DEW,
DR. PEPPER OR CRUSH

1/16/85 THRU 1/22/85

NED

6

8 PK. 16 OZ.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

WEEKLY SPECIALS
FAMILY PACK

ROCKER LAYER

1ETTY C

"U, ^
•••

•

HAM
IN

$ 1 19

N
.

LB

LB.

SPECIALS

KL

MORRELL GOLDEN
SMOKED BONELESS

PORK
STEAK"

MIXES
80Z.

PLUS DEPOSIT

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

Y SPECIALS

EK

PAA,E 11•A
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WEEKLY SPECIALS

RTHERN

NO

VTH
TI

ROOM
SUE

6 ROLL I

AMILY'PACK

U.S. GOV. INSPECTED
BONUS PACK

LEG QTRS.

6

9LB.

79
INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

:-• DOUBLE "Q"

PINK
'SALMON

PINK

15 OZ.

FIELD
HYDE PARK PORK

$ 1 89

INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER

•SWISS

SAUSAGE

STEAKS
'11 69
•

$ 1 49

DINNER FRANKS,
ORIGINALS, HOT, OR
WIENERS
ii 1

wieners

LB.

149
LB.

LB

SPIN BLEND

SALAD
RESSING
•

32

FAMILY PACK

GROUND BEEF

39

LB. $ 1

19

FAMILY PACK

GROVND CHUCK

FIELD SLICED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

K.C. STEAK

LB

$399

BOSTON BUTT
LB. $ 1 49

BOLOGNA

12 01 $ 1 19

FIELD BY THE tslECE

PORK ROAST

LB. $ 1 19

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

LB.

894

HUNT'S 32 OZ.

•

.79c

KETCHUP

$1"

HI DRY PAPER

TOWELS

'1 29

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT

FRESH PORK
LB.

$ 1 69

$799

CHUCK STEAK

ED

•

EL

SWIFT SLICED

CHILI STICK

LB

5169

PEPPERONI

40Z.

$119

SMOKED SAUSAGE

1/$1

ORANGES
/$1100
80a

,51 19

•

I LB.. BA

$ 1 99

BOLOGNA

LB.

1 89

CHICKEN SALAD .1,2 LB. $ 1
"
DELUXE PIZZA'S

. tift•C
.

$389
12"

••‘44.••••

PRODUCE

LD
b.

LB

FIELD

BAKERY SPECIALS

FRESH GREEN

• • •

L B $ 1 29

FIELD

FLORIDA "NEW CROP"
TEMPLE

3189C

Be CT.

$1 59

DELI SPECIALS

39c
LB. BA

LB.

1111111

DU(

it RED

CUTLETS

63c
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

•

FIELD

WHITE BREAD. —

BROCCOLI

$139
$169

LOAF 69c

BLUEBERRY

18 CT

CRUMB -CAKE
CINNAMON, ROLLS

BUNCH

EA.

25c

dr'/•••-•-•

ii16111011"—
_
•••

-

—•
.1 •
417—

—.

•

_
t

•

---•••••

•

-
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Keep That Great.
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

1984 Olds Cutlass
Blue, tilt, cruise, p.w., p.s., air, ausu., radio.

$9,977.00

• Wail Mart Sells for L es • W.0 IN,'

,

•
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Amusement park for handicapped proposed
EitS MOINES, Iowa
(AP — No hairraisilig
turns or spine-tingling
drops would lure riders
to this roller coaster.But its gentle hills could
keep children clinging
to wheelchairs as it
whooshed down the rails
at an amusement park
for the handicapped.
Welcome to the wish
park envisioned by a
Des Moines pressman
who spends his free time
malting life happy. for
handicapped children.
The merry-go-round
will welcome
wheelchair riders.
Skycars suspended on
cables will be programmed to halt at each stop
long, enough to let

ti Pv
.4,1

sew, t o •

slower kids board.
David. Steiner, 33.
founderof the Kids With
A -Wish Foundation.
unveiled a proposal
Tuesday to buildthe nal
ti9n's first amusement
park designed for the
handicapped.
"When I see a little
girl get a smile on her
face. 1 think how
beautiful It would be to
see a child go to an
amusement park,''
Steiner said. "They can
ride the nierry-goround, drive boats, play
games. .They can do
anything you could do."
Steiner said he has
already found corporate
contributors in Des
Moines, but wouldn't
-Mort Sol s or

identify them, and he million," said Krantz.
said a non-profit cor- "Let's say a corporation
poration is being formed were to give a ride or be
to accept donations-and ihvolved in any way
•shape or form. They
run the proect.
The foundation -would would have tremendouglike to purchase a r liabilities involved." --Advehfureland was
60-acre tract near the
Des Moines zoo-soon if built on 164 acres at a
•there a-re enough con- cost of $27 million 10
years ago. Krantz said.
tributions, he said.
Jack Krantz, presi- He said a top-of-the-line
dent of Adventurelands park today costs more
of America Inc., which than $50 million.
Steiner said, however,
operates a theme park
in nearby _Altoona. said that he doesn't want his
thdi de aw•as park to be an imitation
i v a l't o
"'honorable" but o r a
Adventureland.
impractical.
-"EVerybody who
"I don't see where it
would be economically believes' it cannot be
feasible to .build done. 1. will make themanything for less than retract their -state$20 million or $2,5 . ment." Steiner said.

Less *We -Mart Sells for Lass •Wo -Mori e $ or ass

WAL-MART
_

Gold Star Microwave Oven
•35 Minute •2 Speed Timer *Dual Cooking Modets
•Interior Light •Rotary Selection For "Defrost And
Cook •No. ER-5020 •550 Watt
Every Day Low Price

128 00
Wal-Mart

Bubble Bath
•64 Ounce
'Lilac, strawberry and herbal
•Reg. 1.72

2
3.0

CRiAmy
STRAWBERRY
hUbbl.t: h.VI II

For

via

Limit 1

Ajax
Dishwashing
Liquid

Wal-Mart
Flexible
Swabs

9

Hot Wheel *Cars
•Assorted models
•Mog wheels
*No. 9347
sReg. 86

/ European
••
:Styling Foam
•6.3 Ounce
•Normal or Extra Control

Lysol can help reduce the
chances of catching colds

transmitted by surfaces

...Because it can kill
Rhinovirus Cold Germs!

MOUSSE
t• -•••,--.:PE A'
at v,t1,
I- Div

,•,

Sale Price With This Coupon
•

•• •••'• 11•Out 3 -

ts twr
ViALASART'S AMORTISED REESCRIANDISE PORIC'V
Iry 01-4flepseett ream,
erhSe0 }PM or %IOC. H.OW ye,
,e,y
,
Sed 4134. 5 twt aaaat,le Ide putt has Wat-Man *I 'ague a Raw ChPft. not ,r
*54.54 4.' aaatote
west to, the metch,st... to he our; rased al dse sale
tsWe 't`se•.e I•te
Nur
t-cem?yodt,k.
4 103,4.11,
• • A ''4.,' .itt .
Yfp• •
'kr!

V

Hwy. 641 N.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Sole Ends 1-21-85
•Wal Mart

Sells or Less •Wol

Clarinda girl with cystic
fibrosis, got a trip to
meet the country-rock
group Alabama.
Steiner and his wife,
Cathy, 32, have two
girls, Staci, 10, and
Cory, 6. .
"Vie got two. We lost
two by miscarriage."
Steiner said. "Now I see
both sides of children. I
see the terminally Ill
and I see the healthy.".

WM:MART I

roil
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life
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Men plead guilty to
illegal strip mining
MANCHESTER, Ky.
(API — Two men have
pleaded guilty in Clay
Circuit Court to misdemeanor charges of conspiracy to illegally strip
mine, reduced from
felony charges of illegal
strip mining,' and'state
officials say illegal mining -cases in Kentucky
have become a rarity.
William Titus
Frederick of Morgan
County and Jimmy
Wireman of Clay„County
were' fined $100 each
plus court costs. A-deputy commonwealths attorney said he arranged
the reduced chai-ges to
save the state time and
money.
The two were arrested
-in .July 1982, the year illegal, strip mining
became a felony and the
General -Assembly
created separate task
forces, one in the
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet and one in
the Mines and Minerals
Department, to crack
down on wildcat strip
mining and deep
mining.
A/ter more than 20
raids in two-years, -the
two agencies combined
have staged only one
raid_ on_ _wildcatters
since last July.
Joe Deals, Natural
Resources assistant
field supervisor, said

slack coal demand appears to have dried up
markets for wildcatters,
and his agency's special
unit has not raided an illegal mine in seven
months. "We still get a _
lot of calls but we've not
found a whole lot," he
said.
As for deep mines.
said Mines and Minerals
Commissioner Willard
Stanley, "If we have
anybody operating illegally, we don't know
about it. We don't get
any reports, any calls of
any kind."
"I'd say it's still out
there and will continue
fie out there," said
State Police Lt:'David
Whitehouse, a former
member of the Mines
and Minerals task force.
But Stanley said he
thought illegal mining in
Kentucky was "pretty'
well cleaned up."
He pointed to a rapid
Increase in applications
for mining permits and
for licenses to sell coal,
despite the slack
market, and Said many
operators apparently
decided it was better to
"gej legar_ than to "get
hassled."
NO.death has been
in an illegal
operation -since -the -wildcatting laws went
into effect in July 1982,
Stanley said. "I think
we've done a good job."

reported

Tobacco prices slip
from Monday's sales
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API hundredweight.
— Kentucky farmers on
The highest price,
Tuesday received 42 $189.46 per huncents less per hun- .dredweight, was
dredweight for their reported at Maysville,
toliacco compared with while Springfield
Monday's sales, accor- reported the lowest
--el....g- to
Federal- price, $184.79-.-'
State Market News
So far this season.
Service.
430,317,578 pounds of
A total of 14,569,890 tobacco have been sold.
pounds of the leaf'were During the first 21 days
sold. at an average of last year's auction,
price of 5188.08-per hun- 303,203,324 pounds of
dredweight: The' burley were sold, at an
average price for the average price of $176.27
season is at $188.47 per per hundredweight.

The History Of
Charlie Daniels
Volunteer Jam
Tuesday Jan. 15th 5 p.m.
Thursday Jan. 17th 6 p.m.
Tuesday Jan. 22ntl 5 p.m.
Thursday Jan. 24th 6 p.m.

Cable Comments
Murray Cablevision
Manager Vic Muller
Answers Questions
About Cable.
Thursday Jan. 17th 5:45 p.m.
Tuesday Jan. 22nd 6:00 p.m.
Thursday Jan. 24 5:45 p.m.
Only On Channel 34

CABLE

can
Bel Air VLSI=\
753-5005
Center
MURRAY
•E,Iatslar. won't..

r

(AF

•22 oz.
•Reg. 1.24

•Double-tipped
•300_Count 'Reg. 1.12

VALUABLE C•PC'
i Alberto Mousse

Steiner founded Kids
With A Wish more than.
two years ago. Starting
with a *SOO contribution,
he developed a program
for meeting the wishes'
of many critically ilL
Iowans.
Before 10-year-old
Scott Osborn Jr. of Des
Moines died of cancer,
he got his dream visit to
the., circus., and Trisha
Moore. a 9-year-old

Sells for

ArC•••••C.'

Less •Wal Mart Sells
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This 3-year-old's mischief is good news
MORRISDALE, .pa. things like that. It shows
Unraveling a me he's thinking," said added.
Plagued since birth by
rolrof toilet paper or fib- his mother, Linda
bing about who.dumped Rinehart, recalling with alackof
a drink on the floor are a smile how her blue- dehydrogenase, an enhappy milestones in the eyed, touseled-haired zyme essential to burn
life of D.J., a 3-year-old son had recently pointed fatty acids, D.J. relies
who cannot yet truly eat to his younger, brother, on a special liquid diet
or talk and until recent- Jesse, after D.J. had high in carbohydrates
and low in fat to provide
ly could not play or spilled a drink.
him with the energy that
walk, due to an extrem"My aunt says a little
ly rare, potentially fatal boy who can blame his body cannot.
He must take the lifeenzyme deficiency.
something on somebody
"It's good in a sense. I else, there's nothing saving sustenance five
like it when he does wrong with him," she times a day through
long tubes down his nose

(AP)

due. in part, to a
tracheotomy that
enables him to breathe.
Able to utter littley
but has learned to express emotions,- wringing his hands when he's
happy, shedding
crocodile tears when
he's sad.
He's truly a miracle
child, a medical trail
blazer of sorts who
stands a decent chance
of landing Et, long, nearly

J

normal life, said Dr.
Charles A. Stanley, an
endocrinologist at The
Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia.
Only three
youngsters, with D.J.
the first, have been
diagnosed as suffering
from long-chain acylCoA dehydrogenase
deficiency, a littleknown metabolic
disorder that takes its
name from the generic

form for fatty acids linked to the coenzyme A,
Stanley said. The condition is much more
severe than medium chain acyl-CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency, which has afflicted
about 25 youngsters
worldwide.
- The second child with
the long-chain deficiency, a girl from
Baltimore, died at 6
months of age: The

third, a 1-year-old girl ing DJ's progress for a
from New York State, is medical journal. "Now
alive but has brain we understand a lot
damage.
more."
Doctors were far from
optimistic after the Oct.
"Obviously, there's
25, 1981, birth of Donald not very much
James Rinehart, the -perienee.1with the -defifirst child for Mrs. - ciency. The future is a
Rinehart, -42, and her bit of the unknown," he
35-year-old husband, added. "But D.J.'s doLarry.
ing pretty well on the
'Fie was a mystery to' diet treatment, and
begin with," said we're all keeping our
St•nIpv who's chronicl- fingers crossed "

•

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"
•

Prices Good Thru
Noon 1-23-85

Mon.-Sat.
7 A.M.-8 P.M.
We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps And
WIC Vouchers

SUPER MARKET
3/s1 SALE
MIX OR MATCH

Campbells Tomato

Soup

10.5 oz. Can Save
Flb Laundry

Star-Kist

Save 50' 49 oz. Box
Keebler Townhouse

Prairie Farms
2% Low Fat

'Milk

Corn....Save 35' 16.5 oz. can 3/$

Starkist

Tuna

Crackers

CHUNK LIGH

014

6.5 oz. Can

Save 40' 16 oz. Box
Goldenrod

Corn

Save 35' 17 oz. can

Blackeye Peas

2050

3/$/ 99!
38'
3/$/

iSave 29' 15 oz. can

Save 30' Y7 Gal. Crtn.
Spain

1

/
1 2 Gal. Crtn

Rosedale Whole Kernel Golden
Hyde Park

Orange Juice
Save 10'

Luncheon Meat
Save 10' 12 oz. Can
Sweet Sue

FROZEN FOODS

$ 149

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Birdseye With Cheese Sauce

Chicken & Dumplings 990
'24

UMW&

Rosedale Cream Style Golden

Detergent

Save
20'
Renuzit Solid

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

OZ.

Broqcoli

Sunshine
Krispy

Can

Meat Pouches

Mushrooms

9

59°

2i4 oz. Jar Save 16'
Betty Crocker Asst. Flavors

Hamburger Helper
7 oz. Box Save 26'

Reg. or Quick

aoN
,
"

Egg Rolls

Save 30' 18 oz. Box
Carnation

Cake Mix

Alka Seltzer

§9°

Reg. $2.29 10 Ct. Box

Now $ 188

Contac Severe

DELI

Now

solimivematic

Coke, Diet
oke, Sprite,
Tab or
Mello Yello

$198

Kraft Parkay

-4751t--.

Charmin
Bathroom

Margarine

Tissue

Save 50'
1 Lb. Box

16 oz
8 Bt!. Carton

4 Roll Pkg.

3

3/99°

Save 18' 9 oz. Box

'
/7

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

$1°9

89°

Save 70' 16 oz. Box
Jiffy White or Golden

490

26 Ct. Btl. Reg. $2.75

$ 1 89

Idaho Spuds

09

Dor

Save 10'

Coffeemate
Save 40' 16 oz. Jar
French

'LimitE
2
g
Sg
avs
e 16'

65 oz. Box

Cold Formula

Quaker Oats

99

2/89°
$1

5 oz. Box
LaChoy

Lb. Box

79°

Save 20' 7.5 oz.
Green Giant Sliced or Button

10 OZ. Box

Freezer Queen Asst. Flavors

Crackers

Air Freshners

•

With $10.00 or More
Additipnal Purchase Excluding
-Dairy Products, Tobacco
& Drinks on Special. %‘

mr-4K
tiov_

MEAT

...Ivy
'4000

.
e
.
.4

429

Lb

Baked or BBQ Ham
Turkey Breast
American Cheese
Hot Pepper Cheese

Lb

-4:771

39

Round Steak

69
111 4*

29
lb.

Pork Steak

Lb

Ground Chuck

$ 169
lb

$

Metzger Sausage5 Lb

Lb

39
lb
Sirloin Tip Roast
U. • owe
Bag $
499 Minute Steaks

Pure Fresh Lean
Family Pack Size 3 Lbs. or More

•

Ground Beef

Illt
Lb

Apples

Extra Lean

U.S.D.A. Choice

Fields 1 Lb. Pkg

$ 19l9
b
• •

1

89,b
89,b

Smoked Picnics

Lb

Fields 1 Lb. Pkg

Fresh Crisp

Carrots
Fresh Tender

Broccoli*

lb

$ 1°9

•

15°
29° Wieners
4/$1" Bologna
99' Fresh Cut
49° Chicken Breast

Cabbage
Illinois Grown Red Delicious

Lb

Boneless Round Steak $1.79 Lb.

Boston Butt Pork Roast$ 1

PRODUCE
New Green

$

_

Save 20'
9

With Bottles
Or Deposit

USDA Choice

Roast Beef

anal

Fresh Beef Liver

'
Head.

Fresh Pascal.

Celery

Stalk

4=1W
•
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•
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Chicken pox, virus outbreak
closes central Ky. schools
FRANKFOR,T, Ky.
(AP) - School officials
in Marion and 'Hart
counties will decide
over the weekend
whether to resume
classes on Monday,
following a wave of
chickenpox and viral
sickness that struck
hundreds of pupils and
teachers.
Illness, and hopes that
infection could be contained, led to the closing
of two high schools and
14 elementary schools in
the two counties for the
rest of this week..
The actions affected
3,150 pupils in Marion
County and 2,212 pupils
in Hart County, school
officials said. The coml.
ties are nearly
neighbors, separated by
Green County in central
Kentucky.
The reported symptoms were similar in
both counties: vomiting.
fever, sore throat, congestion and diarrhea.

Lt. Go.. ste% en L. Beshear, len. president of the state Senate. talks with Senators Greg Higdon. DFancy Farm-Joe Lane Travis. It-Glasgow and John -Eck" Rose. 0-Winchester during the-recent
organization session Of the General Assembly. The General Assembly meets in odd-numbered years to
elect its leadership and to establish committees as legislators prepare for regular sessions. Sen. Higdon
will sere as vice chairman of the Senate. Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee. Sen. Travis
wa.1 elected minority floor leader of the Senate and Sen.,Rose was elected assistant president pro tern of
the Senate.
a•

-Mart Se s or Less •Wal-Mart Se Is or Less

•Wal-Mart Sells for Less •Wal-Mort Sells for t c.c.' ow..

ea

•

0

V.
V.

discount
specials
ALU
ABLE COUPON VAWABLE COUPON'
-1
.1
Decorator Pot
Jobes Plant Oa

\IIMP°.-:311°

011

3

1.00

LI

With Saucer
•612- Diameter •Vorious
patterns •Polyethylene
material •Snap on sciUcer
•Reg. 83'

Limit 1
Expires 1-20-85

V.

ci

For 1100

Limit 2
Expires 1:20-85.

WAkMAIrr 111•11•111111M1111111111•111111

•

IIII Ell MSIR MIEll Ell III INN -0

VALUABLE COUPON"
%VALUABLE COUPON'
Wal-Mart
Potting Soil
•20 Lb,

k

a

2

3

For

Limit 2
Expires 1-20-85v

WALAUUtT

ci

Peg 3.97

IVY
.
111

--LOUIS-VILLE, Ky.
(AP) - President
Reagan's new truck, a
gift from his wife Nancy, was expected to roll
off the.assemblyline today at the Ford Motor
Co. plant in Louisville.
Workers call it."Rontile's Ranger," since the
vehicle will be a
Ranger, one of 75 that
come off the assembly
line every hour.
"We got the order in
last night andtit should.
be through here in 11%
hours," assistant plant
manager Art James
said Tuesday.
He said it will-have-afive-speed, sporty stick

3.00
Limit 2
Expires 1-20-85

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP)
- A Bowling Green man
on his way from 'a
hospital here to theHumana Heart Institute
In Louisville, Ky., Where
he was to be considered
for an artificial heart
implant, died during a
last-minute attempt to

•MO.
,stumps up

VALUABLE COUPON IVALUABLE COUPON':
I
1
III.
I
i
1
4"
10"
.1
Hangi
Assor
ng
ted
is
'..4-, •
.I
Basket
Foliage
III
0 „.;, Reg . 1 97
Reg. 6.97

1I

1
.
1

.

.2for

3.00 iiI

limit 2 •
' Expires 1-20-85

I

5.00 I

I
I
I
mI

I
........a

•
Mon.-Sat. 9-9

V.

Sun. 17:30-5:30
Sol Ends 1 20
Hwy. 641 North

to 24

below the ground.
435.4343 or 433.4319
We Now Haul Pil Grovel
•

WM:MART

aputpT1$11143.15021C Y - it
ACI

.rit•rbrair IN8Ve aillmerchanclos:/e Itvs
••••C•
,13 .T14.,13154/1.e
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rt Sells or Less •Wal Mort Solis

IC15

Less •Wal Mort 5-01s

,

save -his life.
•.
yerhon Madden, 23,
had been accepted for
treatment by Dr.
William DeVries - who
gave William J.
Schroeder the world's
second artificial Neart
impiant - when he siltf-ered heart and

RAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

Tint McReynolds, 1107 Oliye St., 753-7121
Jerry Nelson, 5115 N. 5th St.. 753-7284
Jeff Maters, 403 S. 11th St.. 753-055/1-..
Stove Robiroion.
(1004 Belmont Ct., 75341156
Debbi.- Buchanan. 1002 Olive St., Apt. I. 733-64)99'
Mike DaVis. 514 S. 7th St., 753-9800 •
Bart Washer, Ito Broach, 753-5330
David Daughaday„ 1400 Vine St.. 7534783
Lance Allison."11118 Fairlane Dr., 753-88011
Jeff °amid. 1125 firearama. 753-7809
Ray Ferguson, 1718 N111.11-0f4P Dr.. 753-7231
Jeff Rodgers, 801 5. 17th St.. 75:1--4186
Matt Fergusfm. 1718 Melrose Dr., 753-7231.
Mike Wilkins. 1703 Yhtinxiew Ir.. 733-1/100
l'atil Reed. 321 5th St.. 753-14113
Jimmy Tripp. 10111 Snset BI‘d.. 753-3476
:Irony Rayless. 1807 itsIniltan.'753-7363
•
Brian Anderson. 2222 quail Creek DC. 759-1556
Ricky Nelson. 1051 Ryan ASV.. 75341810
Russell Turner, 1630 Farmer Ave., 753-32111
Teriyiesander,
753-3711
•

If No Answer Call

753-1916- . --Before 6 P.M. Please

•

•Wol Mort Sells for Less •Wal Mort Sells for Loss W o I
•

My_ one..

ChristmaS pre-sent - James said it was Only
coincidence that Ford
Motor Co. Chairman
Philip Caldwell •was
touring the plant at the
time and stopped to inspect the shell of the
truck.

Caldwell said he
"After the Ranger didn't try to influence
leaves here, it will be Mrs.. Reagan to buy a
shipped to southern Ford.
California where Mrs.
"As far as we're
Reagan will have to pick aware, this is a clear
it up at the dealerts customer choice."
showroom."
Caldwell said.
Janies said he 'The price, James
understood the presi- said, will be the same
as
dent --knew - about the "It is for
any other
gift, a belated customer, $9,266,"

If You Missed Your Paper
Calf Your Paper Carrier

•

Sells for Less

shift, AM-FM stereo and
will be painted "Canyon
Red."
JImes said that there
are no special features
on the Ranger and that
it will have- no security
features- normally installed on presidential
vehicles.

NOTICE

,

,„,..
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. was about 1125 billion
"It is -said,
(AP) - Forcl Motor last year and said that "simplisti
cally, that if
Co.'s profits for 1984 "there really is no things
can be made
should be the best in the reason why we 'should cheap
abroad and sold
'company's history, says Sit on our hands and let at lower'
prices in this
its chairman, Philip the balance of trading country,
that's 'good for
Caldwell.
power shift even more the consumer.'That line
He also expects 1985 to one-sidely."
of thinking totally igbe a good year for the
He said America has nores thelacts of life for
auto industry in to win another world the unemploy
ed congeneral, but says it is war, "call it World War sumer or
the would-be
time for this country to III, the economic war." consumer
.whose lack of
do something about in"We have to shout for purchasing power
ternational trade some resolute actions to denies
him the opporproblems. ,
reduce the budget tunity to reap these
The increase in the deficit, which is keeping benefits,- Caldwell
trade deficit since 1980 interest rates high and said.
-has resulted in the loss mortgaging our future
of more than 2 million econmic -growth." he
Earlier, during a
---jobs,
said.
-•
•••- - 'news conference while
said Tuesday during a - Caldwell, who-- will touring Ford's
truck
speech to the Louisville retire Feb. 1; ,aid he plant in
Louisville,
Chamber of Commerce. took ..issue with those Caldwell .said
Ford
Caldwell noted that who insist that imports would continue
to. ipthe U.S. trade deficit are good for the notion
crease its share of sales.

8,5K STUMP REMOVAL

'T

And I like
show me t

Patient dies en route to Humana

6" Assorted
Foliage

•Wi1rnot burn
:Good for oil plants
*Reg. $1.741 •

/ never
anyone tha

Ford expects record 1984 profits

•

2

I

as far as I know, were
not having chickenpox
to the point that it's a
problem," Cook said_ in
a telephone interview _
from Munfordvilla.
The illness among
Hart County pupils was
Concentrated at Hart
County High School,
Munford Elementary
and Bonnieville
Elementary, Cook said.
However, those three
contain all but about 700
of the county's pupils,
he said.
"It's something that's
been happening to us the
last four or five days."
Cook said. "To begin
with, it was in Munfordville and nowhere else.
Then it got into the high
school and Bonnieville."
Cook and Whitehouse
said school officials in
both counties Would
review conditions over
the weekend and decide
whether to resume
classes on Monday.

Re' agan"s truck is ready to roll

a

Value Pack
Reg. 1.62

By Lod

•

•••./..,

INAI:MART]

Food Spikes

-On Monday, "we had system can't financially
379 absent and two days tolerate less than 9011rlast week we had 401 cent attendance,
and 416 absent," said Whitehouse said.
Thomas Whitehouse,
Doctors •in,the
pupil personnel director Lefianon area had
for Marion County diagnosed the illnesses
schools.
as chickenpox and
"We came to the con- "flu," he said.
elision that-14t was counDr. Joseph W. Skaggs
tywide," Whitehouse of the state
said in a telephone inter- epidemiologist's office
view from Lebanon. in Frankfort agreed
"We have exceptionally there had been an occurgood attendance in rence of chickenpox.
Marion County. Last 'But he said an outbreak
year we had fit percent of influenza in either
and last week we were county was unlikely.
down to 88 percent."
• The residents proMarion County has bably were afflicted,
one high school, seven with a virus commonly
public elementary .described as "intestinal
schools an_d___Lwo flu," Skaggs said. _
parochial grade schools.
Frank Cook, pupil
personnel director for
Whitehouse said.
As a practical matter, Hart County schools,
because of the -complex said a "virus of some
formula by which the kind" was causing his
state funds public school system's
schools according to problems.
average daily atten"We had SOME
dance, the school chickenpox earlier, but

Obser

for less

respiratory failure
Tuesday during a
special flight from here
to Louisville.
He died at the University of Cincinnati
Hospital, where he was
rushed after the flight
made an emergency
landing so he could be
treated.
Dr. Supriya
Chakravarty, Madden's
cardiologist here, said
the Humana Heart Institute had 'planned to
seek a human heart for
Madden. If one was not
found, DeVries had said
Madden would .be considered for. an'artificial
heart implant.
Chakravarty said.
Madden suffeted-from
cardiomyopathy, a
gradual wasting of the
heart muscle. It . is. the
same disease that afrflicted Schroeder before
he received his implant.
Madden is survIved by
his 'wife and 7-week-old
son:
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Thurman's
FURNITURE

I never write about
"Our older daughter,
anyone that I don't like. Nancy, is !Wishing her
And I like most all who doctorate at the Univershow me that they are sity of Missouri. She
my friend. Disliking one teaches at Stephens Colbrings on ill feeling — lege and is director of
that I don't like. This women's studies there.
week there are several When Sue was in high
who have been on my school and in her
heart — but space will younger years, we spent
allow just a few. .
a lot of time on my front
To begin — grand= porch, in the swing, just
daughter Lore under- talking."
• • •
went surgery this morning — about the dozenth
Speaking of friends,
In the past five years.
The elbow injury in neighbors and former
April• is still a pain , -.- students, another
day and night. It seems retired from the Bank of
there is a loose sliver Murray where she had
needling her. Surgery in been employed 38 years
St. Francis Hospital„ and was vice president.
Memphis, was schedul- When I needed
ed to remove that, but a something that required
growth on the upper, special aid, Marjorie
arm of the elbow was Shroat Huie Dunn was
discovered so that had one of two that guided
to come first, since it fhe — the other was
was infected — the little Neva Grey Langston
sliver will come next. A Allbritten, who has
telephone message retired, too. They were
reported that she was an inspiration — always
back in her room adding in high spirits and enthe surgeon's bill to her thusiastic. They were
Ms. Public Relation to
long list of others.
• • •
me. Have fun, both of
My one time student xou — and get going on
Susan Sparks (Mrs. these trips you are
Johnhy Nutter) -studying.
• • •
graduated, the last time
in a series of graduaRobin Overbey,
tions Summa Cum granddaughter of Mr.
Laude. Last week, when and Mrs. Hugh
the car in which she was Waldrop, won the Miss
going to her college Kentucky contest
teaching job skidded on recently — and accorthe ice, she was killed. ding to GrrIndmother
She died instantly.
Mug, she may wear the
Her brothers, Harry same dress that she,
and Phillip too, were wore seven years ago it
students of mine in Mur- the national. It is exray High. They were perienced when she was
also dear. I've taught Kentucky's winner —
with her mother Lois, and when she was namand had the pleasure of ed first runner-up in naserving on the Murray tional. The dress is simState University Board ple, made without orof Regents with her naments and designed
father, Dr. Harry and made by a friend.
Sparks. In fact my vote Don't blame her for
helped elect him to the staying with it. She is
presidency.
also the granddaughter
It's difficult to
of the late attorney and
press myselfmyself about this Mrs.'George E.
tragedy. Susan's hus- Overbey.
• • •
band was a dear student
of mine. John and the
Former Mayor Dr.
Harry Sparks, Sr. fami- Melvin Henley is marly are all Magna Cum ried to Miss Rita BoardLaude winners in my man,according to a conestimation.
versation with him this
He didn't go to school morning. The event took
to me, but I knew place Tpanksgiving.
Donald Wright. That The new Mrs. Henley is
was through MSU. I've office manager of the
had pleasant conversa- Wild Raspberry. Dr.
tions with him through Henley has been
the years he has been on honored with a state apcampus. I would grade pointment, I don't know
him in the Laude what. He is busy with
category, too.
his professership at the
• • •
university, serving on
A Christmas card and the board of regents and
letter from a former chairing the chamber of
neighbor (she lived commerce. But he is not
across the street from too busy to listen to me
me) Sue Futrell, now and help with communiMrs. John Corbin, who ty interests. Happiness
reads the university to you is my wish, Mr.
newspaper and tries to and Mrs. Henley.
• • •
locate some of her
classmates in Murray
Did you know that
State where she was parsley withstood the
graduated. She is the freezing—weathef?
daughter of the late Mr. There is a cluster of it in
and Mrs. Stanley rny herb garden — just
Futrell. He was a as pretty as it was in
member of the Murray summer. Makes a good
Post Office employees. greenery for indoor
Sue writes:
arrangements.
"Our younger
• • •
daughter Mary and her
Something else I've
husband are in discovered — when you
Clewiston, Fla., with us. cannot use all, of a
He will take over our cucumber, leave the
store when John retires. peeling on it; place it,
They have a son, four cut end down, in a jar,
years old, and a uncovered in the
daughter, seven refrigerator. It stays
months...
fresh.

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning
your wayaround town. Or what to see and
do Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative.
I'll simplify thebusiness of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. good shoppink local „attractions,
community opportunities. Arid-riWEliThist
is full of useful gifts to please your family
.Taite a breaLt from unpacking and raft
me.

iff*
. 49/t
Ingeborg King
KathLyn Outland 753-3079.
Asst.
Hostess
492-8348

_J

208 Main
753-4834

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
SAVINGS UP TO
50% OFF
STOREWIDE
Visit us During This Sale And We'll
Show You How A Real Honest To
Goodness Furniture Sale Saves You
Money.
-

SALE STARTS THURS. 9 A.M. OPEN TIL 9:00 THURS. & FRI. NIGHT
3 Pc.

Good Selection

BEDROOM
- SUITES

SOFAS
LOVE SEATS

LAZY BOY
RECLINERS

30% lila% MM..

150 In Stock
Starting At

29995
DINING
ROOM
SUITES

140 In Stock
Prices Start At

15995
One Group

JAMISON
MATTRESS &
BOX SPRINGS

, 30%

SLEEPER
SOFAS

Reg. Size

40%

'A

19995s f

50%Off

OCCASIONAL
CHAIRS OR
SWIVEL
ROCKERS

LEE'S
CARPET
REMNANTS

LAMPS &
ACCESSORIES

All Drastically
Reduced

Up To 36 Ft. Length
Save

Large Selection

50%

Starting At

50%

Price

Off

$7995

IF YOU NEED FURNITURE YOU
CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS ThIS SALE

LARGE
SELECTION
KIMBALL _
PIANOS &
ORGANS,
All
Drastically
Reduced

*FREE DELIVERY

Thurman's
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Texas man
is executed

V

16, 1985

EDNESDAV,

Frozen
Foods

Read the Classifieds

HUNTSVILLE, Texas
(AP) - Doyle Skillern,
convicted of the murder
of an undercover -narcotics agent in which the
confessed . triggerman
may soon go free, was
executed early Wednesday by injection.
Skillern. was pronounced .dead - at, 12;23
a.m. 'CST. said Phil
Guthrie, spokesman for
the Texas Department
of Corrections.
He was the fifth Texas
inmate to receive a
lethal injection since
1982, the 36th person executed nationwide since
1976, and the fourth this
year.
His last words were.
"I pray- my family will
rejoice and forgive." according to Attorney
General Jim, Mattox, at
witness to the execution.
Skillern coughed deeply
three times just before
he died from the injection Mattox said

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Produce

fiyipin
ALSIIIIII$J1.CRISP CRUST

I•

EXMAil

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial v erageAir Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
.
6.A.F.
General. Motors _
GenCorp..Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
I.B.M.

+ 1.55
451 2
.301.8
2.01/2
.29
321/8
29
. 48%
48%

Florida Fresh

Jeirrico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Nlary Kay. Costn!
.I.C. Penney
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Tire Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F.

• 14

+%
uric
umum.
+/$
-1
/
4
+
tine
81 -1
/
2
39/
1
4 -/
1
4
26% .14
28%
10 unc
.125 +%

371/2 unc
36/
1
2 unc
9% .%
48 .
/
1
2
. .37 unc
.35/
1
2 unc
.32/
1
2 +1/s
3/
3
4 -Vs
33% unc
43/
1
2 uric
So Trading
41% +.1%
- 18%
8% unc
8.36

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Totinos 10 oz. Asst.

Pizzas

Chest,

4D

•
reasure Isle 10 oz. Breaded Fan Tail

$399

Shrimp

lb.

Waffles

lb:

69
Tangerines
99

69c
59

Minneola

Downy Flake

Hundreds of Unadvertised

Apples
D'Aniou

Pears

Orange Juice

RED TAG SALE!

Pt.

Washington State
Red or Golden Delicious

Minute Mold 6 oz.

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Radio thaek

Strawberries

12 oz.

$1 69

3 Lb. Bag

Red & White 5 Lb. Bag

Grapefruit
Turnips

Price Cuts at Radio Shack
Stores and Participating Dealers

LOOK FOR THE
RED TAGS AND SAVE!

$189
•
•

Red
Grapes__

Banquet 8 oz.
Beef. Chicken or Turkey

With the Purchase of
Any Color Computer 2
Joysticks regularly
$24.95 a pair-you
Save 424.94! They
add excitement to
Color Con-Outer
games. Color Computers are expand-.
able-they grow as
your needs do.

1-]

ow.

Color
Computers
vol
from
119.95 to \
219.95

•

Center Cu,

Pork

Pot Pies

AM/FM Clock Radio'20 Off

Cut
42%

1 Cent!

#26-3008

•

Country Si

BONUS!2 Joysticks
Sale ends
119/85

"i\o'x.

-

Chronomatio5-230 by Realistic

Back
Breakfast

Lb.

2795

Round

LED_

Egg Roll

Tenderizec

Fresh Crisp

Jeno Asst. Shrimp, Chicken &
Meat Shrimp

Every Stereo Receiver
In Stock

Round

11

box.

Brocco

Family Pac

Cube

By Archer'

5995

Restores Washed-Out toloi

•••••"-i

20% OFF!

Cut$40

31-Series only

Reg. 99.95*
Delivers dramatically improved color from
prerecorded tapes, off-the-air recordings,
video Cameras. #15-1275 Sale ends 1119/85

Pork
Bottom Fa

Reg. 47.95
Big 0.9"
Display
Sale ends 1/19185
Battery backup operates clock/alarm if AC
fails. Exclusive Battery Sentinel' LED warns
of weak battery. #12-1537 Backup battery extra

Color Video Processor

I

rj

Pizza

We've slashed prices on every stereo receiver in stock! Hurry in and save from
$99.99 to $11.99 off our regular every-day
low prices. Get yours now! Sale ends 1/1945

Bunch

r-3"8

Jeno's 6 oz. Asst.

Pizza Rolls

Don't Miss These Other Super January Bargains!
•rt,

-3-Channel CB
Walkie-Talkie

Cassette Tape Sale

TRC214 by Realistic'

ct6 esni=rogi
RE....1ST IC

•-

Reg. 59.95

ideal for camping. construction sites With
Ch 14 crystals
e21-1637
3•,"'''- ,1'1"-----,

Cabbage

...

Save $30

--

Cut 3995
iL .33%

VHF Scanner
PRO-23 by Realistic

By Realistic

-

go
• ..........

-

6
9
9
5

.

90 Min.

60 Min.

2 199 2fur279

for
Reg. 1.99 Each _ Reg. 2.79 Each
Buy all you want! #44-602/603

''''''''s"
.-3

Our Best Turntable

Stereo Cassette Deck

LAB-2100 by Realistic

SCT-42 by Realistic

Save

•••

Save 21995
580

Reg. 299.95
Auto-reverse. Dolby• B-C NA.
#14-628 .
'
• TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

Linear-tracking. Straight-line.
tonearm. #42-2911

Reg. 99.95

Chicken Nuggets

Hear police, fire,
planes, more on
VHF-Hi/Air.
#20-104

12 oz.

Pet Ritz Deep Dish

Lb.

Pie Shells

Batteries. crystals extra

3995

28 oz. $2
88

Kraft Strawberry 18 oz.

.
!

Each
Reg. 79.95
8" woofer, tuned
port, 2h/2' tweeter.
19 x 103/.1x 71/27
#40-4034

Banner White

Tissue

Peanut Butter.
,,

Half Price

Tenn. Fern

15 oz.

Jiff Creamy or Crunchy

Walnut Veneer Speaker
Nova 15 by Realistic

BIM!
L.,'
-

--14995
With Cartridge
and Dust Cover Reg. 199.95 .

Banquet Winglets
Drum Snackers or •

• 0.

1
IP

Stereo Headphones

Delsi

PortaVision' by Realistic
.I

.

40% Off

Nova-40 by
Realisttc

Cut
I 29% 1495
3188 FiReegar.dee
24.7.
!leg. .44.95

. Hear Altt and PM,
FM, OUS TV
Chs. 2-13. AC/battery operation #12-660 eane,
es ew!,a

.

CTR-51 by Realistic

32%
Off
4788

Crisco

Glad 30 Ct.

bt.16FONE
'
. by Radio Shack

*Cut
17%
2495
._
Reg. 29.95
Lets the whole gang listen
and talk together during
phone calls. Phone-line pow-,
ered. #43-278 FCC registered
s

Classy Trim-FoneTm

33%
Off

By Radio Shack

_

....

,...,..

_

3995

18-Range Multitester

Cut 15%
1688

By Micronta'

Measures AC
and DC volts,'
DC current,
ohms, decibels.
#22-201

"3-519.

Battery extra

Joy

16 Trash Bags
99c Pledge

7

fl

•NOy CORPORATOR

:

*

Rag B

1 69

Fran

Purez

Bleach

994

7Ir

"
. ,

COUPON

COUPON

Pet Nb,n Dairy

Asst. Iga

Whip Topping

.

Towels

,

1 Roll

With Coupon & $10 Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

PRICES APPLY Al PARTICIPATING STORES ANC. MAL

•

Reelfoot (I

Fran

42 ox

1

6
CeaeGI?rrAi9ST

Bolog

Fisher Wei

1 Gal

8 oz.

Check Your Phone Book for the Rabe its.aelt
Store or Dealer Pfearestlou

ox.

,,

Detergent

Hamk
Reelfoot C

1 49

Johnson Reg. or Lemon

Pure:
No Phosphate

Pork & Be
Fisher Bon

Reelfoot 1

5 oz. $

2 lb.

Bib Ri

•

.1.••••
••••..
•.
.1110••'
'

$20 Purchase Required To Redeem Both Coupons

Reg. 19.95

,
Reg' 59•9
Ideal for home or office desks.
Switchable tone/pulse dialing•. White, #43-518. Brown,

1 Roll

89c
79c
77
1 29

Glad 10 Ct.

Flour •

t

Telephone-Amplifier

Jumbo

Garbage Bags

48 oz.

I

1 Roll

Bounty Asst. and Designer

Aunt Jemima Pancake

Built-In
Mike
Reg. 69.95
... ._
....• Tape lectures, meetings, or
impi ,
-,,. ,; verbtl "letters". AC/battent•
1(foi omov;
operation. #14-813 Batter•es extra

bass, brilliant
. highs. Cushtoned headband.
#33-993

Jumbo

Towels

Oi

Cassette Recorder

Kleenex

Jelly or
Preserves
Bakers Aerosol

VHF-TV Sound Radio

4 Roll

Free
With Coapon 1 $10 Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Or

01.1111111111111111111110111111.1.1111.0011111.
11.11111.111111111

r
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Dairy
Nib,

JI 15R
ADA

Obi 41°

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 7-10
Sun. 11-6:30

Chestnut St. — Murray

WEDNICtiDAY, JANUARY HI, 1985

We reserve all quantity rights
and the right to correct printing errors.

Grade 'A'
IGA
Cream or Whole

Large Eggs

Golden Corn
303 Size Can

BC
Doz.
Kroft 1 oz
Ragu Homestyle Asst. Flavor

Spaghetti Sauce

32 oz. $

189

15 oz. $

1 59

Chef Boyardee

/
1
4 Pork Loin

Fryer Breast

Sliced Into Chops

Family Pack

-S1B19

S138

Lb.

Pizza With Cheese
Southern 28 oz.

Peach Halves
894
IGA Crushed or Sliced
Pineapple N°. 2 Size 89c
Luck's Asst.

Lb.

Cheese & Cracker. 4/$ 1
Kraft 8 oz. Shredded

1 59

Mazzarella
Kraft Mild Shredded

Chedder
Kraft Sharp

13
•

Singles

6 oz
Kraft American or Pimento

Singles

6

OZ

2/$1°9
Singles
2/794
994 Hot Beans
Orange Juice or
'
too
s
i
Apple Juice
794 Sweet Peas 2
Beans

99
99

Kroft 12 oz. Velvetta

15 oz.

Bush Chili

Center Cut

Fryer Family Pock

Pork Chops

1 99

lb.

Country Style

Drumstick
Fcimily Pack -Fryer

Back Ribs

$ 1 39

lb

Breakfast

Thighs

lb.

IGA 303 Size

Luck's Crowder or

Pork Chops

lb.

Bottom Family Pock

Bologna, Beef Bologna,
P&P Loaf & Cotto Salami . pkg.

189
199 Chocolate Chip

Round Steak

lb.
Tenderized Family Pack Bottom

Round Steak

$1 29

Green Beans 2

99

snoo
$259

Tea Bags

12 oz.

Kraft Jet Puff

Cube Steak

lb. $249

444

Goo Goo

Clusters

-

[CORN MEAL

pk. $ 1 69

Rite•

Martha White
Plain or Self Rising

Chocolate Bar
Almond Bar
Kit Kat Bar...3/1°°

Sliced

Slab Bacon
Family Packi

Pillsbury Country Style
Buttermilk or Butter

110

Hershey

Peanut Butter
3/sioo
Cup

Biscuits

Meal

4-8 oz.

5 Lb. Bag

Reeses

$129

BB

Pillsbury
Hungary Jack
Buttermilk or
Butter Tastin

Lipton 3 oz. ,

LB.

Instant Tea

$269

SIviss Miss,
Tenn. Farm

Cocoa Mix

Bib Ribs
2-3 lb. avg.
Reelfoot Old Fashioned Sliced
lb.

Reelfoot (Piece)

Rag Bologna

lb.

Reelfoot 12 oz.

Franks
Fisher Western Style

Franks

lb.

169
1 19
1 19
169

Biscuits
Frito Lay

o Doritos

Cat Food 6,2 oz. 3/$
Blue Barn 25 lb. Chunk
$399
Dog Food

$33!

Hamlet

$169
12 pk

Kal Kan Asst.

$329

Pork & Beef 16 oz.
pkg.
Fisher Boneless Fully Cooked

Bologna

1 Lb

Lipton 100 Ct.

129
Marshmallows16 oz. 894

Cookies

Family Pack

,_ •

IGA 303 Size Cut

Duncan Hines

lb.

is 0, 2/$1" Parkay

Blackeye Peas

Lunch Meal

1 49

Kraft Whipped

Oscar Mayer 8 oz.

$19

1 89

Kraft 44 oz.

15 oz.

..lb.

....

•

8 oz. $

1 49

Kraft French or 1000 Isle

Asst. Flavors 16 oz.

Faygo Sodas

Dressing

16 oz $

1 69

Kraft 32 oz.

Mayonnaise

$1 79

Aunt Jemima 24 oz.

4

Lite Syrup

$1 99

Pet Non-Dairy

Whip Topping
8 oz.

FOR
qed•

Soup Starter 6.8 oz.

$1 39

Beef
Star Kist Oil or Water Pock

Tuna
81% Lean

Ground Beef
Family Pack

6,, oz. 874

Deviled

2/994
594
Pork & Beans
Spaghetti
79

Spam Meat3

OZ:

Van Camp No. 2 Size

•
Pacific Pride

With Coupon And $10 Purchase

Wow
Pink Salmon rGA Towels*
Asst.

15 oz.

1 Roll

Red Cross Long

16 oz.

Kraft Deluxe 14 oz.

Mac. Dinner

$1 19
With Coupon & $10 Purchase

f
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Wild game with Wingo nets MHS win
-

BY DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
Steve Rutledge said it
best
"That game was too
.
close - it gave, me
heartburn,•' Murray
High's veteran senior
guard said after the.
Tigers held on for a 69.67
win over visting Wingo
Tuesday night. ,

The Tigers anThe Tigers jumped we thought that maybe
ticipated a battle with - out to an early lead but we could swing some of.
the Indians, and they Wingo made a run mid- the momentum our way
got one. Wingo, the way through the first with the stall," Miller
region's third-ranked - quarter-to overtake the said: team, had sent, &he Tigers. Murray
The Murrayans began
Tigers to the showers regrouped, and their stall at 3:40, and
with a 19130Itit'ditibbint- Rutledge sank both ends drained more than two
in Murray .High's open- , of a one-and-one to tie minutes from the clock
ing game.
the game at 20 apiece at before -the Indians left
This time, things were the end of the period,
their zone defense and
different.
The Tigers seized con- challenged the Tigers
trol early in the second with man-to-man
quarter. Sparkplug coverage. Wilkins
reserve Mike Wilkins, sprang ._ free. under the
who entered the game * basket and upped the
with 4:06 remaining in tally to 66-64 v,rith a
the first quarter, added minute to play.
•
two quick baskets
Wingo's Larry Sisson
- before -Steve Rutledge added a free throw to
grabbed a defensive re- cut the Tiger lead to
. bound and hit a six-foot one, but Forrest Woodjumper to give the fork's foul on Stan
Tigers six unanswered_ ..,Rutledge-sent the Mur• pOints in just-43 seconds. ray center-forward to
Although the Tigers the line. Rutledge's free
were hot in the second toss made the score
quarter, they cooled 67-65.
considerably later in the
The game's biggest
game as a 62-54 lead play may have come
be9arne a 64-all tie with with 11 ticks left on the
&:06 remaining.
clock: Wingo had a
Murray High coach chance to tie the game
Cary Miller could feel at-V, but Stan Rutledge
- the Momentum shift to drew a charging violathe -Wingo side when the -lion from Denny Mullins
Ind isti-s-4riterited-'the to--supress • the---jmilart
game, so he directed his- charge.
troops to stall.
Indian Harvey
Our kids- can all Pass- Puckett-fouled out with
the ball fairly well and • seven seconds remain-

AP
SA'S
(AP) on op
Stanfo
day, tv
dying
trying
other V
Bowl r

ing with a hack to Steve
Rutledge. Rutledge's
two clutch free throws
put the game out of
%lingo's reach.
Still. Murray's ins.billty to score more than lit
points In the second half
left Miller puzzled and.
concerned.
"It wart like two different ballgames out
there," Miller said."We
were getting good shots
but we couldn't get the
ball to go in the basket."
The boys junior varsity game also went down
to The wife Tuesday,bil
Murray High prevailed,
51-48. Ramsey Ellington
topped all scorers with
28 points for the
winners.
The varsity Tigers,
now 12-3, return to action Friday night when
they host Cross-town
rival Calloway County.
The varsity girls teams •
begin the night's action
at 6:30 p.m.
-
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MURRAY -11101
.West Id-1 2;
Rutledge, Steve 7,8.012k Dailey 5 0-0
10; Wells 5 5-5 IS. Rutledge. Stan 4
e•F1179111111firSTIT7EraridoliihrgY
O.Tcotas. 25 18-39 419.
WINGO '67 -Woodlark 11 3.425;
Pdckett 7 5-521: Sisson 4 1.79, Clark
40
:
08, Jciata 0 2,2
Scott 00-00 Totals 28 11.19 22 Foul•
ed out Puckett

Fellow SEC leaders play.
in Lexington this week

•••

wastaIllle •

PLAYER OF THE WEEK - Murray State
guard Craig -"l'aHe has been named the Ohio
Valley Conference !gayer of the Week. The 6-4
senior from Baltimore. Md.. put On a shooting
clinic the past three games all OYU victories
1) the Racers - as he hitS9.4 percent of his
..hots front the field and 86.7 percent olPhis free
throws. Talley scored 63 points Mi. a 21-point
average during the week's action including a
24-point game against Youngstown State on
Nlonda
hich was the highest scoring total for
a Racer this season.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
t AP - Ken Harvey and
his Mississippi State
teammates limp into
Lexington tonight for a
Southeast Conference
basketball showdown
wi-th co -leader
Kentucky.
And in a few,days, the
other, league leader.
Florida, will travel to
Rupp Arena. ,All three
teams are 3-1 in .the
SEC.
"We face our fellow
leaders in the conference in Mississippi
State and Florida. That
in itself makes these two
games very important
for us," said Coach Joe
-B. Hall. whose Wildcats
fell to 8-5 overall by les-

-tog at Alabama last points and 5.2 rebounds
weekend.
. per game for the
"To do well in the con, Bulldogs, tops in both"
terence you have to win Categories.
your home games,"
State, which had lost
TWINE TIME - Murray High guard Steve Rutledge sinks a pair of free
Hall said. 'State has four straight before '- throws with :07
left in the game to clinch a Tiger victery over Wingo,69-67;
been the surprise team starting the SEC season Tuesday night.
Rutledge led all Murray scorers during the game with 22
in our 'league, and with three victories in a points, including eight
free throws on'nine attertipts.they'll come in here sky- row, was beaten 62-53 at
Phdto hy David.Tuck
high"
Auburn Saturday.
Kentucky, still bouncThe 6-foot-5 Harvey, ing back from a 1-4
Mississippi State's top start, saw a seven-game
player, sprained his winning streak snapped
right ankle- in- the with a 60-58 setback at
NASHVILLE, Tenn. labored Tuesday abuse measure was
Bulldogs'loss to Auburn
Alabama. However, (AP) - Coaches of so- ,through two-thirds- of tabled for a year.
on Saturday but is listed star Kenny Walker got called "minor sports" the 145 legislative proAt least two-proposals
as • probable for Ken- his points, scoring 25 and schools with Mor- posals. Most significant- figured to
draw heated
tucky. He attended
points and clearing 14 mon students were ly, Division I-A" schools, debate today. Many
practice Sunday on crut- rebounds even though gearing up for battle as the major football schools -were
expected
ches, his foot heavily Kentucky shot just 38.6 a sometimes-confused powers, gained a to oppose
a complicatWwrapped, and did not percent, its second- NCAA convention drew measure of long-sought plan -aimed
at limiting
participate.
worst outing of the to a close.
voting autonomy and a playing seasons in many
Harvey averages 13.5 season.
About 1,500 delegates controversial drug sports, including
baseball and tennis:
And several. Western
schools promised a bitter fight against taking
away the exemption to
the five-year eligibility
co rule now enjoyed .by
athletes on church missions. Fifty-two
BUSINESS • HOME •'CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
members of Brigham
Young's .!sio. 1 football
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
team'this past _season
had served on two-year
LINDY SUITER
901 SYCAMORE
753-8355
missions for the Mormon Church and used
the waiver exemption.

NCAA convention wrapping up
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SCOREBOARD

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Kentucky' High School Basketball

The Ledger' & Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
special low rate) and news
stories.
Profile will be distributed to
every'Murray household and will
be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.
•

k

Kentucky Prep Basketball Scores
N Bullitt 62, Ft. Knox 61
Allen Co -Scts
By The Associated Press
"vI
Iis
rl 60, Russellville
N Hardin 62. E Hardin .
48
50
Tuesday s Games
.. Nelson Co- GO. Spencer Co 56
.
Ballard
Memorial
44. Heath 27
Boys
Newp Ctrl Cath 92. Coy
Barren Co. 59, Cavern& 31
• Anderson Co 89. Frankfort 45
Holmes 71
'Corbin 38. Williamsburg 27 Ashland 73, Fairview 60
Newport 73, Stnion Kenton 57
Cumberland Co 52, Clinton Co 49
. Ballard Mem 62, Heath 50
Pad. St Mary 72, Lone Oak 53
, Etardatown 65, BUMS Ctrl, 62
Davterra Co 60, Hughea•Kirk 52
. Pad_ Tilghman 87, Eldorado -72
Erl St Henry 83,Cov Holy Cross
Belfry 59. Millard 57
Pulaski Co 78. Lax Tates Creek
72
-Bell Co 70, Pinevile 110
70
rani Co 50. Jackson Co 44
Betsy Layne 00. Wheelwright 52
Reidland 51, Livingston Central
• _Bishop Braggart 69. Beechwood 50
(Monday night
Fancy Farm 54. Fulton City 46
62
Russell Co 64. Monticello 52
Frank .S1rrip1
Boone Co. 76, Scott 44
-537 Warren Ctrl 49
Russellville 78. Allen Co •actsyll.
CYT
Bourbon Co 98, Clark Co 53
67
Fulton
Co
77.
Carlisle Co. 30
Bowling Green 80, Ohio Co. 58
Shelby Co 35. Oldham Co. 33 307'
Gallatin Co 53. Williamstown 21
Boyd Co 95, Hannon-Tracey
Sheldon Clark 63. Virgie 60
Harrodsburg 64. Frankfort 35
Va 447
SouthWegt
116.13rnWfi SOWodl
Hazard 44. Lee Co 35
Boyle Co 67. Mercer Co 58
41
Henry Co 65. Trimble Co 33
Breckinridge Co 81, Meade Co
Trimble Co 61, Henry Co 58
Lone Oak 43, St Mary 34
89
Vas- His Acad 48, Bremen 44
• Campbell Co. 80, Coy. Cath. 62
W.Carter.84, Holy Family 67
Lou
Alignmption 60
Caverns 89, Barren Co. As OT.
W- Hardin 71. LaRue Co. 62
Eastern lir
• Calwood 119, Everts 53
WaltonNerona 64, Silver Grove
a Atherton 38 Lou
Christian Co. 71. Henderson Co
TT 70
70
Warren East 53. Logan Co. 51
Lai. Holy Cross 45, Lou Western
Corbin 40. Williamsburg 53
Washington Co 75, Green Co 70
38.
Cumberland Co. 82, Clinton Co.63
Whtsvil Trinity 86. Evansv.
Lou Ninth & Ur Beth Haven 24
DaravUle 50, Harrodsburg 45
48
.
Lou Presentation 48. Driu Does
Eminence 12. Owen Co 42
WC1081109d Co 53. W Hills 43
37
Erl. 1,.loyd.65. Dixie His 60
Lou. Inv. Tourney
Lou Sacred Heart 71, Lou Allier
Franklin Co 41, Lex Henry Clay
Apollo 78, Lou Manual 63
63
39
Lou Fern Creek 64. Greenup Co
Lou Waggener 38. Lriu Fairdale
-71-Thos Hghlnds 81, Canner 79 61
OT
Lea Catholic CS Lou Valley li-erLyon
Co 56, Caldwell Co 52
- Fulton Co 411, Carlisle Co la
Marshall Co. Ill. Lou- Western 50
Masser Co. 1111.1 87. Pad
Fulton City te, Fancy Farm 57
Lou .PRP 54.
.. Lou Eastern 40
Tilghman 86
Grayson Co. 80. Clovarport 47
Scott Co. 71, Lou. Southern ad
Neilson Co 61, Spencer Co 38' Greenville 64, Hughes-Kirk 62
Lou Seneca 61, Madisonville 48
Scott Co 41, Owen Co 27
Hancock Co sg4 Pery Ctrl Chid t
Lou Trinity 46. Lou Male 39
Southwest Our 41. Farrndale 31
.
roo
Harlan 50. Cumberland MI
Harrison Co 55. Nicholas Co OP
Hazard 73, Lee Co 62
Hickman Co. If. Lowes 62 Tuesday's Whip SAMOSA Scores
Virginia 60, Penn 50
Highlands 81, Comer 7901'
Yale 83. Brown 82
Hopitinaville 74. Central City 48
EAST
MIDWEST
Khott CM 61. Clay Ca all ()amen 79. Hainillon 86
Bowling Green 66. Cent
Ky Country Day 72. Carroll Co
Fortltusm 62, St Peter's 55
Wadi= 56
IA Salle M. Manhattan 74
Dayton 53, W Kentucky 51
Lawrence Co all. Russell 52 •
Niagara
64,
Colgate
44
FAR WEST
Leslie Co 101 invelda 50
Villanova M. Boston Coll '60
Weber St 90. V S Intl 61
Lea Lafayette 49. Elizabethtown
45
Lou Ninth & 0 72, Beth Haven 62
Ludlow 77. Coy LeUn 86
Lyon Co 53. Caldwell Co 51 Cer
•
lic.ketball Association
Milwaukee 115. L.* Laker. tor
MM!St Montgomery Co 47
_
tor.,1a%'. Banws
Cleveland III, Kangas City n2
Masao Co 70. Maysville 115
Phtladelpnla 93. New York 92
Dallas 149. Golden State 104
MaysvIlle SL Pat 64. Tollaborb 68
Atlanta 120 Indiana 113
Seattle 101, L A Clime,83
Matey UV Wingo 67
San Antonio 121. Utah 101 •
Portland 131. IlouotorrrIt

Rot

:College Basketball Scores

Pro Basketball Scores

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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The controversial
drug proposal was expected to draw the most
debate. Backing away
from the issue was a
painful decision, • said
many delegates.
"A lot of people are
going to think that
either we don't know
how serious the problem
is or we don't care," Big
Ten Commissioner
Wayne Duke said.
"That's very unfortunate. The legislation
as written- simply had
too many things wrong
with it."
•
A motion to refer it
back to comMittee for a
year was virtually
unopposed.
Many scho011opposed
the plan because it banned only performanceenhancing drugs afid not
"streetxdrugs,'" such as
marijuana....Others
argued that Substitutes_
wgre readily available
for every drug the prop osa 1 would have
banned. As expected, there
waS almost no opposition to giving Division
I-A broad legislative
autonomy. The football
powers will be able to
vote independently of
the smaller schools On.
such issues. as size of
coaching staffs, number
t--emo-04.44s r.e
p
recruiting rules and
.academic.standards.
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THE Nil RRAV LEDGER
TIMES
WEDNIESDAV, JA!\l'Alt IS. 198.5
l'At.f. i9-A
ding on the situation. So, about the 25 openers.
know. He'll be standing
don't look for the bomb
"One thing Bill wants there, -watching me,
on first and goal from to do is break tenden- saying to himself.
the 1-yard line, even if cies, be unpredictable," 'Chuck is thinking about
that's next in the pre- he said. "He hail those what I'm thinking.'
game rotation.
plays but to what extent
And, of course4 he'll
Studley knows all he follows them, I don't be right
football psyche? Studley
laughed - at the
suggestion.
"I know him as well
as anybody," he said.
"That doesn't give me
an edge. He knows me,
too. He is so creative, so,
innovative. He's got a
mind like a- steel trap.
We fed five -of their
games into our computer and they showed
130 different formations. If we had fed five
more games, we probably would have gotten
130 more formations."
And just because a
formation showed up
last week, that doesn't
mean it will be there
600 Free Miles
this week.
"Our offensive people
have very creative
minds and they come up
with interesting formations," wide receiver
Dwight Clark of the
49ers said. -There will
be 10 or 15 new plays
every week."
Walsh-goes into each
game with the first 25
plays — often new ones
— set. Of course, they
can be changed depen-

Super cerebral battle will wage on sidelines
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) They Will stand on opposite sides of
Stanford Stadium Sunday, two old friends studying each other, one
trying to outfox the
other with 49 of so Super
Bowl rings at stake.
Chuck Studley,
Miami's defensive coorilinator, and San Francisco head coach Bill
Walsh will stage a personal cerebral duel as
the Dolphins try to contain the 49ers' imaginative offense.
Here's how imaginative it can be.
FACT: San Francisco
wide receiver Freddie

Solomon lined up at
quarterback against the
Chicago Bears in the
NFC championship
game.
FACT: Guard Guy
McIntyre showed up as
a blocking back in that
game.

FACT: The 49ers'
first offensive .play
against the New York
Giants in their playoff
game was a lateral off a
pass.
Little innovations like
these keep things interesting and make sure

I

the defense is payipg
attention.
Studley- smiled. He
knows all about the
twists and turns of
Walsh's offensive Mind.
They were assistant
coaches with the Cincinnati Bengals for eight
years, and Studley served as Walsh's first
defensive'coordinator at
San Francisco.
"We spent a lot of
time together, driving to
games, driving to practices," Studley said.
"He's one of my best
friends. We were
together for 11 years."
Will that give the
Dolphins a defensive
edge in Sunday's Super
Bowl, an opportunity to
peek into Walsh's fertile

USFL ushers in Usher as new commissioner
NEW YORK (AP) —
The.United States Football League has followed the lead of major
league baseball in picking a 'commissioner
from the management
hopper of the Los
Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee.
Harry Usher, executive vice president
and general manager of
the LAO0C, accepted
the USFL's top post on
Tuesday. He was
selected by a unanimous
vote of the league's 14
owners. Usher was the
top assistant to Peter
Ueberroth, who left
after the 1984 Olympics
to become baseball
commissioner.

spring-summer football
league's commissioner
since a month after its
founding almost three
years ago. Simmons
resigned Monday.
Among those on hand

Two. Murray swimmers traveled to Bowling-Green, Ky., recently
and returned with 12 ribbons as members of the
Kentucky Lake Aquatic
Club.
The ribbons were
awarded for performances in the Western
Kentucky Swimming
Championships over the
weekend. The Kentucky
Lake Aquatic Club,
comprised of swimmers
from Murray, Mayfield,
Calvert City, Fulton,
Paducah and
Metropolis, II., placed
fourth overall among
the six teams
represented.
The KLAC had nine
swimmers in the field of
170, including Beth
Wilson and first-year
swimmer Robert Davis.
Ribbons were given
for-the first eight places
and Wilson Collected
seyen overall. Her, best
performances earned
her a second place in the
500.-yard freestyle and
third place in the
200-yard freestyle for
girl! ages 11-12.
Davis, competing in
boys 8-under, earned six
ribbons with his best effort being a 5th place in
25-yard backstroke.
Mayfield's Michael
Winn enjoyed the best
performance of the
meet for KLAC as he
won three events, placed second in one, and
took third in his other
three cpmpetitions.
Other swimmers for
KLAC were Ronda and
Tonda Barlow, Calvert
City; Jenne and lf.yie
Newton, Mayfield,: Rimnie Brucker and Sam
Wheeler, Paducah.
The KLAC trains at
the Murrity State pool
,
•aTL:. -.under the direction of
Art Heinz. The team will
•
travel to New Albany,
Ind., for the Junior
Olympics, Jan. 18-20.

disenchanted when Simmons failed to negotiate
a new, larger network
television contract and
also blamed him for the
lea g u 'S co nt flu ed
financial losses.

STRIKE IT RICH.

"This is a tremendous
challenge and one I am
looking forward to with,
great anticipation,"
Usher said in a statement released by the
league office. "A
challenge as
stimulating as the 1084,
Olympic Games is diff.i cult to match.
However, there' is no
question that the USFL
will be equally demanding and interesting."
The 45-year -old
Usher, a Beverly Hills,
Calif., lawyer, replaces
Chet Simmons, the

Murrayans
bring home
swim ribbons

to welcome Usher was
Donald Trump,owner of
the New Jersey
Generals and one of the
leaders of a movement
to oust Simmons
Several owners became

••

.69

39.88

1 Gal. Windshield
Washer Solvent

60 Month Battery

Cleans wtndsnie

.77

Exceptional starttvg power Price
with exchange

's Our

Valvoline
Motor Oil

C.O./

'

4

7-88 sw•
eSS

-1 00

10W40 o'r 10W30
Limit 12

o 88

OD after
rebate
&%ft/

12' Booster Cables

119.88

8 gauge copper coo e —
200 amp clamps #C08':

MAINTENANCE
FREE

Professional
Battery Charger

China
10W-40

24.88

2.

Schauer 4 amp
Battery Charger

Motorcraft

Air Filters

Recharges ,mroge
tociftenes overnight *A6612
• lit,
1 ,01•4.,4 41 11,,
fittll'
• 04
, d.4141
t

Original equipment for most
domestic cars Ltmit-2.1 00 rebate available
on Motorcraft •

.77
Starting Fluid

1.39
VVynn's Engine TUne-up
Quiets noisy fitters, frees sticking rings aria dissolves depos ts while you drive 11 oz

c

(r404

12.88
Truck Floor Mats
-•

',D„

19.77

most pick-ups Red block blue
—O6c1 gold #6:375

2 76

0.4r1
New
Blower Motors

_

2.39.
Radiator Hose
Repair Kit

Makes minor reparCluicki‘, *574400

28.88
Heater Cores

For Most domestic cars
and light truc4

4.99

1

.88 round

otter rebate
.38 each

4.88 rectangular

Snap'Chemicals
Cart)Cleaner, Supe'
Treatment. or Power Steer •

G.E. Headlamps
#4651 #4652 *6052 #4000
loof:11-4

•

LO Circuit Tester
Check both AC and DC
current uP40 20 volts with
power on Complete with
insulated grounding clip
#26250

1.88
Deluxe Battery or
Anti-Freeze Tester
Prever•

-

. OPEN MON.-SAT.8 A.M. TL 9 P.M. OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 1 P.M. TIL 6 P.M.

South 12th Street Southside Center 753-8971
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SPECTACULAR 3-DAY SALE!
Buy this style

Buy this style

AN INCREDIBLE
SPECIAL PURCHASE
OFFER TOO GOOD
TO PASS UP
If you don't need two of these
famous Action Recliners bring
a friend and you can share the cost.
It's a great idea! Buy one famous Action
Wall-Saver- rocker-recliner or recliner
at the regular price.., get the second of
equal value FREE! Choose from any of
these styles in a variety of colors now.

FREE!

Get a matching recliner

NOW ONLY

Traditional recliner ideal
for TV or lounging. A deep
button-tufted back in your
choice of smart colors'.

Buy this style

"

Get a matching Wall-Saver'

NOW ONLY

'499'

FREE.

Comforting curved tufted
back with thick seat
cushion and pillow arms.
The great relaxer.

SALE
3 DAYS
ONLY
Murray, Ky.

Lan
RECLINERS c
BY

.

TALI
revis
chair
enou,

Get.a matching recliner

NOW ONLY
OrS

Buy this style

Get a matching Wall-Saver

NOW ONLY

y

FREE!

Transitional styling with lots
of comfort as you sink into
the soft tufted back, pillow
arms and extra soft seat.

Buy this style

FREE!

Billowy pillow arms.
Deep tufted back. An
extra thick seat cushion.
Lots of relaxing comfort.

Get a matching Wall-Saver'

FREE!

NOW ONLY

A regal traditional design
.
F with plush button-tufted
3 back, roll-arms, a loose
seat cushion, rich fabric.

'5999

r-

208 Main
753-4834
L.

_
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It's not all like in the movies

Wickliffe Mounds personnel
face popular misconceptions
with life idea of developing AnBy DAVID McCORMICK
cient Buried,City.
Associated Press Writer
- WICKLIFFE. Ky. AP - Kit
Though ignorant of ar,
chaeology. King got sometrainWesler. an anthropology ything from a Vniversity of
fessor and archaeologist who
Alabama team and did what
directs the study of a prehistoric
Wesler called "a fairly respecIndian village here, has some
table job" of excavating enough
Popular misconceptions to conthe siteto offer a good tour.'
- tend with these days.
More than 120.000 artifacts
One is the romantic view ofhis
Were dug from the site before
profession presented in the
hugely popular movies "Raiders
King's deatkin 1959. but his field
notes Were lost by the time the
of the Lost Ark" and "Indiana
site was donated to the universiJones and the Temple of Doom."
ty, and many details of tie early_
- "People expect me to carry a
digs were lost.
whip and be a lot more in"I'm spending -as much time
teresting than I am," he said.
. Another misconception is ,reconstructing 1930s arabout What kind of place it is he
chaeology as I am 11th-century
runs.
Indian life," Wesler said. _
What he has found in the past
For years it was Ancient
year indicates that about 90 perBuried City, a combination
tourist attrAction and museum, cent of the site is Untouched. A
grodp-of Murray State students
whosemain draw was an unearthat burial ground strewn with - - began a dig at the mounds last
-summer,-and-Weg.ter- -said
cavation lkork will con.tinue as
It became.- the Wickliffe
at least an annual • summer
Mounds Research Center last
project. •
--year after the site was donated
One of - the questions researto Murray State University.
chers hope to answer - is why
Visitors are still charged_ adthere were no mound builders in
mission to look at the skeletons.
-the area when the European set,but Wesler hopes to develop the
tlers arrived. All of their setsite into a more serious meguem
-and tlhe center of an anthropology prOgram for the
university.
"This will give us probably the
best facility for an ongoing field
-school M the state," he said in-W
recent interview.
The Village, which housed 500
to 1,000 people for about 300
years before--being abandonedWASHINGTON (A?)- Many
around the. year 1259, is one of
Americans are aware that
the best-preserved examples of . President Ragan got his start
motind-building Indian culture
as a- radio announcer, but few
in America.
may know that Woodrow-Wilson
the school's adwas the first chief executive to
ministrators prepare the respeak over the'adz-waves.
quired state applications for a
,And while Reagan is the first
• new degree program, Wesler is
president to have been divorced,
-taking stock of just what has
only one of his predecessors rebeen dug from the site since a
mained a lifelong bachelor geographer discovered it 100
James Buchanan.'
years ago.
Those and a myriad other tanThe mounds were undisturbed
talizing tidbits of presidential
until around 1930, Wesler said.
trivia have found their way onto
when workers putting a highway
the Washington scene just in
through the area began digging
time for Reagan's second
up a lot of artifacts.
Inauguration.
"a
Th t sot everybody -pretty
Combining the frenzy of trivia
excited," he said.
games with the fervor of the inParticularly excited was Colauguration. Washington writer
onel Fain White King, a
Anthony S. Pitch has come up
Paducah lumberman who
with a little book entitled "Exbought the surrounding land
clusively Presidential Trivia."

tlements were apparently
deserted around the same time
for reasons no one knows.
Wester-said one_theory is thata huge earthquake along the
New Madrid fault terrified the
mound builders into leaving the
area.
Another is that disease
decimated the population and
forced the nil:5re nomadic Indian
cultures found later by the
European's.
The earlier- Indians, known as
- the Mississippians, had a more
sophisticated culture like that of
the Central Anierican tribes.
They --built large walled . cities
housing thousands of people and
carried on trade -froM the Great.
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.
•
'
. One• • of
the
priorities of the
site's new operators. WeSler
said. ik__remodeling /he -exhibits
lost civilization. "Most people don't realize the
Indians ever had this 'kind of
society:" he said: "They think in
terms of the stereotypical Plains
Indian on his horse chasing buffalo. This was a very _different
group of people."
-

New book details stray
facts about presidents

,
TALKING IT 13%ER - Sally Siowinski, a sophomore art major from Louisville, is shown discussing
revisions in her spring semester class schedule at Murray State University with Dr. ('had Stewart.
chairman of the physical education department. Although the snow has lingered for several days.
enough of the accumulation has melted to allow the students clear highways for their return.
_sum photo b u Id luck

HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING FOR
ROAST BEEF IN THE WRONG PLACES?

r

He has uricov.erea...for..exam,
pie, that Richard Nixon carde to
the White House with -other ties
to the office' than just - having
been vice president - he was
related .to two former
presidents.
Nixtn was a seventh cousin of
'William Howard Taft and an
eighth cousin of Herbert Hoover.
the volume says.
The 172-page paperback also
reports that John F. Kennedy
kept his White Houee-swimming
pool water at a sweltering 90
degrees Fahrenheit.
Other stray facts from "Exclusiyely Presidential Trivia:"
-As a youngster, Ulyis"es S.
Grant was saddled with the
nickname "Useless" Grant.
-Virginia has given the nation the most presidents of any,
state, eight.

--
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Regular Roast tastes smooth-and rich.
ROast Ullireti hearty and robust.
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You can try McDonald's? Burger. King? or Wendy's? but you won't find
any roast beef there.
But you will find it here at Hardee'e A neW, tender, juicier-roast beef
sandwich that's sliced deliciously thin and piled way-up-high. Then we top it
M4ith a_toasted sesame Seed bun. And you do the rest with your choice of
estir tangy barbecue Or zesty horseradish sauce. Its all here and you'll love it!

-

till taiiir,cup to the, rim with Bnit
Rey/Liar. Roast or New Dark R. it
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Now,famous Marlboro Red
and Marlboro Lights are also available
in a convenient new 25's pack.

For smokers who prefer
the convenience of five more cigarettes per pack.

New

aril)oro

RECI1
Quinte
of the
model
Purcel
Man,"
Plenty
trump
Manwi

Mag
sho%
OH!

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cig-arette. Smoking Is Dangerous. to Your Health
• Lights lling ""tAt:' 0 / mg nicotine. Kings 11 mg 'tar, 11 mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method

- Not available in some area's e-oNkow..10-6
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Featuring the arts, entertainment,..and-eultural-aetivities of Murray

Fond memories
Hal Riddle, back in film and„TV roles
recalls with warmth his days at MSU
Actor Hal Riddle feels
Riddle, a native of Thornton made use of
try everything else
---he owes a great deal to Calhoun who was reared
- the stage's spaciousness in the world first. IT you
his college days at Mur- .in Dawson Springs and
by, for instance, using can't be happy with
ray State - so much so. Fulton. enrolled at MSU three
sets for the pro- anything else, get a
that he has willed his 1n-1838.
--He recalled,with duction of "Brother university education.
personal collection of high praise the wonlan
Rat." That was Riddle's Take college acting
theater, movie and who helped guide him .first college play, and classes and get a- degree
literary memorabilia to toward his theatricalthe part _he played was in -something else:
the university.
career
Miss Helen later • delivered on the You'll need it
sometime
"I love Murray," said Thornton, head of the silver screen by Ronald in your life."
Biddle in a recent inter- MSU theater program Reagan.
At Allentown, Riddle
--view- from his father's at that time.
Miss Thornton also us- was .a roommate" with
home int. -Owensboro.
Jack Lemmon, then
"Murray was Weil:AM._ Miss Helen Thornton laughl
I ater wa-r- hi's
us
ing ground."
understudy in New York
how to be,professional actors
'
:
City. He has appeared
• The 64-year-old Ridwith him in the movies
dle was home for the
says Riddle, who became one.
"The Great Race" and
holiday, as he is every
'tSave the Tiger," the
year, visiting Forrest H.
-She
was really the ed the first revolving latter which earned
i-uaaie, s lather, who
was commercial one that was instrumen- stage and lighting board Lemmon an Oscar. The
tal in giving me my first at MSU-, Riddle two remain friends, Ridmanager for Southern undergirding of profes- recalled.
.
dle says.
Bell in 'Murray from sional training," said
Between performing,
With Actor's Equity
1956,
58. His mother died Riddle. "She tatight us studying and catching a Card in hand, Riddle
in 1977.
, how to be professional bite at "The Hut," Rid- moved to' NewAYork,
even in college." dle made his way to a where he studied for two
His role as the warden -actOrs
Riddle also credited degree in 1942, when he yearS at'the in "Johnny Dangerously," which stars Price "Pop" Doyle, entered the service. N eithborhood
Michael. Keaton and Joe head of the fine arts Upon re-entering .the Playhouse School of the
1946The- Theater:- Among his
PlaiTand pars in the tirpartmerw,rwirh hay: CIV11
ing encouraged him as found-he couldn't shake fellow'
, students were
movie "The Ratings
an actor. Riddle was the theater bug, and Joanne Woodward and
-Game" and on the not,
however, a theater lauded a job in _1948 with Steve McQueen; other
television Show
major; one couldn't ob- the Hay Lott Theater, a graduates have includ"Highway to Heaven"
tain such a degree then, summer stock company ed Gregory Peck, Grace
are the latest among his
and Riddle majored in in Allentown, Pa. His Kelly- and George C.
long string of roles since bu-siness short-hand and typing Scott.'
he entered the business administration.
skills were instrumental
Upon graduation in
in 1948. His part in
'He remembers Miss in his getting the job,for* 1950, Riddle landed a
"Johnny Dangerously" Thornton as an in- he was both a small-part rale in '''Mister
is an "off-the-wall role" liovator who staged ma- actor and secretary to Roberts" for his first
new to a character actor jor productions of the the producer-director. • - Broadway play. In
1957,
who has - often, played day,fresh offBroadway, - Riddle, who student. h e headed
for _
authority figures, and They were performed taught at the MSU Hollywood, where he
represents a new round on the stage of what is Training School, recom- has remained since.
of acting activities after now Lovett Auditorium, mends, a good general
Riddle has been back
being semi-retired for -then-set up to double as education to aspiring
several years.
a baskefbalrcourt. Miss thespians:

•

Hal Riddle, left, in a scene vs ith Michael Keaton, right, in "Johnn
Dangerously." to Murray a few times,' he feels is an excellent feeling about
MSU is his bears make-up pencil!.
most recently in 1982 for facility.
pledge to donate to the ed autogra
p
of
y lx
r
it
a t_titteettuo le-tends sucli as-, Johnwith his college cohorts'. everything they
-ofinem
need foY•
orabili‘thift -in- and Ethel Barrymore
In 1975, he received a: -a. professional
ttleater.. cludes photos of stars.
Distinguished Alumni ,Riddle. said.
2.1.n our first editions- of hooks,
A fitting tribute to a
Award from the Alumni daS., we had to ini- valuable movie
posters. university that helped
Association, and in 1972 prcise everytilting.:'
and the stage door of the Hal Riddle knock on the
he was parade Grand' - A testimonial to his former Empire
Theater . door of a theatrical
Marshal for MS1i's 50th
in New Yrrrk The latter career.
Homecoming.
He- has also provided
his professional help. ast
a guest director .for a
high school summer
theater seminar in 1973:
During his v isit Hiddle has had a chance to
n Mir% Is
tour the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, which ...Dr. Delbert E.
WVIder,-:-Murray State
professor of English,
has been chosen to be on _
A II?: ffi, • •%t1 A
••Ir
the nominattng;commitL,
tee for the Ritz Paris
%atter:111,9 JanuArs is
.
N hug,
i
rlemingway Award.-__.a
.
new. $50.000 • literary
:he
4. .;,, .
4,4 •• •••,i,
.4 tH.,1*-cr
.
4ss and folkprize to be awarded in
sn.rnnx. k
.
Paris On March 29. The
award
will
be
Murray textile artist
4,.1:41.• M.4 ja.
given to an authdr of a
Fihilis Alvic. will be the
• ,.• •.•
Cornpar,,
novel
written
in
English
C..ntrrn.p.,r,
,
an"!
juror for the Paducah
%. Januar% 24)
and published last year
Art Guild's "Crafts''85"
,••••4 , •
1 .4-r!.,fr
•r• '! • 4
that
(urthers
the
tradiexhibition, which will be
pr.erar•
r•••..
tion of excellence displayed -dbeginning
up. t-rsi:;
•,'
established
by
Ernest
• • ••
•:•
Hobb, Br,
Feb. 10 at the Art Guild
•• I I , %I,
••
4,
r.)g^.11g 4d, tr.di
Hemingway. As a
Gallery.
'
_
[•.w Harr,
member of the
•Alvic, a graduate of
T.tr....
nominating committee,
the School of the Art InMonths% .'.1amoary- 21
Wylder has been asketl
stitute of Chicago, has
.4
to submit up to three
Twuhiaor.,d"rwa'.••• ....r1•11,
-...tu,s-Ir .7
won Best of Show and
•
'AK %IS FAA
novels for consideration
Merit Awards in several
r,t441 , hestl:a
Ur
by a jury.
past guild craft shows.,
;did
W,,,ader is a charter
Philis Alvic
Well-known for her
•
,
N1.iinSt r,,r and
tuosda%, Januar%
weavings and publica- tion with awards 'total- member of The Hemtions on weaving and ing $350. Craftsmen and ingyay Society.. has
•'
,•41.•str,4
4:
,
,
tl:
.rd,
L
,
textile art, she holds the sculptors' from Ken- published "Hemr
Certificate of Ex- tucky, Illinois, Indiana. ingway's Heroes"
cellence of the Hand- Tennessee and Missouri (University of New
Nednr.da,.
•
Januar, 2:4
weaver's Guild of may submit up to four Mexico Press, 19691 and
dlr., I, S%,..
America.
,‘•
entries in any crafts or several articles on Hem4,,
le.•
‘10L3r1
iugway's
•44
work,
is
book
•.arS‘1, ,
'She has exhibited three-dimensional
works In the J.B. Speed -medium. The works review editor of ':The
,
I,••••.•••
•Ilionsdas. Januar, 24
Museum's Eight States must be original, have Hemihgway Review,"
Crafts Annual, the been completed within and attended the first
Evansville Museum of the-last three years.and International Hem•
•-11.171,
Arts & Sciences Mid- not previously shown at ingway Conference in
States Crafts Show, and the-Paducah Art Guild Madrid last summer.
the Kentucky Guild of Gallery.
Artists and Craftsmen
The exhibit will be on
shows. She has taught display through March.
weaving and design at 11. Sales will be enthe Junior School of the couraged, with a 15-perArt Institute of Chicago, cent commission going
and is currently conduc- to the guild.
ting an art program in
Entry form.s are
Call'oway Public available by calling
Schools,,
442-2453, or by- writing
Entries will be taken "Crafts '85." Paducah
through Feb. 6 for Art Guild -Gallery. 200
"Crafts '85," an annual Broadway, Paducah,
regional crafts exhibi- Ky. 42001
•

e

factilt‘
member till
help seiect
_ .
literary prize

WKNIS-FM
highlights

Muray's•

Philis,Alvic
is juror for Paducah
Art Guild exhibition

. 1111F14

•

Make this your
last weight-loss
•
resolution.

RECITAL THURSDAY - The Murray State University Faculty Brass.
Quintet will present—ii concert Thursday at 8 p.m.in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine#Arts Building. The program featUres a variety. of
musical styles including *mats by Mussorgsky, Scheidt. Calvert. and
Purcell. Also scheduled are lighter selections'such as "If I Were a Rich
Man," "What's New," "Theme From the Pink Panther" and "That's a
Plenty." Admission is free. Quintet members are faculty John Schlabach.
truppet, Charles Snead, horn, Ray Conklin,-trombone, and students Lyle
Manwaring, trumpet and Mark Thompson, bass trombone.

Magic Silver
show-opens •
on Friday.
• The 10th annual
Magic Silver Show, an
international
photography exhibit andcompetition, wt11 be on
display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery at Mal,
Jan. 18 to Feb. KY The
exhibit
approximately '80 pieFes, and
comprises nearly every
type of contemporary
'photographic process
and imagery.
The solo exhibition of
cast bronze sculpture by
Steve Bishop. scheduled for *Jan. 16-27 at the
..geilery, 'ha* been
Nstponed to April 17-18.
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Found Michael Monical.
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What can we find for you?

99 Special For Kids

. 903 Arcadia St.
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FREE
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Introductory
Session
Monday, January 21
7:00-8:30 p.m.
in the hospital's

Third Floor Classroom
Control Your Weight
PERMANENTLY

When you attend ei
BE TRIM program, you'll learn how to develop a
lifestyle that giv'es you •
total control of your
• waistline-.

A Health Promotions Presentation of

Murray-Calloway. County Hospital
To Pre-register, call 753-5131, ext. 338
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another high school,and they really come inside the house. She felt bad. but you should
have discussed included.
fell for each other. He asked her to I told her to explain that we love her them with your
Why'am I angry"!
go steady and she said yes. Two and are interested in her well-being. vately, and asked daughter priher to convey
SEEING RED
days later he-came to meet us, and I Well,be.think.s I. don't like Min and them to the boy.
dectded to seethe 'ground rules.” I thaes not true.
From your description of the
DEAR SEEING: Don't assume
By Abigail thought if he knew the rules in - He didn't call Lucy all week and ground-rules briefing, you must that because
"someone" decided
advance he might not put - any she was heartbroken. She finally have come off like
a drill ser- to eliminate spouses and chilpresSure on Lucy
called
.
him
and
asked what was geant barking orders. The boy dren from che family
Van Buren 1 told him they mulljle off
photograph
the ,wrong. He.said he wanted ta break can't be blamed for wanting to that you are 4ess
valued by your
phone by 9.p.ra. on-school nights as up because he hadn't felt comfortable break up with your
daughter.
Itlehot necessarily so.
she had to be up at 6; at school at 7, since meeting her mom. She hung
Well-meaning or not, you blew Find out who made that decision
and she needs her rest. I-told him up the phone in tears and went to it, Mom. Apclogize
to Lucy and before allowing negative feelshe didn't drink, that I didn't care if bed.
promise you will never repeat ings to develop. Get the
picture?
he drank, but he was not to drink
Abby,I feel so guilty. Was I wrong that performance again.
when he was with her. I told him to set the ground rules on our first
that • he should -go out with his meeting? Or did I just handle it
boyfriends and Lucy would ko With wrong? How should I handle situa* ••
•
her girlfrien4s—that -they—slouldn't tions like this in the future? *Lucy
(Every teen-ager should know the
be constant companions. End of has been very cool to me, and
DEAR ABBY: My husband and truth about drugs, sex and how to be
conversation. Well, he immediately Phaven't slept in a -week:
his two sisters (all married with happy. For Abby's..booklet, alit!) availkind of trouble. HerTuther and I had got up and left—mad.
WELL-MEANING MOM children)-had a studio portrait taken able in Spanish, gelid' your name and
clearly printed wits a check or
a rule that she ctaildn't go steady
The next night they had plans to
of just the three of them for their address
money order for $2.50 (this includes
until she reached 16.
see a movie. He called Lucy to say
DEAR MOM: ,Setting the .parents' Christmas gift this year. postage) to: Abby,-Teen
Booklet. P.O.
Well. Lucy met a boy, 16, from he would pick her up, hut he wouldn't ground rules is an excellent idea, Spouses and
grandchildren were not Box 389,3, Hollywood, Calif,99030.)

•

our

trui
nee

HON

Steady Romance Stalls When
Mom Sets the Ground Rules
DEAR ABBY: I arrt_the mother of
,‘;'-ery pretty, popular, 15-year-old
grl I'll call' Lucy. She's an honor
student and has never been in any
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Mushrooms •
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3
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`
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Red Potatoes
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Yellow Onions
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PERSONALITIES

By marjorie m. major

ARRIVAL
Perhaps you don't krfov.% joelton, a village about
20 miles north of Nashville just off 1-24. Near there
a leady water pump on our car sidelined us to
berm. Finally a policeman drove by-and noticed
thehood up so he"came to our rescue. He reported
our problem and some thirty minutes later a tow
truck arrived after once passing us up which
necessitated making an extra swing around.
However,the truck men were genial and we gladly accepted their invitation to ride in the cab with
the driver and his helper to the garage.
This ancient cubbyhole had a treasure trove of
long-forgotten or seldom used articles. Aroncj a
pot-bellied Charter Oak stove, #19, made in St.
Lbuis, we watched a business operate. The owner,
',Mr. Adcock, was our host, along with several
cronies of his, all wearing caps, heavy boots and
one-piece overalls as it was a'cold day.
•

ACQUISITIONS
,
°The assortment of articles in the "office'"over
the years was amazing. There was a dying vine
in a vase in the window, out-dated calendars, a
bucket of sand with dozens of discarde.d cigarette
butts, old tires, pieces of rope, stacked cases of
empty soft drink bottles, keys on the wall but a
questionable lock on the door.
Single cans of car finish, carburetor check-up
and spray paint gave evidence of earlier activities
as only a gas station. The conversation of the day,
other than our predicament, centered on a horribly smashed car in which a man had died that
morning. It was of particular interest to some high
school boys who dropped by in the afternoon to see
the wreck.
The "office': also had an old empty drum marked "Floor Finish" and there were yellowed bills
on staples as well as thres electric fans — in

KRAFT

2%
MILK

VELVEETA
iN

$239

•

le, 198.5
PAGE 5-B
'stop
tht
bank to get warm. The Manager Rob
.
Nichols I who looks like Mancil Vinson i and his
secretary met us at the door, distressed that
anyone was walking on such a cold day. After a
warm-up. Mr. Nichols insisted on driving us to the
garage and he remained a bit to chat with the
fellows. There were usually about a half dozen
loafers but not the SAME six at any given time.

ACTION
Perhaps due to our presence, one man took a
should -be-discarded broom and swept up a pile of
trash and deposited it in the stove. Two of the men
departed with a saw and soon returned with a dead
maple tree which they cut in blocks for the stove.
A ying man:cal. nsin,wearing _a_ jacket with a
'78/79 - Undefeated' insignia. 1 asked him what '
school and he answered, "1-don't know — this is
my brother's jacket." Finally, at 4:30 PM the job
'vats finished and, after a six hour layover in
Joelton,'TN, we departed for home. It had been
an ususual day spent with good-hearted people.
December 17, 1984

1#'0
Vgva741,
•
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99

With One Filled Check -Out
Bonus Certificate

2-LB.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

December. There was a National Motor Club
sticker on the window and a plague on the shelf
awarded to Ed Rowe Adcock by Shell Oil Co. for
"Five Years Valued Business Association."
ADMONITION
Finally, at noon we ,were told it would still be
three hours before the car woind be ready and that
we better get some lunch. A Mr. Gifford kindly
took us a few blocks to the Blue Jay Rstaurant
which also had a showcase of patent medicines
such as aspirin, laxatives and sal hepatica. The
paintings on the walls of the cafe were for sale.
One was titled "Roses by the Window", another
was "Silence" and another was an "English Cottage" — and there were others of equal interest.
Across the street there. was a school and—by
midafternoon the buses began loading the
students.
ADMINISTRATOR
Although anyone would gladly have driven usback to the garage, had we asked,,we decided to
walk for the exercise. However, the wind was
biting and the temperature so low we decided to

.%
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CAKE MIX

--BETTY CROCKER

18 oz.

MARGARINE
1-LB.

19'

39'

With One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate
,
41112 it-; 2.
1

With One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate 1„
•

ECKRICH - SLENDER

'-a

3 oz.

*

• -,

Jig
CHARM1N

SLICED MEATS

BATH TISSUE

59

29

TURKE y

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG -

With One Fiiled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate

Cirri*

•
PIllsbury

CINNAMON

ROLLS

With One Filled Check-Out
BonuS Certificate

$1 29.
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—

Ready to Spread

BETTY CROCKER FROSTING

16.5 oz

$169

Downey Fabric

SOFTNER

64 oz

$

Hyde Park

COBBETTS CORN

20' Off Label

.Jumbo

Merit

THE BEST

HARD SALAMI

73
99c

$139
224z

Keebler Town House

CRACKERS

up,ER, B Hilnuspomf.,

$1" PAPER PLATES
43° PALMOLIVE LIQUID
.59c CRACKERS

TIN

8 Ct.

Velvet

TOWELS

C
Keifil
lYii WITH BEANS
24 Ct.

16 oz $ 1 49

SUPER BOWL

BAKEHySPECIAL

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH '

LB.

2 LB.

71/4 oz.

Farmers

Kraft-American

French Fries

Cheese Singles

79'

Cool
Whip

.7948oz

Kratt

Pevely

DINNERS

Orange Juice

39'
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Where'd they go?

Alaska's rugged and storm-raked terrain
hiding downed crafts throughout the years

f4

FRA
Gov.
decis
seers
Hum
view
man
pont

cent of the missing planes are
searcn in Alaska's history. AirANCHORAGE.. Alaska ( AP
But such stories are happy exlost over land, according to Lt.
craft logged more than 3,600
- When charter pilot Keith
ceptions in Alaska's unforgiving
Ne%vstrom and his four
Col. Walter Stevenson at the
hours and covered nearly 326.000
wilds. Too often, rescuers find
Alaska Air Command's Rescue
passengers flew into the Alaska
square. miles. oply wreckage and hones picked
'wilderness nd ‘'anished, they
Coordination C'guter.
-The search went on and on
clean by wild animals.
Each time a plane is lost.
and on," recalled Mrs. Begich,
set off a long but fruitless
"Usually, if we don't find
military and civilian search
who waited for reports from her
search.
them in two or three days, we
Virginia home. "Every time the .don't find them," said Steven'The passengers' employer of-. teams take to the air. typically
fered $5,000 for infortriation
covering areas of up to 35,000
phone would ring. my 'stomach" son. "There are so many things
would do flip-flops."
leading to the small airplane. - square miles. The 58 planes
. against you if yoy get in
' ;friends were reluctant to call,, trouble."
That brought dozens of co.lis,
searchers have not found
.
ribt knowing whether to console
some from psychic-s-aaTiliTaliS- become statistics in Air Force
Too often the "emergency
or encourage her. "Nobody
have divined its location,
case files that are never closed
locator transmitter." a device
until someone spots wreckage.
knows what kind of support you
"I don't know of one tip. we
designed to find pilots in trouble,
need. I found myself consoling
didn't check." said Bob Hayes, a
Meanwhile, friends and
doesn't work properly, officials
vice president at the company. families are left in an emotional
my callers, rather than therother
say. Required on all airplanes,
Newberry Alaska Inc-. *:How can
tailspin; their hopes fight a losway around."
the battery-powered device is
ing battle with reality.
The search ended after 39 supposed to start sending a
you not check" Whether you
believe it or ,not, you've got to
Pegge Begich knows the feeldays.
signal upon- impact, directing
ins-well. Her husband, U.S. Rep.
Months passed before Mrs. rescuers to the crash.
find.,out"
•
•• Nick Begich, disappeared a
Begich and her six,children ac"I
don't
think
tt4y're
Made
to
Newstrom's plane-Vanished in
dozen years ago.
cepted Begich's death. "For a
take the abuse they do," said
Jul', one of 198 planes'-thatlong'time, we never,called him • Stevenson, adding that an imcrashed in the state last year.
- He. and House Democrati
dead," she said. "I guess in my
proved model is on the drawing
It's still out there somewhere
Leader Hale Boggs of Louisiana
gut I knew he would never be
board.
one of 56 aircraft that, have
were campaigning for Begich's
found alive. But there was
disappeared in Alaska without a
re-election. On Oct. 16, 1972, they
That's small comfort for
always a little sliver of hope. He
trace since 1947. Alaska's ruggheaded from Anchorage to
faMilies and friends of missing
was a fighter, a survivor."
ed and storm-raked terrain
Juneau, a 560-mile route bound- 'Indeed, there are
miraculOns • fliers. For them, even grim
:hides more. downed_ airplanes
ed on one side by towering
word of an airplane fragment on
stories of' crash victims who
than any other state.
mountains, on the other.by the
a mountain or a body washed
were assumed dead but survivIn most of the state:a trackless
stormy Gulf of Alaska.
ashore would be better than
ed in the wilderness. In October
small planes, often flying
• Poor weather delayed cornuncertainty.
1983, the pilot of a small plane
.n dangerous conditions, serve
mercial flights, so the two,men
Even after 12 years, the
spent four days-without food,in
aS the only transportation.
and Begich aide Ruasell Brown
waiting doesn't end, Mrs.
freeiingfemperatures on a bar--- • The -National Transportation
chartered small plane piloted
Begich said.
ren island off Alaska's
b Don Jonz. Ten minutes into
Safety Board
s,35 lanes
"-when,,113e-r*L4-110finality it's,
missing in t
lower 48 states: -.the flight, Jonz made his last'
hard to accept death. There'swas rescued from Hagemeister
Most vaiiish in coastal areas and
radio transmission.
nothing tangible there, nothing
Island when a passing plane
,i're.Presumed to have gone intoThe . plane's .disappearance
to _get Angry...at. YOU _.cait'oay
_noticed .tha_SOS sign he built of
the-Sea.7in ATaikar.-affout 90 per- --touChed oft the biggest air
goodbye."
r6cks.
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House'Instant Coffee and we
'll send
you an AT&T Long Distance Certificate
good for up toS5 worth of calling When
you pay your phone bill, include your
certificate and save on your long
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Up to 1.5 million Americans
, will suffer‘Tiiim heart attacks
in 1985 association predicts
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BOUNTY OF THE BUMPS
Jack Messer is shown collecting
hub caps that tia-cr spun.off ears rotting along Chicago's Lake
Shore DrivrPrecently. Messer, a'truck driver:says he has found
more than 1,000 of" the hub caps and is Currently planning to
rebuild-them-end Sell them.
.11 I.a.erphoto
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MONTEREY. Calif. ( AP ) Up to 1.5-million Americans will
suffer heart attacks this year,
more than a third of them fatal,
despite new ways to clear clogged arteries that have reduced
the,annual increase in coronary
bypass operations, the
American Heart Association
says. „
The 1985 edition of the AHA's
"Heart Facts." -released, Sunday, -says the most recent
figures available showed a
slight drop in annual deaths
from heart and. blood vessel
diseases, including strokes.
Cardiovascular ailments will
cost the nation $72.1 billion this
year, $43.7 billion of that for
hospital and nursing home services, the report -said. The rest
-.includes the costs of doctor and
nursing services, Medicine And
lost production due to diSibilitY.
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Here.
's how it works:
Each box of Post° Cereal has one of the Money
Ttee proof-olpUrchase letters P 0. 5. Ton the
side panel of the box. Collect one Money Tree
proof-from each groupshownonthe mall In certificate and you've spelled 'Post." Spell 'Post"
three-tirries and yotrcan save-up to $(1015.-wIth
coupons good on any brand orPost• Cereals.

and win a
year's worth of
Groceriesfrom

(Jet Si 50 in sayings-

3/ii. 50coupons good on any Post' Cereal Spell roar twdoe...
Get $3.00 in sayings

Cereals

Spell

coupons good On any Post' Cereal

roar three Uses...
Oct $6.00 in savings124.50 coupons good

The report, released at the
AHA's annual Science Writers
Forum. outlines U.S. trends in
heart disease based on 1982
statistics, the latest available'
from the federal government.
Cardiovascular diseases are
responsible for nearly half of all
deaths in the United States, the
association said, although' the
number of people who died from
such ailments dropped slightly
from 989,610 in
to 985.040 in
1982.
'Fifty-six percent of all cardiovascular disease deaths in
• 1982-were from heart attacks, 16
percent from strokes, 3 percent
from high blood pressure and
less than 1 percent each from
congenital heart defects,
rheumatic fever and related
heart disease. The remaining 23
percent were due to other cardiovascular ailments. --
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Governor to head cabinet
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Collins applauded
for appointment
1984 when lawmakers went
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API down to the last day of the sesGov. Martha Layne Collins'
sion before finally deciding to
decision to serve as her own
leave money in the budget for
secretary of the Education and
the post.
Humanities Cabinet is being
Much of the speculation on a
viewed as a masterful political
replacement centered on the
maneuver by educators and
elected superintendent of public
politicans in Kentucky.
Instruction, Alice McDonald.
"I thought it was an absolutely
There was precedent for Mrs.
brilliant stroke," said Harry
McDonald taking the Cabinet
Snyder, executive director of the
post. Her predecessor as
Council on Higher Education.
superintendent, Ray Barber,
"In Kentucky, the governor is
served as education secretary
clearly the most important
for Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
figure in the state and for her to
But Mrs. Collins and Mrs.
accept this additional responMcDonald have not always seen
sibility sends a clear message
eye-to-eye on policy matters.
about her commitment to educaBoth are strong-willed adtion reform."
ministrators and politicians and
Mrs. Collins announcement
there have also been persistent
caught members of her Council
reports of clashes.
on Educational Reform by
In a prepared release from
surprise.
her office, Mrs. McDonard made
"I want to send a message to
it clear that she also intended to
the people of Kentucky," Mrs.
stay at the forefront of the
Collins said during her aneducation fight.
nouncement last Friday. "I am
indeed dedicated to this impor"This action clearly signals to
tant wOrk."
GETTING IT CLEAN - Workets at the Swan Island shipyard in
the
public that Gov. Collins and I
"Everyone I have talked to
Portland are shown hosing down the luxury liner Noordam at-the
prepared
are.
provide
the
to
feels that it was a brilliant
leadership and to work together
idea," said state Sen. Nelson
with the General Assembly to
Allen, D-Greenup, chairman of
move educaticy ahead in Kenthe Senate Education
tucky," the statement said. "I
Committee.
pledge the new secretary my full
Rep. Roger Noe, a Harlan
Democrat.who was selacte,d.aki cooperation and support."
-Verit—
many --vitry-9',- (tlie'
0
the new chairman of the House
nor's decision) takes all the
Education Committee on MonCHICAGO (AP)Miss Landers said she was
politics out of it and makes it our
day, was somewhat more subTenderness and touching go-a---- -surprised at the overwhelming
priority,'
Snyder
said.
highest
long way - in fact, they're betdued in his reaction to the goverresponse to her unscientific
Fully two-thirds of the $324
nor's announcement.
ter than going all the way, acsurvey, _but less so by - the
conmoney
million
in
tax
_new
"It proved the dedication to
cording to a sampling of
results.
tainecLIn Mrs. Collins' package
American women conducted by
education that she says she
"The importance of sex is
Lesiglature
presented
1984
to
the
advice columnist Ann Landers.
has," said Noe, a college
overrated,"
Miss Landers told
was earmarked for a education.
professor.
The Associated Press on MonThree weeks ago, Miss
Noe said the selection of an inMrs. Collins, though, has.
day. "Women want affection.
Landers ,asked her readers if
dpendent advisor as Cabinet
backed off of any tax proposal
They want to feel valued. Apthey
be
mould
content
forget
to
secretary may have been
for the time being.
parently, having sex alone
"the la" if they were cuddled
preferrable, but, "I think she
On Thursday of last week, she
doesn't give them the feeling
and treated tenderly.
should have the opportunity to . said that any' revenue plan
they're.valued."
try."
would be put on hold until news
Mote than 100,000 people,
As for men, she added, too
When former Secretary Ray
about federal budget cuts and
nearly all of -them American
many "are uAing sex as a
Nystrand announced in late
the state's economy could be
women, have answered, said
physical release and - it- has no
December that he was leaving
evaluated.
Miss Landers in a telephone inmore emotional significance
the administration to return to
Administration resolve for
terview. Seventy-two percent
than a sneeze."
his old post as education dean at
declared themselves willing to
better education was bolstered
"There's a tremendous lack of
the University of Louisville,
forgo intercou'rse for affection,
by th0 results of a poll released
communisation," Miss Landers
there was widespread speculashe said.
last week showing that Kensaid. "It's trooblesome."
tion about his replacement and,
The column published today
tuckians were overwhlemingly
What was most "astonishing,"
for that matter, the need for
in favor of better education, inwas written in advance and is
Miss Landers said, was that 40
such a post.
cluding Mrs. Collins' aborted
based on responses by more
percent of the women who said
That need was questioned in
legislative proposals.
than 90,000 people.
they didn't need the sex act were

•

Port of Portland's big floating dry dock. The ship v. as in tor
routine repairs, it was noted.

anders:_pall favors_iouch
under 40-years of age.
wiinout revealing the results .
- -The -sueVeyWaSifiltiated ikh-eif-----She said it was second only ta
Miss Landers published a letter
the time she asked her 70 million
from a reader responding to a
readers worldwide to clip a colman who wanted a penile imumn about nuclear war, sign,it
plant because he said his inabili. and send it to President Reagan
ty to complete the sex act with
"This sex survey," Miss
the Womarthe loved was driving
Landers said - in that column.
him crazy. ':beats the meatloaf recipe, the
lemon pie • arid the poll a:Wing
The woman wrote that she'd
parents, 'If you had it to do over
bet if 100 women were asked how
again, would you have children"
* they felt about intercourse, 98
(Seventy percent said no i."'
would prefer tenderness.
The findings, Miss Landers
Miss Landers then posed the
said, show "a lot of women are
question to her readers, "Would
not tellingsmen- what they- want.
,
you be content to be held close
what they need:"
•
and treated tenderly and forget
The results will "open up a lot
about 'the act?' Reply YES or
of dialogue. People. will talk
NO and please add one line'. 'I about this . all Over," Miss
am over (or underi 40 years of
Landers said.
a g e .' ,No signature is
. But she was mum on how she
necessary."
would respond to her own quesIn Monday's column, Miss
tion. As she said. "I'm the one
Landers described the response
who's giving the survey."
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REDEEM THESE COUPONS
Malt'
FEBRUARY 13,1985
y• BY

5973"REDEEM THIS
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911 Save $2.70 NOW on these coupons.
NO EXPIRATION DATE
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.
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Your individual Horoscope

Frames Drake
FOR THURSDAY JANUARY 17 1985

What kind of day will tomorrow be? GEausa
To find out what the stars say., read- (May 21 to June 20)
the forecast given for your birth signYou'd like to attend a busineisluncARLES
smit tion, but you'll have to consider the
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
wishes of a close tie. Avoid_ quarrels if
Others won't act in accordance with you can.
your personal rules of 'conduct. A CANCER
travel plan seerfis very much up in the ( June 21 to July 22)
air. Be flexible.
An unwelcome flirtation could come
TAURUS
through the job. Changes in schedule
Apr, 20 to May 20)
make it difficult to concentrate or to
You can't count on the financial sup- get things done.
port of others. The borderline between _LEO
friendship and romance is a ticklish (July 23 to Aug,22)
question.
A romantic interest's hot and cold

•

M.LAMB

behavior may leave you in a quanLawrence E.
dary. A leisure activity could be marred by arguments.
Lamb, M.D.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Home upsets are likely. Instead of
fretting, do what has to be done. Keeping cool under fire is the way to be efficient.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
An appointment is not kepr Emo- By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
bons could cloud thinking on the job. DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm 36 and
Be objective and avoid arguments was told that I have osteoporosis.
How serious is this, and is there a
with colleagues.
cure? Can one live a relatively
SCORPIO
unpainful life by receiving the right
treatments? Can a young woman get
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
The pursuit of pleasure could Prove this disease early and not'know it
costly today. Don't try to impress until menopause, especially if she was
others with lavish expenditures. Stick nutritionally deprived during childhood? Will removal of the ovaries
to budgets.
bring this on faster?
SAGITTARIUS
DEAR READER - Estrogen
Answer to Previous Puzzle
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
seems to be an important hey to
GAR 11-PLODS
F R-0-You're hankering for some personal osteoporosis
(dissolving bones). EstroAGE
RODEO
OAR freeciont. It's OK to do your ovm thing, gen increases calcium absorption
LOTTO
ENLARGE' but don't quarrel with those at home. from the digestive system. If one
CAPFUCOFtN
allIOTA
TIP
doesn't have enough estrogen, one
CRATERS
may not absorb enough calcium, and
DEB I T (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A casual remark could easily offend then calcium is robbed from the
Al
ESSED
DADO
someone, so be careful of what you bones. When there is an estrogen defi„VAC
TOTAL
TEA
say. Extra attention needs to be paid ciency, one can help compensate for
ETON
Pi.. P. T, 6_6
A.S. to details today.
this by getting more calcium every
SATES
NEATEST AQUARIUS
day. Removal of the ,ovaries at an
SEA
STOP
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
_
CONTEST
HAILS
No telling what an unreliable friend
is going to do next. Money due you is
IRE
SABER
STY not easily collectible today. Be patient.
'•
10 Actual
5 Insect
Anlir
11 Narrow opening PISCES
6 French article
*NSW
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
16 Dotter pill
TSencis forth '
18 Symbol foi
Insisting on your own rights is not
8 Existed
tantalum
the answer. However, don't be too
9 Hebrew month
21 Realms
.........
...........,.....
1.1r./t
•
•
••••
8
• •,
fly off the handle.
23 Top of head .L e g -a I
a
24 Above
YOU BORN TODAY have financial
25 GuidO.S high
-AA • •
_
acumen and administrative talents'.
note
_
NOTICE OF4SALE
Though you function well in the public
26 Perform
ig
Public notice is hereby given that the
28 Time gone by
arena, you have a tendency at time to
29 Pallor
United States of America, acting through
withdraw. into yourself. When you
30 American
the
Farmers Home Administration, has for
larger
become
the
issues
involved
in.
ostrich
sale the following described real property:
that affect mankind you become less
31 Want
33 Devoured
self-conscious. Academic pursuits are
34 Scold
1'26 acres of land located approximately 8
likely tAinterest you arid you will have
37 Likely
.
miles northeast of Murray, Kentucky. on
teacher;
historian
success
or
a
as
1
39 Display ostentathe Davis Mitts Road
ivriter. The theater is another milieu
tiously 41 Reveals
in which you thrive. Birthday 'of:
42 Opening
The property %VIM:re sold under the followJames Earl Jones, actor; Benjamin
43 Spoken
ing conditions:
Franklin, statesman and inventor;
4,
44 Wan '
45 Proceed
and Anton Cheichov, playwright.
46 Temporary
For cash or terms of not less than 5"
shelter
downpayment and not to exceed 25 amorWithin _the next 20 years more
48 Dude
1
tized payments at 10-V", annual interest
49 Tear
than 4 in 5 married couples will
50 Pedal digit
for the balance of the purchase price. A 5(
be
getting
a
pension
from
at
se
51 Female sheep
deposit is required which will be promptly
least one spouse's job. Today,
53 Symbol for
refunded if the offer is not accepted.
tantalum
only about 1 in 2 Couples
59
55 Concerning
receives these-pension benefits.
Acceptance of any bid based on the condition that FmHA finance all or a portion of
the sale on terms will be subject to approval
REAP
LOOKEr AT
• CAN T
of the bidder's credit by FmHA.
TI-IE (LOOPS,.
FAST SIR .
401P,
"
YOU Al+1‘1..
Offers for purchase of property will be sealed bids, and opening of bids will be public.
Bids will be opened at the FmHA office. 104
North Fifth Street, Murray,'Kentucky, on
January 31, 1985, at 2:00 p.m.

sit

zez protects bones

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

35 That man
36 Muse of poetry
38 Cheer
1 Caress
4 Competent
39 Toll
8 Armaid conflicts 40 Hebrew letter
41 Supplicate
12 Arabian
42 Metry
Qarme.rtt
43 Choose
13 Abound
45 Aeriform fluid
11 Son of Adam
46 Chinese pagoda
15 S,gnitv
1 - Possessive
47 Sun god
18 At the price of
prorour

•

ARAWWWWWW"WW11,41r

slotr,
20 A.ricar antelope
21 Greek tette,
22 to muSic hqh
23 European
25 River

52 Choir voice.-54 Emerald isle
56 At present
57 Jurfip
58 Clan
59 Golf mound
• DOWN
26 Pa,c
1 Cushion
2'3 Qr, rnOuntdin
2 Presidential
tne oak
nickname
7.12 Scmb.".1 tOr
3 Complicated
!ellur
sta,te
22 7..)_waria
4 Aleutian island
.....—e......"
s
.,...........,
,......e.....
r
.

-

i

1•.

7
2,8
•

se

_

54
58

. .
T•-•

E:THAT
RJE ABC\ T NA,•(
N,A.
CATION

•

1

A

•

fr'S MORE TROUBLE
EATING ICE CREAM
IN TI-E. WINTERTIME,
WORM IT!
BUT TiI

Property will be sold without regard to
race, color,- religion, sex, age, national
origin, or marital status.
Prospective buyers may inspect the property by appointment. Bids will be accepted only on Form FmHA 465-10, "Invitation, Bid
and Acceptance," which are available,
along with additional information about the
property at the FmHA office located at 104
North Fifth Street, Murray, Kentucky
( telephone: 502/753-01-62).
The Government reserves the right to reject any or all offers.

140W PL5G05TING!
TNEFtE'5 A PEOPLE 14AIR
IN MY CAT F009'

Dated this 14th day of January. 1985.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home Administration

MS5 91.1XLE1',
I APOLOGIZE IF-- I EVER TREATED
sg7L.1 AS A GE(
OBIECT

be crippled by this disorder.
DEAR'-DR. LAMB - I am a 40year-old Woman and jog three days a
week for about 35 minutes each time.
If I were unable to jog, would I to
burn up the same number of calories
by using a rowing machine? Would
the same muscles be exercised?
DEAR READER - How many
calories you use depends on how
much oxygen you need for an
exercise. The amount of additional
oxygen required depends on the
amount of muscular effort, regardless of the exercise you perform.
Jogging and ninning use very large
muscles, so such exercises use lots of
oxygen.
You could exert enough effort with
many exercise machines to require
the same amount of oxygen that you
would need to jog, but the answer
doesn't end there. Upright exercises
that make you use your body weight
help to strengthen the bones. However, swimming, in which the body is
horizontal and supported by the
water, does not strengthen the bones.
As a woman in your age group, you
need exercises that promote strong
bones. Any exercise routine that is
limited to the horizontal position will
not be adequate for this purpose.
No, by using a rowing machine, you
will not use the same muscles in the
same way or to the same degree as
you would by jogging. However, you
will be using other muscles that you
don't use in jogging.
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early age can cause osteoporosis at
an early age. After all, that is technically a surgical menopause. This
complication can be avoided by
replacing the lost estrogen immediately after surgery and continuing it
thereafter.
Your question about a nutritionally
deprived childhood is a good one. A
woman who develops a good strotVg
skeleton is less likely to have serious
problems with osteoporosis. Therefore, it is important to have good
nutrition and plenty of calcium during the years in which the skeleton is
developing. The skeleton -doesn't
mature until the early 30s. Young
girls who go on fad diets and overemphasize excessive thinness may be
setting the stage for osteoporosis
after menopause. '
It is important to have either estrogen replacement or increased calcium intake at the very onset of menopause. Some think it is a good idea to
increase the calcium intake in the
years preceding menopause to help
protect bones.
I am sending you The Health
Letter, Special Report 24, Osteoporosis: Porous Bones, which will
update you on the prevention and
treatment of this problem. Others
who want this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, self-addressed.
envelope for it to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Bo: 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
With proper management, most
women can prevent bone degeneration from osteoporosis. You need not

I'm JUST NOT
YOUR SEX OBJECT

ORDINANCE NUMBER 807
A-N' ORDINANCE AMENDING
ORDINANCE NUMBER 375, AS
. .AMENDED, AND AS CODIFIED
IN THE CITY OF MURRAY
CODE OF ORDINANCES SECTION 93.10(C) REGULATING
THE DISPOSAL OF TRASH OR
REFUSE.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY
COUNCIL OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section 1. Section 93.10(Ci of the Murray
Code of Ordinances is hereby amended to
read as follows:
C. Disposal of trash or refuse. It shall be
unlawful for any person or firm to dispose
of trash or. refuse within the corporate
limits of the city or elsewhere, except at the
landfill site, unless the person or firm
disposing of the trash or refuse shall have
approval of the disposal facility,from the
State of Kentucky. Air Quality Control,
Department of Natural Resources, Commonwealth of Kentucky, or from the U.S.
Department of Natural Resources Environmental Protection Agency.
Section 2. Any portion of Ordinance No.
375 as amended which may be in conflict
with this Ordinance is hereby repealed to
the extent of such conflict and to such extent only. In all other respects, Ordinance
Number 375, as amended, is hereby
reaffirmed.
CERTIFIED AS APPROVED -BY THE
PUBLIC WORKS COVEMITTEE, MURRAY, KENTUCKir. DECEMBER 20
. , 1984.
C.C. LOWRY, CHAIRMAN
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING ON
THE 27 DAY OF DECEMBER, 1984.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING
ON THE 10 DAY OF JANUARY, 1985.
'Holmes Ellis. Mayor
ATTEST:
*.
JO CRASS, CLERK

2 .Notice

.2 .Notice
Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware
BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

759-4444
Children's Tape

759-4445

Yot

Fir
.hor
ran
of 1

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.

Net
tr(
refi

PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont C.ad Buick

Re(
in c
in a

Imt
bed
reft
stot

Lose WeightQuickly &
Safely
100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

Now Ypu Can
Have Your Very
Own Satellite
System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
Call 759-4078
or 753-7765

Cen
witl
Owl
Lar
goo
ran

SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE- Federal and state tax re-turns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge'
Free pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.

12"x12"STYROFOAM
ceiling tile- 3 patterns$.22 ea. Mid -South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.

Off4
Loc
ran

Jus'
bet
"Jus
Cen
cari
sep
c,"!•
An I
witt
bott

YOGA
Strengthening
Stretching
Relaxation

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Weeks-S40
Starts Jan. 15th
435-4261

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Frutt Baskets shipped tor
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AClown or Monkey,
Free Delivery. VISA S MC.
753-9260

Qua
in N
win
Red

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF
THANKS
Perhaps you sent
a lovely card or sat
quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a
funeral spray if so
we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke
the kindest words
as any friend could
say. Perhaps you
were not there at all
just thought of us
that day. What ever
you did to console
our hearts we thank
you so much for
that part. Thank
you for he flowers,
food and prayers, to
Brother Thomas
Grubbs and Brother
James Shockley
and also community hospital for let,ting us know you
care. The family of
Signa M. Foy

NEW credit card! No
one refused. Visa/Mastercard. Call
1-16191-569-0242.

NEED A LOGO?
A new design tor your business
card, store, stationary. etc In
dividualired drawings done at a
reasonable rite
.
Call 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

-cCA
4,4

JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for an appointment 436-2524 or
436-5496.

Vac
lots
Kin,
33,5
sion
Ove
am
dral
35)1
Owl
gooi
Nev
horr
dow
Thr
acr4
air.
A qi
acr4
bull
Off(
horr
air
stor
,Nem
gas
stor

CHECK YOUR AD
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error.-The
Murray-Ledger & Times,will be responsible far only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so-corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AO carefully and notify The
Classified Advertising Department immediately in case of an error...

Nev
elec
*Gar
Mai
ton'
Then
Vicki
Prent

753-191'6
•

•
.•••••••••••••••••••
•

•

4.0
0

a

.4(444

-

-

•

•
THE MI RH.A 1 LEDGER & TIMES

WED% SDA1 J AS(

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

6. Help Wanted

Notice

CHRISTIAN book dealers k distributors
needed desperaUy! Call
In mornings 759-1472 for
more details.
FEDERAL, itate &
civil service jobs
available. Call 1-16191
569-8304 for info. 24 hrs.
FRESH start! Texas
- Gymnastics
Refinery Corp. offers
#1 Barsopportunity for high
Beam-Vauh
income plus cash
bonuses and fringe be#2 Floor Acrobatics
nefits in Murray area.
Regardless of past experience or training,
NORTH 641 Cvift & write H.G. Sears, Pres.,
Flea Market, Murray, Box 711, Ft. Worth TX
Ky. Now open weekends 76101.
(spaces available). For LICENSED dental
information call 753- Hygienist in Murray,
4566.
needed part-time. Send
resume to Murray
5. Lost and Fttind
Ledger & Times P.O.
LOST gold solltare Box 1040-M, Murray.
diamond ring in down- MERCURY outboard
town Murray area. mechanic wanted. ExReward offered. Days perience required. Ex762-5113, night 436-2778:
cellent pay & benefits.
Call 901-584-7880.
6. Help Wanted
,NEED someone to stay
ARTIST'S models. with elderly fatty from
Temporary, part-time, 5p.m. Friday to 5p.tn.
$5 per hour. Experience Sunday. Call 489-2731.
& artistic sensitivity WANTED for hire:
preferred. Work will be experienced pulling
assigned according to team (either mules or
need for models for horses) needed to work
spring semester 1985. on 45 acre timber tract.
Contact Art depart- Lodging on site availament, Murray State ble. Start immediately.
University, 762.3784. Pay negotiable. Call
EOE/MF.
753-0338 for details.

Lyndia
Cochran
DanceGymnastics
Studio

9. Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCE'? day
care worker would like
to keep infant through 6
yr. old in my home or
yours night--or day. Call
492-8419.
MOTHER wants to be
mothers helper, will
child sit. Call 759-1452. ,
WILL do babysItting in
my home any shift.
Have references. Call
759-4803.
WILL do evening
babysitting. call 7594866 after 5p.m.
WILL do house cleaning. 7' years experience.
Dependable. Re.
fetences. Call 474.2292.
WILL do office cleaning. 7 years experience.
Dependable. References. Call 474-2292.
WILL haul anything
that will fit in a pick-up.
Call Marty, 753-4022.

15

Articles for Sale

27 Mobile Homes lot Sale

38

1984 Bt:CCANEER
14x70, step-up kitchen,
wet bar, ceiling fan. 2
BR. 2 full baths, central"
heat & air, dishwasher.
refrigerator .with ice
maker,, underpinned.
furnished or, unfurnished. Lived in Only
4.months Call 753-9644
1984 INDIES 1064. 2
BR. partially furnished.
china cabinets, ceiling
fan,' underpinning &
front porch. Excellent
condition. Call 759-1322
after 4p.m 753-3557.
•
TOWIT-101.7SF: I2x76, 2
BR, 1 bath, refrigerator. stove, disposal.
central air & gas heat.
cathedral ceiling, underpinning & other extras included. Priced to
sell. Call 753-6421.

TWO male Pit Bull
dogs. Call 759-4608 between 4p m & hp m
T%V0 poodle cross puppies. 6 weeks old Free.
call 753-5473
WOULD like to find a
Siamese kitten Call
after 6p.m. 753-1701.

Pets Supplies

49

Used Cars

53

Services Offered

9•11

1.1 198
53

Services Offered

1977 FIAT, $300 Cali
between 11a m & 8p.m
Professional
753-8950.
Stump Removal
1977 Grand Prix, blue
Desks, files, chairs,
with T-top. automatic,
Service
ps, .pb, ac. 1 owner,
folding tables, etc.
$1200 Call 753-6421.
Call 474-2774
Free Estimates
1977 NOVA, 6 cylinder,
759 1983
or
474-2741
automatic, pa, pb,
nice car Call 759-4418
E-5-S.-C AR PET
after 5p.m
GENERAL HOM
CEANING For al ,
Birds, Hamsters,
1978 EL ('AMINO, auto, REPAIR. 15 years ex- your .carpet
& apriolst
1016 Jefferson
air, am-fm stereo, rally perience Carpentry, ery
Tropical Fish &
FOE a tree
Paducah, Ky.
wheels, 305 V-8, 22 concrete, plumbing. eStirtlare
Supplies.
call 753512'
MPG. Very good condi- roofing, siding. NO JOB Satisfied
442 4302
references
tion Best offer. Paris, TO SMALL Free esElectrician
Tn 901-6444415
timates. Days 753-6973. LICENSED
f or res.cenr:a: anc
1101 Story Ave.
nights
474-2276
1980 BL
DEXTER entrance
Regal
corn merc 8!
.
r•q
759-1322.
Limited, white/gold,
locks-values to $65.31•
and air conaitiorl
tilt, cruise, plush seats.
on sale $30.00 ea. Midinstallation
ano
r
p s., p b., air Call
South Wholesale; 342
Carpet and
Phone 753 7203
43.Real Estate
753-1412-until 6p m.
East Washington•
Upholstery
Paris; 642-2552
71 PINTO. 1300 '71
BANK of Murray & Fm
H A. repossessed pro- Pontiac, $250 Both in
thickness
Cleaning. ' THOMAS ELECTRONIC
Blandeic- 4'x8' .sheetsperties. Other listings. good shape. call 753SATELLITE SERVICE
Free
Estimates
$3.00 ea. Mid -South
Murray-Calloway Co. 8518.
REPAIR & SALE
Mobile
28.
Homes for Rent
Wholesale: 342 Ea'st
79 MON'TE Carlo, both
Realty, 304 N. 12th St
14. Wa.nt to Buy
753-7217
Hwy 94 at l5n•Irt1le Sy
Washington; Paris: -642- 2 BEDROOM trailer. 753-8146 or Ron Talent engine & body in excel1 BY151toom home 2552.
St 150 and up
lent condition, good
gas heat. in Hardin. Call 753-9894
near Hardin, would like
EQR sale, by owner. tires. am-fm radio, rear GcTTERING by Sears
759-1417.
502-382-2823
city water; or, 1 acre or
2 OR 3
furnished, vacant lot & rental defog. Asking $4100 will Sears continuous *atmore of land. Call
Pine Pie Safe 5229,
take
ters
installed
best
for
offer.
property
your
Call
across
from
AC,natural gas Shady
762-2402 days, 759-1668
N
Walnut 4 Drawer Chest
specifications Call P A
Murray Fire Dept. on 753-9642 after 6p m.
Oaks 753-5209
after 4p.m.
Sears 753-2310 for free cornpaper,o$195, Chestnut Kitchen
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
WANT to buy used
•
estimate.
Table
TO buy or sell your
$150. Oak
couch. Fred McClure
29. Heating and Cooling
TTAROLD S Tree Ser- sictent..a
property contact Wilson
Dresser .With Beveled
1975 Cadillac De
753-6044 or Blondie
vice. Topping, cutting. timates
Mirror $175. Oak China
CORONA kerosene Realty. 302 N. 12th • St.
McClure 753-3949.
Ville,
4
door,
new
trimming,
etc. Also. yrs ex.• r
heater. 9.800 _BTU's 753-3263
Cabinet $450. Pine
paint,
clean-up • work. shrubb- Tremor Far, _
excellent
Only used for # season.
15. Articles for Sale
Blanket Chest $150..
ROOFING
ery & over grown areas
motor, 76,000 miles.
like new. p50; original 46'. Homes for Safe
Round Oak Claw 'Foot
BRAND new Bentley
Fast. dependable ser- Siding
$2,200.
Call
retail
S120,
Call
753-8291.
Table $600. Pine Jelly
35mm camera, $50. Call
vice, Insured. For free
GATE BOROUGH.
753-5281 after 6
pentr,
Cupboard $175, Two
753-9642 after 6p.m.
estimates call 437-4607
large 4 BR, two story, 2
30 Business Rentals
p.m.
7 53 66 2
Oak Chairs. Very Old
1...2 baths. Murray.
3,000 SQ. ft. retail or
Est mates
•
$25 Each.
freshly decorated. 3,445
Irrigation Residential
•
office space available.
sq. ft. Owner 753-8062 50. Used Trucks
COUNTRY NOTIONS
CAMPBELL
WELL
Call 753-3862 after 7p m.
for appointrnent.
Aluminum and Vinyl
121 Bypass 753 6774
•
1974 DATSL•N pick-up.
DRILLING
3 BR. brick, large kit- Excellent
siding and Aluminum
McKenzie Tn
condition,
_
)441e-shitlit nsitalgry rvevetee,
.osece. ear
room fireplace. 2 bath. 4p m
stops pointing
901 352 3671 or
double garage., - 19'76 FORD
901 352 5704
F-100 pickWarehouse
_ Jack Glover
workshop, acre lot. 1 up truck.
South 12th at Sycamore
PIANO FOR SALE Free Estimates
Good condimile north of Murray. tion. Call 1-527-8024.
Storage Space
%% anted: Responsible
753-1873
Priced 'to sell! Call
party to assume small
1978' FORD F-150, 6 cy., INSULATION blown in
For Rent
759
,
4588 or 753-7637.
automatic. Call after by Sears. TVA an -0
monthly payments on
753-1492
proved. Save on • those SEA • N
6p.m.. 436-2834.
47. Motorcycles
spinet/console piano.
:•-•
high heating and cool- parr
1978
INTERNAT
IONAL
Can be seen locally
1984 YAMAHOPPER
ing bills. Call Sears m o e1'
conventiona
l 350 cum32. Apts for Rent
Write: (include phone
home arc ,ory.
moped, low mileage, in mens
engine, recent 753-2310 for free -38 yrS
number),
Credit
exper:Z.-^
1 IELR. furnished apt. excellent shape. Asking overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf estimate: ,
Your dreams can come true with ROBERTS REALTY!!
Manager. p 0, Box
Hwy. 121 N. next to $349. Call 753-9642 after 42' reefer, ribbed JOINER'S Tree Ser- work guarantePc
neth Barn'
520. Beckemeyer, 11.
fairgrounds_ No pets. 6p.m.
aluminum floor, kem• vice. 30 years exFirst time on the market! Completed in 1984 a lovely two bedroom
i12219 •
'R4 KAWASAKI 250 lite walls. 436-2837
Call 753-3139
perience. Also bucket Stella, +Cy
'home with vinyl siding, carpet, extra insulation, washer, dryer,
1 DUPLEX apt.. 2 BR. 3-wheeler. Excellent REDUCED, 1986 truck for hire. Call SHOLLAR
Electric Co
bath,,, central heat, air, condition. Phone 753- Chevrolet 1 ton truck. 753-0366.
range, dishwasher, outside storage and approximately two acres
24. Miscellaneous
washer,dryer hookup, 2933.'PS, PB,-new rebuilt
of land.
?Or, Generato, 551-',ACRYLIC latex caulk- stove, dispoial., $200 TIlt, Cf -1984 Yamaha 1 motor, 4 speed, 5th
Aluminum
Serv
'
15 yr. warranty- reg. deposit, $250 per month. wheelers. 225CC. Ex- wheel 'hook-up. and 2 ft.
New listing that's ideal for the couple! Two bedroom home on quiet
cellent condition Will metal grain sides. Good
Call 753-5400.
Service Co.
pa,rec
11.32. On sale 1.99 ea
sell
cheap.
street, fenced back yard, new roof, washer, dryer, range.
K
Call
753-1904.
Y,4
Aluminum
2
BEDROOM
and vinyl
furnished
-condition. Phone 753Mid-South _Wholesale:
502;753 874,
refrigerator, near hospital & shopping. $27.250.00.
siding. Custom trim
342 East Washington: apt - J6191 2 Farmer 48.
0789.
Auto
Services
Ave. $180. - deposit.
Paris; 642.2552.
work. References.
1980 VW pick-up with
4 CYLINDER 9 cc topper. $2750. Call 753Call Will Ed Bailey,
CAP. .batteries 36 mos. 753-0430.
Reduced to $17.000.00 we offer this four bay clean-up/body shop
BAILEY'S.FARM
guarantee, 22, 24., 72, 74 713R -Olive St 1 BR near motors and 4 speed
753-0689
in city. Natural gas available, large lot, good "used car tIrillic"
series, $27.99 exchange. MSU: Adults, no pets, transmission -& rear 1981 JEEP CJ-7, hard:
- LUMBER
in area.
60 mos. guararitee. lease .-& deposit. Call ends. Will fit Morris top, black silver, 34, JOYCE Noel Tax Ser
J.
For at your
Miner MG,. Sprite, as is. 000 miles, Laredo vice. Short forms still
$37.99 exchange. Heavy 753.9208 after 4p.fti.
out building needs
Call
753-2517
after
5p.m.
BR
Al
long
50,
duty
duplex.
27
forms
series.
411
N.
•
60
5th.
package,
moS:.
$15
Immediate possession is just one of the attractions for this three
excellent
759 1099
guarantee, $39.99 ex- 1 room efficiency apt.,
condition, $65.00. Call and up (includes
bedroom, full basement home in the city, disposal, range,
Federal & State). IC_ Corner of Industrial Pc
change. Wallin Hard- 1603 - College Farm Rd., 49.Used Cars
753-9282.
refrigerator, dishwasher, central gas heat, nice garage, lots of
Murray. Call 492-8225.
ware, Paris, Tn
1950 FORD. has good 198! FORD Bronco, home service for
storage. $38.500.00:
Oak 8r. COUPLE of female tires, runs good. $500 or black & silver, auto- elderly or shut-ins.' Call WET, BASEP.AEN.7" .",••
hickory. $25 a rick. .graduate students will best offer. Ca11753-7629..
matic. power air. 489-2440 between tla.m.
m.axe,.. WC. 7 •
Delivered 8z picked up. share a 3 BR house near'1971 GRAND Prix, new chrome wheels. am-fm 8p.m for appointment dry,
Centrally located between Murray, Benton and Mayfield. 22 acres
or
information
MSU
Call 474-2329.
and downtown. overhauled engine. radio. Call 753-7160
9 uarantee.;
with nice home, land all fenced, nice barn & storage buildings.
kEROSENE heaters; 753-6577 or call collect muffler system. Call
Or -, te Mor.c:aOwner financing to right party. $49,500.00.
51
.
Campe
rs
759-1628 after 4p.m.
7200 BTU $44.99, 9500 443-1071 for Kathy.
structrart -Co Pt
&
BTU $49.,99. 12,30UBTti LARGE one BR. stove 1972 TOYOTA Land 23 FT. Ritzcraft travel
4094. P a
C a'
Large. shaded lot will attract you to this three bedroom brick in
159.9g. Wallin Hard- & refigerator. Plenty of Cruiser station Wagon, trailer. Call 753-7386.
42001 or caft 442 15 Years Experience,
privacy & parking. $135 excellent. 4 .wheel drive
ware. Paris, Tn
WILL haul
good neighborhood. Storm doors and windows, hardwood floors,
rC,L.
References, Free
52 Boats-Motors
a month. Call 759-1987.
Call 753-4340 anytime
& hickory firewood
sand. Itrrle
range. Owner financing possible.
Estimates.
You haul, $20 a rick. Call NICELY furnished 1 BR 1973 STINGRAY Corvette '78 ARROWGLASS 18 ft
masonary sarc
apartment. Inquire at conVertible. white on walk through, 118
437-4829.
dirt oraveL
Offers are being urged on this nice country home with 27 acres.
white, ps, pb, new tires. Evinrude. Phone 753•
OAK & hickory 100 S. 13th St,
Ca
C9
U
Located between Murray & Kentucky Lake. Three bedrooms,
firewood. $25 a rick SUBSIDIZED 1 RR $7,850. Call 753-5675.
75E 4-zE
2933.
delivered. Call nights a- pts. available 'on 2tid 1974 DODGE Van.
range, refrigerator, dishwasher, garage and workshop. $38,000.
NEED work on your
floor of South Side customized new eagle 53. Services Offered
436-2778
trees? Topping, prun
PANELING sale! This Manor. Call 753-8221 G.T.'s...chrome wheels APPLIANCE
mg, shaping, complete
Just $9,000.00 will buy this good two story building in county. Could
week only- $3.75 and up-. from 9 to 12. Equal Runs good, needs some SERVICE. Kenmore. removal and more Call
be converted to ideal rental property. City wa,ter and electric heat.
body work. $2000 firm. Westinghouse
while supply lasts. Mid- Fidusing Opportunity.
. B OVER'S TR
South -Wholesale; 342 TAKIN-G applications i53-7300.
Whirlpool. 22 years, SERVICE for Pro
INTERIOR
East Washington:' (Or_ Section 5. -Rent 1975 MONTE. Carlo, V-8. experience. Parts and fessional - Ltree care
Just listed!!! Three bedroom home with lots of income potential.
EXTERIOR
Subsidized
Paris;
apt.
good
condition,
642-2552.
1,
2
or
1
3
owner.
service. Bobby Hopper.' 753'0338
Centr3.1 heat and air, microwave, range, dishwasher, disposal,
PAINTING
'REASONED firewood. RR. Apply Hilldale Call 753-3969.
Bob's Appliance Ser- ODD iob specials'
carpet, 2 baths, two bedroom apartment with private entrance and
A.
oak, hickory, mixed AptS.. Hardin. Ky. 1976 CUTLASR vice, 202 S. 5th St. ceiling fans, electrica
separate utilities PLUS mobile home pads, city water. $48.250.00.
WALLPAPEptNG
hardwoods $30.'rick E qual Ho•using Supreme, red with white Business 753-4872. 436- plumbing, fencirfg. You
e!‘...•.0""N
interior. Call after 5848 rhoMei.
delivered. Min. order 2 tortunity.
name it, '1- do it You
JIM DAYS
ricks. Call John Baer TWO 2 BR apts. fur- 6p.m. 435-4354.
An excellent cattle farm with year around water is this 277 acres
APPLIANCE REPAIR: buy, I install You
nished.
753-0338.
$200.
per
month 19.77 BT-10 DATSUN Factory authorized for break. I fix Call 436
with approximately 177 acres tendable, good fencing, 40 acres of
PAINT
ING
S_E AS0
-a-k - Diu§,,utili.tiesan__de._ _Good condition. $600. Tappan-, -Keivinator
bottom land, in Henry County, TN. near Kentucky border.
firewood.
will do posit. No more than 2 Call 753-6538.
Brown. Service on gas
753-37
16
tree trimming, remov- people. Call 753-4494.
19.77 BUICK Park and electric ranges,.
• FREE ESTIMATES.
for •
See
us
Quality built from Craftsmanship to materials in the two bath brick
i n g , and shaping WANTED: female Avenue, loaded, local microwaves, disspecial tiny tot
shrubbery. Call rpomate to -share fur- car. 70,000 miles. 1970 hwashers. rein Murray. Central heat and air, appliances, carpet. fireplace, pella
•
packages
57
ni shed llorne. Re- Chevrolet Caprice, ex- frigerators. etc. Earl
753-5476.
W 3 "
windows outside grill, large closets and more than average storage.
•
753 8298
RHOWTIME Movie asonable expenses. Call cellent mechanical Lovett. 354-6956 or 753Reduced to $67,900.00.
•
STUDIO
CARTER
Rental; located in Bob's 759-4011.
condition. 759-1659 after 5341
•
4 ;Ono; a
: .
300 MAIN ST -SUITES•
Comic Shop. 100-A N.
6:30p.m.
FENCE sales at Sears
mi
ot
.
33.
Rooms
for
Rent
1 North 3rd Entrance •
Vacant lots for spring building: Edinborough Drive, $10.70000: 2
6th St
1977 DAT.M.'N 280-Z. now. Call Sears 753-2310
753-9251
lots a Wiswell crossroads, $12,000,00: Oak Terrace, $5,000,00:
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6 ROOMb for college Excellent condition. for free estimate for
your needs
and up. 753 2905 or women, near campus. Call 436-2968.
Kingswood, $4,500,00; Sherwood Forest, $2,500,00: Grove Heights:
Single occupancy. Kit435 4343 or 435 4319.
$3,500,00: 16th and Parklane, $8,300,00: Roberts Industrial SudiviUSED gyninatic tram chen dr utilities tarDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
sion, various prices with owner finance.
nished. $400. per- semepoline. Very good con
Gold
Silver
ster.
753-6783.
Call
dition. Call Murray
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Closed
Closed
ROC& near campus
Overlooking Kentucky Lake and in excellant condition is the year
Middle School 753 5125
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Boy only. Call 753-5561
Yesterday 302.75
601
Yesterday
around home in Pine Bluff Shores. Electric and wood heat: carpet.
•
25. Business Services
SLEEPING room, ref Ii
Opened
Opened
drapes, wood and.electric heat, Reduced to $53.500,00
•
•
frigerator in hall.
-'1f•ZS
'
Today
302.00 •
Today
6 01
SOLID WOOD CARINA'S N. •
Private entrance. $90
f t'F 415 \JI
MIKE HODGE'S
RAISED.PANEL DOORS
Down
.75
No Change
35 acres with majority tendable can be yours for only $24,000.00.
per month Zimmerman
TAX SERVICE
• Oisi. •
• C.••••)
Compliments of:
Apt. S. 16th. 75316609
Owner financing to right party at 9 percent interest. Located on
GUNCASES
• MANTLES • R005.,s4.0 •
Enrolled To Practice
KITCHEN
SILVER
GOLD
CUSTOM
CARINETTO
&
VAAll'IES
VS
•
good road in Henry County.
•
Before The IRS. Bachelor
34 Houses for Rent
Midi FORMTLOVE a 71./ONI7TJAY
• CUSTOM
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
COMPEMIVIE
Degree in Accounting at
Drop Cy &
OO t'1;•p1Ov
2 BR. 2 bath. partially
•
753 7113
•
New listing located only seconds from 'city limits Seven room
Murray State 8 years of
furnished houSe. No
We buy Gold. Silver & Dloreends
753-5040•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
experience preparing In
home remodeled in 1984. Extra insulation,-storm doors and winpets $200 per . month
Hours: 10-8 Doily, 12-5 Sunday
•
••••
•
•
••
••
•
•••0_0 # 54)41 •0
dividual Business. Partner
plus deposit. Redows, two story barn and six acres of. land. $45,000,00.
ferences required Call
ship. and Corporate
753-9213
returns Low rates and
•
Three and one half miles south of Murray and located on over five
3 BEDROOM house in
hundreds of satisfied
acres of land is this nine room brick home with central heat and
YOUR
Murray. Call 753-5561
clients Now preparing
air. Full basement, one acre orchard, large barn. Beautiful setting.
3 BR brick, appliances
returns day or night call
WITH I'S
furnished. lease & defor
an
759 1425
posit
Call
753-8512
A quick sale is needed on this masonite sideing, home with eight
appointment.
This is how it begins.
NICE rustic 2 BR house.
acres of land. Large garage-shop plus carport and other out1. Complete-paid.
1ra
on N 16th St Economibuildings. Good garden spot-and fruit trees. Reduced to $29,500.00
26
TV Radio
program.
cal gas Twit. $200 a
month plus deposit
2. Company professional prospecGE widescreen T
Offers are urged on this three bedroom, two bath cedar exterior
45" screen in excellent Phone 753.6555 after
- ting program.
5rm
•
home on three and one half acres of land. Central electric heat and
condition Call 753-2651
3. Calling on established accounts.
NO1S' available on a
air plus wood stove, range, refrigerator, carpet, drapes. Extra
month ta„month rental;
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
4. No collections.
storage space. $29,500.00
12x65 2 BEDROOM. 2 • BR bor'e with central
Top Company ivnefits such as
5.
acres. & barn 1 mile gas' tfeAt. $225 Call
_Life
CenturAt.2
New Listing Story and a half. 2-3 bedroom home in Hazel. Natural
Insurance tor yourselt dna
_Loretta
1.
north of Murray Call
Jobs igealtors • 753-1492, ,
gas heat, carport, city utilities, one acre plus land, carpet, outside
• ----Alma-a-45250.000
753-458e or 748-7637
'Health •
ask for Pam
storage $25,000.00
-•
1977 2 BR 14x65
- Benefit Plan for 'oti and your
American Pride 'mobile 38 Pets-Supplies
family.
home. Has central heat
New Listing Three bedrrom cedar with central gas heat, central
6.
Hard work.
& air. stove 8r. re- A K C registere d
electric air. Thermapane windows, carpet, porche and patio
frigerator, nice Pomeranian puppies.
Many of our new people are a ye g in g
'Garage and shop unattached to home. One acre of land. $40'8.
awnings, nice carpet.' small-color cream A
over $400 per week. and they too ;Live
well insulated, storm weeks old Call 753-5950
just
begun. Why wait any longer' It
b.e
d
e-ri-e
windows
ess-t,-s
s
&
..eindnainme
d
-Make -your appointment today by call one of our sales associates
Located in Fox boarding irvoite covered
you are interested in a eareer,opzytonight
runs .AKC German
Meadows Trailer et
tunny with a great future. contact
For more information Shepherd and •AKC
Theresa Knight 753-7728
Don Blalock 763-9218
Australian
call
75ii-198a
Dogs
Cattle
Vicki Todd 753-3939
Bob Haley 489-2266
1983 HI C'CANFER 436.2858 '
Bryan Hughes. .
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Shirley ~cad 901-247-5315
14x70. 3 BR. 11 2 bath. 1I-ECTSTF.RED
.American
Man
Shepherd
21
iicreS,
near
puittn:
the lake
Anna Requarth, litoker 753-2477
502) 554-2217
Call 4361972 duting the 8 weeks old. $50 raet.
Call 759-1593 or DS3-0123
day

753-4647

OFFICE
• FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

TRREGULAR

•.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

PET PEN

BR,

1142*”A'''Irre'rtr-r-

sits -"

TELEPHONE 753-1651 or
TOLL FREE 1-800-525-8910
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

J`IREWOOD.

ROOFING!

OAR

436-2999

PAINTING

Also

°Emirs

NOTICE

If other stereo stores in
Murray are so EXPERTISE, Why do so many of their
customers come to The World
of Sound for free advice and

information?

PS. If you buy from them
let them give you advice.

nnz

"World of Sound"

222 So. 12th
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They're not pearly gates, but still thcy're lavish
AUSTIN, Texas AP — When
most people thinkabout building
a gate to adorn their driveways.
it's usually just two posts and
some chunks of wood or strips of
iron.
But the entranceway gate for
a 140-acre residential develop-

ment on prime Lake Travis property is so- extea.viigalit one
would almost expect to hear
trumpets when driving through.
Developers of The Vineyard
on Lake Travis spent $1.75
million just for their gate. Construction of the pair of exotic

doors required almost 2..0,Q00
pounds of wood and 40,000
manhours of caring.

geringe consider that lots in this
development start at 8125,000
and range up to $700,000.
The group hired Davis in 1982,
The' developers, a trio of
and work began on the mamHouston businessmen, "wanted
moth project ih -March 1983 in a
from the start to build the most
north Dallas ware use. Davis'
prestigious development in the
said he had recruit4t 13 carvers
country," said Tom Gay. a partfrom all over, including an
ner .in Trophy Properties, the
Italian artist who learned his
sales agent for the development.
craft in South Africa.
"First impressions are what
People. have to have
everybody deals with." he said.
something to attach themselves
"These gates are a magnificent
accomplishment. I can't find - to," he said. "This is something
my children and 'grandchildren
anything else like them in the
HARRISBURG,Pa.( API — A
reappeared in a flock - of - U.S."
.can
see — it's creating a
•
dissonant opera of cackling
Maryland birds less than-Three
heritage that blends art and the
The two intricately carved
geese, crowing roo_steIrs and tesweeks ago.
developers' interests."
doors, constructed in a Dallas
ty leghorns sounded good to
"Sure they're. uneasy; you'd
Davis saya the bas-relief
warehouse, are each nearly 17
Bruno - Bortner, a judge At The' ekpect them to be," said
designs on -the doors • reflect
69th Pennsylvania State Farm
Herbert' Siegel,' professor of • feet high and 18 feet wide. And
traditional themes offamily uniwhile they're not quite Pearly
Show.
poultry science at Penn State
ty and strength as depicted in
It meant the return of live
University. -They had a pretty Gates, their designer said getnature.
ting through -them would be
poultry to the annual fair followrough go last year."
:The doors' scenes are all toping a devastatng avian flu out"We thought we were out of more difficult than-skirting past
with various bouquets and
ped
break that forced the deslistric- . the woods, but now we have this St. Peter.
curtain scrolls that frame the
tion of more than 15 .million
to contend with. Hopefully, it
Only residents of the exclusive
central theme below. All of the
-turkeys and chickens in
can be contained," said Bortner, west Austin subdivision will .scenes are based on nature — inPennsylvania
a York County poultry producer. have access to magnetically
cluding swans, a stag, a beehive
"You didn't hear the crowing"
'The federal government spent coded cards that bid the doors
And a heron — making them
last year. Bortner said Monday.
$63 million fighting the disease, slide silently back into 6-foottimeless.
the-second
--v.hih also requi -d trie-ttestru-c:— Thick,102-foot-Idfg
-the-lair;
ñëwáll -When the doors slide open,
watched the cattle judging and
tion of 1.9 million birds in New • said designer Barnes Davis Of
quatrefoil openings in the stone
the draft-horse judging. But it
Jersey,,Maryland and Virginia.
Dallas.
walls allow the scenes to still be
all seemed rather empty withoUt
A series of quarantines, evenseen.
Beyond them lie 110 lots on the •
the chickens."
tually covering 5.500 square
miles, limited the movement of •140 acres, which Davis describ.Although the East Exhibitior
emphasize the "Vineyard"
Hall at the Earth Show's sprawl
poultry and forced officials to ed as a Mediterranean-like
theme I that had to be carved Inhaven
about
2C1
miles outside
cancel last year's live poultry..
11-acre complex is again WI_
.dividually Co give the right depth
.
exhibits at the Farm Show right Austin. Already Several homes
ed with feathers, the flu coil.
and perspective." Davis said.
tinues to be a source of concern
down to the chicks hatching in are under construction in the
"Everything, including the
,....*:_gy.........•..,
.0,30, ...*-44a014141cepti30-.Spoeskt4tfrrt-;------it -inculia
4inowausite.v.
Aziklailligadoixrc*rnikivow*-0
tkie,
,
)
0fts4'....emettrantlirrt.thr-weatt-attragr
.especially since the disease
ings splashing in a small pond.
And if the gate's cost is stag,.
.
done by hand."
•,

Birds are back in Penns‘ hania show
following deNastating flu outbreak

THE ACES

CARVED DOORS — Barnes Davis holds the signature crest for
the gates he designed for an Austin-,Tex., developinent -aScraffiman Carmelo Pampallona, background, works on the intricate
a
"&"
11444
1"-±14"4164•141""dg
"
"
;s*-130
614"3
"
cost $1.75 million, and 40,000 man-hours of labor.

'BOBBY WOLFF

"An economist is an expert who
will know tomorrow why the things
he predicted yesterday didn't happen today..
• — Laurence J. Peter. •

NORTH
K
6 54 2'
•A K 107.5 2
+83

1-16- A

WEST
EAST
•J 84
•A Q 10 9 6 3
W8 7
East's defense against today's •10
•9 6 4
game .is predictable. He will be so •Q J8
4AKQ.165
4102
eager to oir'eWire dummy that he
.
SOUTH
• -will fotget about-more. important
+752
things:
•AKQJ 93
- West. leads the club king and
•3
4974
East encourages violently with his
10. West continues with the queen
Vulnerable: Jtoth. Dealer: West.
-and ace - as requested.. but some- The bidding,---thing strange happens. East doesn't •
West --- -North
East
South
get to overruff dummy as-..he
1•
1•
3
•
. expected. dummy discards 'the
ass
4V
All pass
spade king instead. South now
assumes command, making his
Opening lead Club king
contract by ruffing two spades in
SID WITH THE ACES
dummy and discarding the other.on •
one of dummy's high diamonds.
1-16-B
The game goes down if East South holds
doesn't,ask West to continue clubs.'
4 A Q 10 9 6 3
Instead of his 10. East should play
•87
his deuce. asking West to shift,•9 6 4
4 102
West shifts to a spade to East's ace
and now it's time to think of a club North
Sotith
ruff._East returns the club 10. West 1•
1*
• overtakes and leads a third round 2•
di -clubs to settle the issue. East
gets his overruff and the game goes ANSWER:Two spades. The suit is too
good not to rebid at least once.
one down.
With a little extra thought, Send- bridge questions to The Aces. P0 Box
12363, Dallas. Texas 7522$ with self-addressed,
tomorrow's results are known
stamped envelope for reply
today.

Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only
ii

Buy Any Recliner In Stock At Our
Regular Everyday Low Price & Get A
FREE 7 Diamond Gold Cluster
Women's Ring Worth A Retail Value
Of $100.00.

Similar to Illustration

BARRETT S
SERVICE CENTER
Has Moved To
200 N. 4th Street
Former Location Of Hendon's Service Station

Oil Changes — Mufflers
Brakes — Shocks — Minor Repairs
SERVICE SPECIALS

AIM"
MUFFLERS
$2995*
Installed
Double Wrapped
Aluminized Shell
Welded Baffles 8 Seams
Whisper Quiet Sound

FRONT DISC
BRAKES

Buy Any Berkline,
Stratolounger Or Flex-Steel
Recliner At Our Regular
Everyday Low Price
. And We'll Give You
A Diamond Ring.

'5495*
Installed
New Front Disc Brakes
Turn Rotors
Inspect Bearings
Inspect Seals
Repack Bearings
Rood Test

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks

$ 1595*

Installed

Phone 753-6001
811C Most American -Cars & Light Trucks. Some Foreign Cars.

Over 200
Rocker Recliners
And Waltaways
In Stock

4.4
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L r Kroge4s
s:iora:
cus:3m-arrange a center:>5.:E- sOu•
own friendhi Krager emeesvv:r
even road your bags
-3r
—FREE
Cheerfut smiles aflo reao‘,
aSSIStanCf th-at-s- the Kroger Ot`
ference Feel It when you gO
Krogering!'
_
•

-

•
Items and prices in this ad ef ighive
Jan. 16th. thru Jan. 22nd. At your
Kroger store

Murray, Ky. ,
None spid to dealers Copyright
1985
The Kroger Co

-

_
_ . Washington State Ex. Fanty Colt '
1
or Reci 88 Size

7
•ty

Delicious
likaxt

-co Krogering!

in

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY Each of they . temsx;requireo tope
rearlii, 3
F nf 1.:111'00E.
store except as specifically noted in thii at/ If ive do run
Out of an advertised item h: wi11 offe• you your ;noicE
0 a comparable item alien 311.11/3ble reTiff TIN/ the
same SAvings OT a If aintheri yawntpnty•7. 71,.;
.hase the advertised item attheatlyertiseo CrI;t:'*Ithill SO
(13,f MICRO wellOOr ui
N • -•,r

Whole (Sliced Free

Pork Loin
coroiR1. tax
mrt

69c
Page Otte -F4
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TWIN

Grapefruit
Juice

46 oz
can

Niagara

Spray
Starch

2201.
can

994

P

$109

,•
14

6

12

Kelly's

Beef
Tamales

You can see the savings every time you
go Krogering. Get low Cost Cutter
prices on Krogers better quality meat,
fresh produce, your favorite brands
and much more. Kroger gives you
friendly service, too. When you add it all
up,that's better value. And that makes
a big difference.

15 oz.
can

554
Sprite, Tab, Diet Coke or

Coca Cola

8

3PLU9S

$
160z
btls

DEPOSIT

Dishwashing Detergent
Chunk, Light Tuna

Chicken Of
The Sea

61-? oz.
can

Heinz

Worchestershire10 oz
btl
Sauce

794
994
B I WE XIX SNACK IDEAS
--

Palmolive
Liquid

22 oz.
btl

Glad

Trash
Bats

10 ct.
pkg.

r

4r,4C-

..„1.z.1•1
•(

•!•I'S
F

QuM pHo.
p
cRrAmacENietNIA
SE

American
Singles

Planters
Snacks

12 oz
pkg

French Onion
Dip

oz
tub

854

6
12 oz

Big 'K'
Drinks

$119

cans

Kraft Sharp Cheese Stick

09

•
1002
pkg

Velveeta
Cheese '

2 lb.
loaf

$315

6 ct
pkg

Macaroni & Cheese
7/
1
4 or
pkg.

994
534

Page Two -5X page Two-5X

Kraft Quartered

Parkay
Margarine

2
1 lb.

$109

Pkgs.

8 oz
pkg

SIC

Pinto
Beans

.
P:
M.
5
9
C

Pillsbury Regular

Microwave
Popcorn

10.5vz
pkg.

Miracle
Whip

$133

Col

52 oz.
in

$l76

Kelly's
Chili

13 oz
can

2
8 ct.
pkgs.

$129

Tomato
Sauce
Kroger White

Wa

L(

With Beans

59c •

Hunts

.11 Oz. Not Dog or 13 01 Sandwich

Dagger
Bins

S

Kroger Dried

Cream
Cheese

Kraft

Freezer Pleezer

Kraft
Dinner

Kr

Kraft Philadelphia

Assorted Flavors

Ice Cream
Sandwich

99

5 oz.
can

Kraft Process Cheese Spread

Kraft

_Cracker
Barrel

Detp“..

With Fabric Softener

Assorted

Individually Wrapped Slices-Kraft

Strength

15o
5
4
can 5
„

• Buttercrust Bread

202
$139
oz.
loaves

Gol

lvi
Lip
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2-ply, 115 ct., 79 sq.ft.

Coronet
Towels

1 roll
pkg.

Texize Cleaner

Pine
Power

15 oz.
bottle

694

- --

$109

Heinz

Barbecue
Sauce

1601.
bottle

594

Pure vegetable

•
Atkins

Hamburger
Dill Slices

894

1602.
jar

Deodorant Soap

Irish
Spring

sumeet
Prune
Juice

2
5bars
oz.

$100

32 oz
bottle

$
12
9

General Mills
Plain or Self-Rising

Martha White Flour

Lucky Charms
14oz
Cereal
box$209

Halves or Slices

Avondale
Peaches

2 $100

•

1602.
cans

cwiSr. c_gYS1
,

Enriched

Ronco
Spaghetti

-TA

past!
?
1
$100

u.S.D.A. Grade 'A Kroger

Large Eggs

Assorted Frozen

Totino's Party Pizzas

QC

dozen •
Market Basket Grade'AA Large Eggs .dozen 62

10 3 07
pkg
• ,
ORANGE JUICE

Kroger Frozen

Sliced
Strawberries

794

10 oz
pkg

Country Oven

Country
Style Rolls

2

13 02
pkg

$149

Frozen Orange Juice

Waffle Syrup

Lo
CatIn

12 oz
bottle

Golden Grain

Macaroni
& Cheddar

7' 4 0
pkg

$139
$100

Lipton Famous Flo Thiu

Tea
Bags

. 16 oz.
can

11

31

Kroger

Great Northern
21b
'Beans
pkg
Oreida

100 ct
pkg

$239

.40C

Golden
Patties

15 oz.
pkq

594
$119

•

Go Krogermg!
. Page T\hre€
•
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(Butt Half
Fully-Cooki

Shan
Nothfuq M

Grou

Mr.'!
Bryan Not I

Juicy

Silwr Platter
Pork
Sliced Free!

Whole
Pork
Loin
pound
Page 4 PTO
•••••...•

•
Sliced Assorted 9/11 Lb. Avg.

Southern BeHe Fully-Cooked Whole or Half

Pork
Chops
pound
$108

Boneless
Hams
pound

81
Bt.

Fl
at t
arid

•

$158

,441414111

• rr7r•
▪•

.
•

•
•

•'
•11 .74:-
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iliterP- latterPotk- Deliciouse
Kroger Old Village
'

Whole Hog Sausage

-

Family Pak

‘A.Z
:

Pork Steaks

-14
*.#

-a,
••

2, •
NO •

5169

lb

.

5136

lb

John Morrell

Sliced Bacon

12 at.
pig

$159

B oz
pig

$159

8 oz
pig

$159

Oscar Mayer (12 Oz. Pkg...$2.29)

Chopped Ham
Oscar Mayer 112 Oz. Pkg...S2.291

U.S.D.A. Choice Crain Fed Beef Boneless

Ham & Cheese

Boston Roll Roast

U.S.D.A. Grade "A" Holly Farms
Family Pak Mixed Parts of

Frying Chicken

U.S.D.A. Choice •

Leg-O-Lamb

5168

5199

lb

lb.
(Butt Half
lb Si 19)
Fully-Cooled Water Added Whole or

lb 99c

Shank-Half Ham

•

Holly Farms Combination Pak Chicken

•••••

Pick-Of-The-Chick

Nothing But 100,
.Pure Genuine Ground Round or

Ground Chuck
BUY ONE I 02. PKG. AT 99

Mr. Turkey Salami

5188

Freezer Queen

1,4‘1
I

OZ' PKG

t

V.

FREE!

s
rr•

i„,
711
"%aro •

Bryan Hot Dinner Franks or Beefy or Cheesy

Juicy Jumbos

5129

Assorted Miners
lb

& GET ONE

lb

•

lb

5179

2 lb
pig

5179

King Cotton 11'2 Lb Pig $2 981

Sliced Bacon

lb

$199

Pond Raised Whole Fillets. lb $3 491

Fresh Catfish

lb

5199

.Any Size(Excluding Butterball)

Grade"A"Turkeys

b79c

Mv*

•

•--,11011111110°

Rudy s

Link Sausage

12 oz
pig

5189

24 oz
pigs

$500

Fresh Mama Rosa

Pepperoni Pizza
Center-Cut

2

Frontier SLb Bag Only

Rib Pork Chops

Smoked Sausage
Rife S

$179

Nacho Cheese Sante

lb

All Meat or Beef

5109

Kroger Wieners

Or

Cheese & Soup Sauce 12OKgol

5199

•

BUY ONE CET ONE
AFEVEE
Buy one 10 oz. pkg. of
• Fres-Shore

Crunchy
Fish Fillets
at the reg. price of $1.99
and get another 10 oz. pkg.

FREE!

SEAFOOD SELECTIONS
40 SO Count S Lb Boo Only Previously Frozen

Headless Shrimp

5399

Luncheon Meats

1,2 ot
Pig

5399

Wieners
Meaty rUrney Wings or tletyk

((mien

Frozen

Salad Shrimp

Turkey Drumsticks

5499.

By Tie Piece Kroger .

5999

All Meat Bologna

Frozen large Cooke*

Cocktail Shrimp

$13
!
•

Cost Cutter

Fres Shore Breadel Frozen

Butterfly Shrimp

Min Morrell Reg or Thick All Meat Bologna
Beef Bologna or Salami

lb

89i
49'
$109

•
•

vomitt

•
4
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Fruit Filled

Fried
Pies
Apple Struesel

Coffee
Cake

each

THE KROGER DELI
In Store Made

Red wax

Hoop Cheese
5299
Fresh American or Mustard

Potato
Salad

lb.

Glazed
Donuts
Kahn s

Smoked
Sausage

99c

Best IN TOM

Pecan Covered

BBQ Pork
Sandwich

Cheese
Balls

each

1b $359

ONE STOP SHOPPING at its very best
•

ammo..

last &Wm

way

Jubilee Control Top

4-Way Decongestant

Ultra Sheer
Pantyhose

Nasal
Spray

Frem Stack

Utility
Basket

01 Reg or 4 6 01 Gel

Colgate
Toothpaste

each

S X 7 or 8 X 10
Fordyce Assorted

Framed
Art Print'
Page Six FTD
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PRODUCE

Fine For Salads

Cherry
Tomatoes

.MMIR

Field Ripened Jumbo Size

Pineapples

each

California Seedless 113 Size

Navel
Oranges

89C
99c

each
Bag of 10....$1.89)

-.0••••

U.S. No. 1 All Prpose Wisconsin

Russet Potatoes
Washington State Ex. Fancy Gold or Red 88 Size

Delicious Apples
694
"Pier Crop" Florida Jumbo BO Size

Temple
Oranges

_PD
ao)
IfC
)
DEPARTMENT

00

1

r

)
"Guaranteed Great"
Photo Services

to KrOger Photo Coupon...,...-Ir
.

Mild Medium

Yellow
Onions

lb

Fresh

Green
Broccoli

large
bunch

Garden Fresh

Zucchini
Squash

lb.

Jumbo Size

Fresh
Mushrooms

39c
99c
594

AN,
,. •

5" x7"
Color
Enlargement

-

-r-

with any double print roll of color film
developed and printed at the regular
low Kroger price.
C-41 process only. Limit one enlargement per customer per double print
roll. Expires Jan. 22, 1985.

$1199

025D-222

lb

OFF
BEL!

e-

For special occasions or anytime at all, our
Kroger Floral Shoppe has a large selectio
plants,fresh cutflowers and accessoriesal*
fordable prices.

19

NiO cat Flows(halal* Floral Skew GOV
"

Iris

Go Krogering!
Page Seven FTD
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Super
Bowl
part xin's
from the Kroger
Deli-Bakery!

•

Super Party Tray Variety!
••••„„

•Kroger Deli Coupon
I

(0250 301,

•

Lean,Tender

(025D-302)

(0250 303)
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